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ABSTRACT
LOOKING AT THE PAST: EIGHTH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS AND
HISTORICAL VISUAL TEXTS
by
Jearl Nix
Teachers in the 21st century are confronted with students who are mass consumers of visual texts via social apps on smart devices, media on television, and information in textbooks.
Teaching students to analyze and question visual texts may help them construct meaning and critique what they see. Yet, very little is known about teachers’ pedagogical decisions when planning and teaching with visual texts. This study attempted to fill that gap. The purpose of this
study was to explore how eighth grade history teachers utilize historical visual texts in their
classrooms. Three eighth grade history teachers participated in this study.

Data collection consisted of semi-structured interviews, teacher analyses of visual texts,
video recorded lessons, and teacher reflections. Data obtained in this study addressed the following questions: How do teachers analyze a historical visual text for use in the classroom? What
previous experiences do teachers utilize when planning to teach with a historical visual text?
What do teachers’ reflections of a video recorded lesson reveal about the teachers’ instructional
experiences with historical visual texts? What do video analyses of teachers utilizing historical
visual texts reveal about teachers’ historical thinking and visual literacy pedagogical decisions?
The results of this study indicated that the participants lack formal pedagogical content
knowledge and prior experiences in teaching with historical visual texts. Yet, the participants
reported that their lessons in this study were engaging and meaningful for students. Findings
from this study suggest that historical visual texts can be effective in the teaching and learning of
history.

INDEX WORDS: Historical visual texts, Visual literacy, Historical thinking, Social studies,
Political cartoons
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CHAPTER 1
THE PROBLEM
Before the invention of formal writing, around 16,000 B.C., humans memorialized hunts
and cultural events by engraving scenes on rocks or painting the insides of caves (Staley, 2006).
In the caves of Lascaux and Chauvet in France, Paleolithic humans used readily available materials to colorfully draw large depictions of animals seen in daily life. Ubirr, situated in the Arnhem Lands of northern Australia, houses rock paintings by the Aborigines that show prominent
societal members as stick figures donning elaborate attire (Kjellgren, 2000). At Pachmari Hills
in India, there are cave drawings and etchings showing the plant life and hunting practices of the
area (Tedesco, 2000). Thus, humans have created visual images as a means to convey history for
thousands of years.
The Ancient Greece and the Roman Empires embraced visuals by erecting monuments to
gods and former leaders, adorning buildings with engravings of culturally significant events, and
painting scenes of their cultural heritage on vases (Rutter & Sparkes, 2000). The Romans decorated walls, floors, and passages with mosaics. These displays of colorful stones set in mortar
illustrated historic events such as chariot races, gladiator battles, and other cultural celebrations.
In China, artists sculpted replicas of Buddha, memorialized rural landscapes through paintings on
hand scrolls, and artists with steady hands incorporated calligraphy into symbolic paintings of
Chinese military strength and power (Delbanco, 2008; Hearn, 2008; Leidy, 2010).
During the Middle Ages, European painters depicted religious scenes in churches through
stained glass windows and in sculptures constructed from wood, bronze, and stone (Moss, 2008).
Books became works of art with lavish and vivid illustrations hand drawn by artists. Italian
choir books infused music, text, and images of religious history to enhance the meaning of the
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songs and assist the singers’ performances (Boehm & Nogueira, 2009). In the Renaissance and
early modern periods, rulers, influential families, and religious leaders commissioned artisans to
honor important historical figures with monuments, paintings, and sculptures (Staley, 2006).
Michelangelo’s sculpture David and his work on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel are two examples of commissioned works of historical art. Leonardo de Vinci was also commissioned to
commemorate historical events through his paintings such as The Last Supper at the Santa Maria
delle Grazie in Milan (Bambach, 2002). For centuries, political rulers, religious principles, and
political ideologies dictated how history was depicted through visual arts in Asia. During the
Joseon dynasty in the 1400s, Korean artists were commissioned to paint Neo-Confusists leaders
on white porcelain (Lee, 2004).
Paintings of historical events dominated the 1700s and early 1800s. Wars and revolutions were memorialized as well as daily social life. The Industrial Revolution quickly advanced
the ways sketches could be printed in newspapers, journals, magazines, and books. Lithography,
the process of easily duplicating drawings for print, opened the door for mass production of visual texts. During the American Civil War, magazines hired photographers and illustrators such as
Mathew Brady and Alfred Waud, to produce sketches and images of battles that would then be
published for readers to analyze and journalists to refer to in articles (Ives, 2004).
Not all of the visual images of the 1800s were war themed. Many painters of the era, particularly American artists, chose to paint scenes of everyday life of the rapidly growing nation.
Paintings by artists like William Sidney Mount capture families, community life in rural areas,
children at play, and life in the home during the 19th century (Weinberg & Barratt, 2009). Landscapes were also captured on canvas to preserve their natural beauty, yet undisturbed by humans
(Berger, 1972). Japanese artists during the 17th to the 19th centuries were engaged in a practice
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called Ukiyo-e. In this inexpensive art form, woodblock prints, previously reserved for written
text, now contained portraits of urban life, landscapes, and famous actors (Department of Asian
Art, 2004) .
In the 1830s, Louis-Jaques-Mande Daguerre revealed that he was able to capture still images on sliver colored copper plates in a process he called daguerreotype. People were now able
to capture an image of themselves, their property, and their families for a fraction of the costs
and in a shorter amount of time than through a painted portrait. The era of the Daguerreotype
ended in the 1850s when artists begin to produce photos on glass instead of the silver colored
copper plates (Daniel, 2004).
During the transition from the 19th into the 20th century, improvements in making and developing photographs advanced swiftly. Cameras became smaller thus increasing their mobility
and their uses. Pictures were printed on paper and not glass. Photojournalists were able to take
pictures of historic events for news sources. Families used cameras to memorialize family
events. During the first decades of the twentieth century, photography quickly became the main
source of visual texts for America’s democratic society. Photographs of America’s dark issues
such as immigration, child labor, overcrowded urban centers, and lynching spurred citizens to
call for progressive reforms. Photographs were not only capturing America’s history, but they
was also showing citizens of the time what words alone could not (Moss, 2008).
Around the same time that photography was gaining popularity, the first uses of film began to emerge. Film provided a way to give action and eventually voice to images of historical
events. The popularity and expansion of film into an industry provided a format that allowed
historical events to be viewed by more people.
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In the late 1940s, a new way to visualize history was introduced through the invention of
television. First thought of as a fad, television has arguably had the biggest impact on how people visualize history (Moss, 2008). Live events like the funeral of President Kennedy, the first
man on the moon, and the terrorist attacks of September 11th, allow people to see history as it
happens. Television viewers also develop their historical understandings through documentaries
like Alex Haley’s Roots and Ken Burns’ Civil War.
As each decade passed from the twentieth into the twenty first century, film, television,
and photography became increasingly accessible to more people. Cameras used to capture videos and photographs shrank and eventually became standard parts of devices such as laptops, tablets, and mobile phones. Movies, television shows, and pictures graduated from black and white
into colorful displays and eventually into digital files. The time required for developing videos
and photographs shrunk so that development became instantaneous on these new devices. With
photography and filming tools so readily available, the ability to visually capture historical
events is no longer left to photojournalists or those who could afford expensive equipment. Using a mobile device, anyone could capture an historical moment and instantly distribute the image to thousands of people via social media.
The ways that humans develop visualizations of history have evolved from large cave
paintings into digitized snapshots captured on tiny devices. The enormous amount of visuals and
the speed at which they reach viewers calls for a focus on literary skills that viewers can employ
when attempting to read, interpret, and construct meanings of images of historical events. Today’s students in particular need tools to assist them in interpreting the large amount of visuals
they interact with on a daily basis. Visual texts (Werner, 2002), a term used in instructional settings, can be any form of visual images such as photographs, paintings, sculptures, monuments,
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political cartoons, billboards, advertisements, charts, graphs, and maps. Werner (2002) argues
that visual texts should no longer be viewed as filler that enhances the look of a written text. Instead, visual texts “…are the social world and need to be treated as subject matter in the classroom” (p. 401). Werner calls on social studies teachers to teach students how to be critical readers of visual texts allowing learners to be interpreters instead of just consumers of some fixed
meaning. Teaching students to be visually literate can be considered a part of social studies’ role
in teaching students to be informed citizens who think and act from knowledge.
Texts of all kinds are a critical part of social studies and history education. Textbooks,
movies, maps, and written documents are texts used to teach students historical thinking and reasoning skills. Seixas (2001) calls for a shift in what social studies educators consider texts and
how teachers use them in the classroom. He argues that all sources of information such as photographs, political cartoons, sketches, paintings, and monuments be treated as documents that
students must learn to read. Visual texts, according to Seixas, need to be recognized as documents created by authors who have a perspective into the subject of the texts. Interrogating the
creator’s positionality and the context in which a text was created “…brings classroom, school,
students, teachers-and researchers-into a new, self-conscious interplay with the world outside”
(Seixas, 2001, p. 559).
Problem Statement
The lives of today’s students are inundated with visual texts through advertising, the media, video games, movies, popular culture, social media websites, the classroom, and the internet.
Students are living in an era where they have instant access to image-rich sources through graphically enhanced devices like smart phones and tablets. Researchers are finding that even many
toddlers expertly manipulate tablet and phones to find their favorite games and videos (Rideout,
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2013). Three fourths of American students from infants to eight have access to mobile devices,
and the amount of time students spend on these devices is increasing drastically each year
(Rideout, Foehr, & Roberts, 2010). Students are arriving at school having already consumed
many thousands of visual messages through mobile devices.
Although the access to so much visual information can be exciting for students, the excess of visual texts can be overwhelming if students are not taught how to be visually literate
(Metros, 2008). Visual literacy, a term that first appeared in academia in the late 1960s, is the
“ability to understand, interpret and evaluate visual messages” (Bristor & Drake, 1994). According to Braden and Hortin (1982) visual literacy is “the ability to understand and use images, including the ability to think, learn and express oneself in terms of images” (p. 38). The sheer
number of visual texts students come in contact with each day helps them develop basic visual
literacy skills. Yet, looking at visual texts is not the same as being critical viewers. As Felten
(2008) notes, “living in an image-rich world, however, does not mean students…naturally possess sophisticated visual literacy skills…” (p. 60). Berger (1972) argues that every time one
views a visual text they see something different. Critical viewership means to be in constant flux
between what they know and what they actually see.
We never look at just one thing; we are always looking at the relation between things and
ourselves. Our vision is continually active, continually moving, continually holding
things in a circle around itself, constituting what is present to us as we are. (Berger,
1972, p. 9).
Little, Felten, and Berry (2010) agree in that visual texts “…are different from [written]
texts, and developing visual literacy will require deliberate and reiterative practice…” (p. 46) for
both teachers and their students.
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Text-based verbal instruction is still the main form of content delivery in today’s schools
(Burns, 2006). An academic value exists in teaching students how to be good readers and writers
in the traditional literary sense. But, as society changes, students also need visual literacy skills
that are transferable from the classroom to the world outside of school (Callow, 2005; Marcus,
Paxton, & Meyerson, 2006). According to Waters and Russell (2012) “as contemporary media
continues to use images in an effort to influence society, educators need to spend time explaining
and instructing in the visual realm” (p. 209).
The K – 12 social studies curriculum provides an ideal space where teachers and students
can develop and practice techniques that will enhance students’ visual literacy skills. Already
many educators in the field are using various types of visual texts in their classrooms: graphic
organizers, historical photographs, monuments and memorials, artwork, political cartoons, films,
maps, charts, and graphs (Flynt & Brozo, 2010; Waters & Russell, 2012). Unfortunately, many
of the classroom uses of visual texts do not call on viewers to engage critically with the text.
Many textbooks, for example, still only use visual texts such as photographs, paintings, and political cartoons as space holders on pages full of verbal text rather than documents to be analyzed
or critiqued. And, when visuals exist, students’ only resource into making meaning of the visual
texts are the captions containing the textbook author’s interpretation of the image, thus, denying
the viewer the opportunity to construct their own interpretation (LaSpina, 1998; Werner, 2002).
Some social studies teachers have reservations about utilizing visual texts in their classrooms (Metros, 2008). This lack of confidence may be attributed to their own lack of knowledge
and understanding of visual literacy. During their time as preservice students, the use of traditional texts was probably emphasized more than visuals as the best resources to teach social studies. Yet, as society’s media consumption and technology continues to grow, colleges and uni-
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versities, just like K – 12 schools, are slowly increasing their acceptance of visual texts as legitimate resources for the teaching and learning of social studies (Coventry, M., Felten, P., Jaffee,
D., O’Leary, C., & Weis, T., 2006; Felten, 2008; Metros, 2008; Staley, 2007).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore how eighth grade history teachers utilize historical visual texts in their classrooms. Multiple data collection methods such as teacher interviews,
analyses of documents, and video recorded lessons were used to learn how three-eighth grade
history teachers utilize historical visual texts. Many visual texts exist that can be used as the
main form of delivering social studies content to students. Graphs and charts can teach quantitative data in a format that is easy to read. Maps teach students about locations, politics, and human geography. An examination of monuments of prominent individuals and events provide
learners with a look at the people and events past cultures deemed important. Youtube videos
bring historical concepts to life via live action. Advertisements visualize current and previous
trends in consumerism. Photographs and paintings are also visual texts that provide insight into
the past. Instagram and Twitter accounts of historical homes and museums offer followers a
glimpse into the past by releasing archived visuals and art on social media outlets. Political cartoons call on viewers to develop opinions and then question the viewpoints of others, the artist,
and sometimes themselves.
Visual texts are everywhere in contemporary American society. Students can look at paper photographs at home in albums or digital images on computers and mobile devices. Not only
are visuals available for viewing, but in many cases, students are asked to interact with images
by commenting on them, liking them, or even sharing them with other people. In today’s digital
age, it is possible for a visual to “go viral” and be accessible to millions of people in a matter of
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minutes. Students are more than just consumers of visuals. They are image creators making editorial decisions such as choosing the subjects, adding aging filters, deciding on the best angles,
and selecting when and where to post the pictures for public display. The smart devices students
operate today make it easier than ever to constantly capture moments in one’s life.
Even with the prevalence of visual texts in today’s culture, however, historians and educators in general have been slow to shift from a verbal text-based curriculum to one that emphasizes visual texts (Martinez, 2009). Written sources are and have always been essential to the
research of history. Challenging the status quo, as visual texts can appear to do, takes time to be
recognized as legitimate and beneficial to teaching and scholarly work. According to Staley
(2006), past historians only viewed images as sources of information for illiterate or uneducated
people who could not read the “legitimate” written sources.
The delayed acceptance of visual text as documents worthy of historical inquiry by historians, teacher educators, and social studies teachers may be due to their reputation as unreliable
due to their ability to be edited, manipulated, or falsified (Coventry, et al., 2006). One of the
most famous examples of manipulating history through photography is Mathew Brady’s moving
and propping up of dead soldiers for photographs of the Civil War. According to Martinez
(2009), the notion that images are unreliable sources of historical information was the school of
thought in academic historical research for many years.
Yet, the acceptance of visual texts as legitimate sources for historical inquiry has slowly
taken shape over the past few decades. W. J. T. Mitchell (1995) used the term “the pictorial
turn” (p. 2) to describe the shift in our culture from a society based on text to one engulfed in imagery and symbols. Modern historians have acknowledged this turn and are beginning to see the
benefits of visual texts as legitimate sources of historical inquiry (Martinez, 1995). Many re-
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searchers provide good arguments for incorporating visuals into the practice of historical inquiry.
Staley (2006) defends visual texts as legitimate sources for historical inquiry. He states that “because they can depict simultaneity, multidimensionality, and whole/part relationships.” He continues that “images are an excellent medium for representing thought and ideas, including our
representations of the past” (p. 393).
Martinez (1995) calls out historians who believe that written sources are less subjective
and therefore more reliable than visual texts. She argues that the authors of past documents as
well as the historians who have analyzed them did so through their own personal biases and subjectivities. Just as a photographer, artist, or sculptor injects his or her own subjectivities on his
photograph, painting, or monument, so too does the writer of a diary, letter, or any other written
source of historical prominence.
According to Trachtenberg (1989), the ability to interpret images in so many ways
“...frees [historians] from the tyranny of any fixed version [of history], permitting critical historical judgment” (p. 70). Historians who ignore visual texts miss opportunities for expanding their
inquiry into their topics.
Modern historians, according to Martinez (2009), no longer cling to the ideology of objective historical research. The new historian, believing that history itself is interpretative, is less
rigid in his research; there is freedom to express one’s thoughts, opinions, and subjectivities
within one’s own scholarly work. This new approach allows photographs to be considered legitimate sources in conducting historical research and in the teaching and learning of history.
Researchers are discovering benefits for learners when historically based images are utilized in teaching and learning environments (Berry, Schmeid, & Schrock, 2008; Bolgatz, 2007;
Conventry et al., 2006; Staley, 2007; Werner, 2002; Wineburg, 2001). Stephens (1998) argues
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that visual texts are more compelling and visually pleasing and therefore leave a more lasting
impression on viewers. Visual imagery is also important because of its impacts on the long term
memory of viewers (Gagne, 1985). Burke (1994) points out that a visual text can provide readers with information and experiences that a written text cannot. An example is that the questionable authorship and truthfulness of photographs make them prime sources for historical research.
Contextualizing and sourcing edited photos are challenging tasks that call on both visual literacy
and historical thinking skills. Furthermore, teaching students to constantly question photos may
benefit learners in their visually saturated lives outside of school.
The purpose of this research is to explore how eighth grade history teachers utilize historical visual texts in their classrooms. Research exists on the uses of visual texts in the college
history classroom (Coventry et al., 2006; Felten, 2005; Jaffee, 2009; Wineburg, 2001) and some
studies on their uses in elementary and secondary history classes (Foster, Hoge, & Rosch, 1999;
Levstik & Barton, 1994; VanSledright, 2002; Wineburg, 1999). Little to no research explores
middle level teachers’ attempts at utilizing historical photographs in their classrooms. This research attempts to fill that gap.
Theoretical Framework
The epistemology for this study is based in constructionism. The purpose of this study is
to explore how eighth grade history teachers utilize historical visual texts in their classrooms.
According to Crotty (1998), constructionism claims “that meanings are constructed by human
beings as they engage with the world they are interpreting” (p. 43). For meaning to be generated
or constructed, there must be a social interaction “between human beings and their world, and
developed and transmitted within an essentially social context” (p. 42). Constructionism by its
very name suggests that knowledge is not known but is constructed. In this study, eighth grade
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history teachers constructed meaning with objects, specifically historical visual texts in an effort
to create lessons in which students constructed understandings of the same texts and their historical contexts. Visual texts may include political cartoons, movies, television shows, monuments,
paintings, graphs, charts, maps, and historical photographs. All of these visuals have different
values or meanings when separated from the context of the classroom or learning experience.
However, when situated within the curriculum or potential lesson the visual texts become objects
of educational value and importance that need to be understood.
This study of how eighth grade history teachers utilize visual texts in their classrooms is
also influenced and situated in two fields of study: visual literacy and historical thinking. These
two fields provide crucial and necessary components in the study of history. Historical thinking
skills provide students with the cognitive tools necessary to make meaning of documents from
the past. Visual literacy skills allow students to better analyze and interpret visual texts that they
encounter. These two fields of study coexist in this study because historical visual texts were
components of the data collection process. What follows is a summary of these fields, visual literacy and historical thinking, as they relate to this study. First, the following section on visual
literacy will include: (1) definitions of visual literacy, (2) common components of visual literacy, and (3) the impact of visual literacy on student learning.
Visual Literacy
Visual literacy is a term that first emerged in the 1960s. John Debes (1969) coined the
phrase and defined it as a person’s ability to critique, interpret, analyze, and make meaning of
visual texts. Since that first definition, more definitions have appeared (Dondis, 1973; Francesky
& Debes, 1971; Petterson, 1993). Although a singular definition does not exist, there are common components of visual literacy such as thinking, learning and communicating with and
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through visual texts (Avgerinou & Pettersson, 2011; Braden & Hortin, 1982; Ravas & Stark,
2012).
Researchers agree that another common component of visual literacy is that students
learn to read and interpret visual texts and are provided opportunities to practice these skills.
Werner (2002) believes that the presence of three conditions in a social studies classroom can
help students develop visual literacy skills. First, is that students are given the authority to interpret, challenge, and question a visual in order to develop their own interpretation. The meanings
of visual texts are not fixed. Rather, the meanings emerge as the students interact with a text.
Werner (2002) argues that both the text and the reader share authority over the meaning of the
text. He points out that it is rare that an author’s intentions are revealed by simply looking at
visual text. Instead, students must have the authority to interact and interpret the text in order to
understand that multiple interpretations and meanings are possible for a visual text.
Second, is that students are given many opportunities to work with visual texts in meaningful and educative ways. Werner (2002) suggests that teachers incorporate readings of visual
texts along a closed-open continuum of authority. On the closed end, the viewer is only using
the visual text as a source for information from which to extract facts. Often these are accompanied by captions or descriptive narratives. In the middle of the continuum, the readings of visual
texts move away from informational fact finding and toward implying meanings and the authors’
intended meanings. Finally, on the open end of the continuum, readers are given the authority to
contextualize texts and to reflect on personal and cultural biases in interpreting visual texts.
Werner points out that this continuum of open and closed authority for viewing visual texts
should be treated as a variety of approaches and not a hierarchy or scale of importance where the
reader must move from closed to open.
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The third condition for a social studies classroom to facilitate visual literacy growth
among student is for the classroom to be a space for communal sharing and reflection. Werner
(2002) insists that classroom discussions are a key component of fostering students’ abilities to
read visual texts. Discussions, he points out, help students gain background knowledge, learn
about multiple interpretations of the same text, gain new ideas and insights into a text, and
reevaluate their own interpretation and readings of a text. The classroom setting must be a place
where students feel safe to openly share without the fear of criticism or rejection by peers or the
teacher.
The incorporation of visual literacy in the social studies classroom can have lasting outcomes on students’ learning and on the classroom environment. Three of these outcomes
include: (1) motivating students, (2) providing students with life skills, and (3) influencing students’ construction of historical knowledge.
Motivating students to learn about the past can be a difficult task for teachers. In
research conducted over a span of many years (Chido & Byford, 2006; Russell & Waters, 2010;
Schug, Todd, & Beery, 1982; Shaughnessy & Haladyna, 1985), middle level and secondary socials studies students pointed out social studies as their least favorite class. Students state that
they struggle to apply what happened in the past to their lives today. Students also cite teaching
methods such as lecture and textbook work as boring and disengaging. Incorporating visual literacy skills such as analyzing photographs, interpreting political cartoons, and contextualizing
advertisements into the social studies curriculum could increase student engagement and motivation. Critically viewing visual texts can break up the typically written text-heavy-subject of history. Teaching visual literacy skills may provide students with skills to traverse today’s visually
rich culture. For example, teaching students to question the authorship of a photograph can lead
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students to critically analyze all visual texts such as advertisements, videos, propaganda, and images produced by the media. The ability to read and interpret visual texts is an important life
skill for students. To be engaged citizens, students need to learn how to read a variety of
sources. Gee (2003) identifies the approach of using a variety of texts as the “multimodal principle of learning”. He explains that “…meaning and knowledge are built up through various
modalities (images, texts, symbols, interactions, abstract design, sound, etc.), not just words” (p.
210).
Finally, visual literacy skills are important for students in making sense of history. Students construct historical knowledge through a wide range of visual texts outside of school: television, movies, social media, religious ceremonies, and even family photo albums (Moss,
2008). Felten (2006) points out that history teachers need to understand the “rich but problematic visual knowledge, beliefs, and habits that students bring to the history classroom” (p. 1386).
Teachers can build upon students’ prior knowledge to develop a history curriculum based around
visual texts that promote challenging students’ concepts of history.
Historical Thinking
Historical thinking is the second field of study influencing this research study into how
eighth grade history teachers utilize visual texts in their classrooms. The following section will
include information on historical thinking. The topics in this section include: (1) a definition of
historical thinking, (2) the role of historical thinking in visual literacy, and (3) the importance of
historical thinking skills on student learning.
Historical thinking, as a method of research for historians and students, has experienced
tremendous growth in the last few decades of the twentieth century. Historical thinking is the
processes individuals use to make meaning of documents from the past (Barton, 2005; Beyer,
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2008; Bolgatz, 2007; Martin & Wineburg, 2008; Seixas & Clark, 2004; VanSledright, 2004;
Wineburg, 1991; Wineburg, 2001). A variety of approaches exist in conducting historical thinking. However, like visual literacy, a set of common components of historical thinking exist.
These include criticizing sources, working with a variety of sources on one topic, questioning the
authorship of a source, contextualizing the source, and making inferences to its meaning.
Historical thinking skills do not just pertain to text-based documents. Martinez (2009)
provides a definition of historical thinking from a visual literacy point of view. Her definition is
as follows:
[T]he ability to understand the subject and meaning of an image within the context of the
culture that produced it, the ability to understand the compositional and stylistic characteristics of a work and why these characteristics matter, and the ability to interpret, use,
appreciate, and create images” (p. 11)
Learning how to think historically provides students with a number of vital skills in interpreting the past. First, learning historical thinking skills and applying them to historical documents help students increase their understanding of the past. Students learn history from a variety of sources outside of the classroom. Students bring that prior knowledge, correct or inaccurate, to their learning of history and even try to apply preconceived ideas to their analysis of historical documents. Learning historical thinking skills can help overturn possible misconceptions
of history.
In research conducted on students’ knowledge and understanding of history, historical
thinking compounded year after year helps students to identify the chronology of and temporal
settings of historical events (Foster Hoge, and Rosch, 1999; Levstik & Barton, 2008). Learning
and practicing historical thinking skills also helps students develop more sophisticated narratives
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of history. In their early years, students tend to narrate history in short, inaccurate tales filled
with misinformation and imaginative details. According to research conducted by Barton
(2008), learning historical thinking skills as they progress through grades, students tend to form
more cohesive narratives of past events with correct facts and the correct chronology.
Second, students who learn how to analyze historical documents gain skills that are transferable to their lives outside of school. Questioning and analyzing the purpose of a historical
document, for example, can lead a student to question and analyze the authorship of documents
in everyday life. Third, applying historical thinking skills to primary documents help students
learn to form and support opinions based on research and cognitive reasoning. This skill can be
helpful to students as they grow into active members of a democratic citizenry. As they begin to
participate in civic responsibilities and duties, students who learn to critique, analyze, and question documents of the past, should be able to be more informed citizens than others who lack
these skills (Barton, 2008).
Purpose Statement and Research Questions
The combination of historical thinking and visual literacy may provide students with a
knowledge base that can assist them in their current education as well as in their lives outside of
school today and in their future. The goal of this research study is to explore how eighth grade
history teachers utilize visual texts. The following questions guided this research:
1. How do teachers analyze a historical visual text for use in the classroom?
2. What previous experiences do teachers utilize when planning to teach with a historical
visual text?
3. What do teachers’ reflections of a video recorded lesson reveal about teachers’ instructional experiences with a historical visual text?
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4. What do video analyses of teachers utilizing historical visual texts reveal about teachers’
historical thinking and visual literacy pedagogical decisions?
Research Design
A qualitative case study method was used to explore how eighth grade history teachers
utilize historical visual texts. The participants of this study were three teachers in the same
eighth grade social studies department at a suburban middle school located in the southeastern
United States. The research period for this study took place while the participants were teaching
about the Reconstruction Era of American history. Each participant signed a consent form prior
to the collection of any data.
Once the participants agreed to take part in this study, they requested that I, as the researcher, provide them with resources in locating and identifying appropriate visual texts to use
in planning for and teaching about the Reconstruction Era. I sent an email to the participants that
contained a link to the harpweek.com website which contains political cartoons from the historical news publication Harper’s Weekly. I also emailed links to two articles from the Georgia Encyclopedia website. One article entitled Freedmen’s Education during Reconstruction (Butchart,
2002) contains photographs and sketches. The second article, Sharecropping (Giesesn, 2007),
includes photographs from the Reconstruction Era. All three participants selected political cartoons to use in their video recorded lessons. There were three data collection methods in this
study: (1) teacher interviews and document analysis, (2) video recorded lessons, and (3) teacher
reflections of their lessons and interviews.
The first data collection method was a visual text analysis session and interview with
each of the three participants. Each participant conducted a thinkaloud analysis of the visual text
he or she selected to use in this study. The purpose of this activity was to learn how teachers analyze a visual text as well as their understandings of the historical context of the visual text.
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Teachers were asked to share any historical background knowledge they knew concerning the
visuals as well as their interpretation of the visuals’ meanings and context. Following the analysis session, I asked each teacher to describe his or her lesson plan utilizing the visual. Teachers
shared their objectives and goals of what they hoped students would learn during the lessons. I
voice recorded each session, wrote field notes, and transcribed the recordings to ensure that I
captured accurate and descriptive data.
The second data collection method was a video recorded lesson of each participant’s implementation of his or her historical visual text. The purpose of the video recordings was to capture the pedagogical methods of teachers as well as the student responses when utilizing a historical visual text. Participants were directed to capture moments of intense meaning making utilizing the visuals in their lessons. In the transcripts, I included the teachers’ voices and actions.
The third data collection method was teacher participants’ analyses and reflections of the
video recorded lessons. The purpose of the teacher analysis was to allow the teachers to reflect
on their pedagogical methods of utilizing a historical visual text. In these sessions, teachers
watched the videos of their lessons and reflected aloud on their successes, missteps, students’
responses, and possible improvements. I also conducted semi-structured interviews of the participants. The questions were a combination of closed and open with probing questions asked for
clarification and to enhance the data collection. I asked teachers about their experiences participating in this study, their definitions of historical thinking and visual literacy, and the improvements they could make going forward.
For this study of how eighth grade history teachers utilize historical visual texts, I applied
both inductive and deductive coding to the full body of data. An inductive coding was applied
first to all data sources to reveal teachers’ authentic experiences teaching with the historical visu-
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al texts. Inductive coding also allowed trends and patterns to emerge from the data that were
then analyzed across cases to compare teachers’ experiences. Next, deductive coding was applied to all data sources to identify teacher’s pedagogical content knowledge of historical thinking skills and teachers’ applications of visual literacy including the types of readings teachers
assigned to the visual texts. The deductive codes were generated from prior research on historical thinking (Breakstone, 2015; VanSledright, 2004; Wineburg, 1991) and visual literacy skills
(Werner, 2002).
Significance of the Study
The results from this study of how eighth grade history teachers utilize historical visual
texts in their classrooms are significant to several groups. This section will identify those groups
and the significance of this research for each one. The groups are as follows: (1) classroom
teachers, (2) education professional development program designers, (3) textbook publishers, (4)
teacher educators, and (5) researchers.
First, this study informs classroom teachers. By examining how a set of eighth grade history teachers plan and teach with historical visual texts, other middle level teachers who read the
study may also learn new methods and approaches on how to incorporate visual texts into their
history curriculum. Many teachers are hesitant to use visual texts due to time constraints and a
lack of historical background knowledge and visual literacy skills. This study can ease teachers’
concerns and give them confidence by addressing issues that arise when planning with and implementing visual texts in a history classroom. An examination of this study by practicing teachers may provide them with insights into new ways of engaging students who find social studies
boring and insignificant in their daily lives. Students live in a culture where they are inundated
with visuals through a variety of sources (Werner, 2002). Students often feel disengaged in his-
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tory classrooms and yearn for more interactive involvement in constructing historical knowledge
(Chido & Byford, 2006; Russell & Waters, 2010; Schug, Todd, & Beery, 1982; Shaughnessy &
Haladyna, 1985). By examining teachers’ uses of visual texts in teaching history, new methods
of making learning meaningful and engaging for students can emerge.
Second, educators responsible for designing and implementing professional development
workshops and in-service learning opportunities will find this study significant. As a teacher and
researcher, I have had the opportunity to share teaching strategies using historical visual texts in
social studies at the local, state, and national level. The participants in these in-service sessions
were eager and excited to try, what to them are new approaches. State and national standards
continue to call on social studies teachers to incorporate literacy skills such as close readings,
text dependent analysis, and constructed responses into their curriculum. The implementation of
historical visual texts may help teachers achieve these new literacy based goals without sacrificing necessary content for students. The results of this study exploring how eighth grade history
teachers utilize historical visual texts provide education professional development instructors
with data they can use to create meaningful staff development and in-service learning opportunities.
Third, textbook publishers will find the results of this study significant. By examining
how teachers used visual texts and the responses from students, textbook creators can learn how
to improve the use of visual texts in their resources. A turning point in social studies textbook
design was 1989’s publication of a set of social studies textbooks for first – eighth grades published by the Houghton Mifflin Company and visually designed by Ligature Incorporated (Armento, Nash, Salter, & Wixson, 1989; LaSpina, 1998). These textbooks, identified as
“…books…designed for children who watch MTV and play video games” (LaSpina, 1998, p.
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xiv) are structured so that the graphics “…don’t just explain the text, they are the text” (Reinhold, 1991). Throughout the textbooks and teacher editions, the authors provide students and
teachers with instructions on how to read visual texts and opportunities to practice the skills.
Since the publication of the Houghton Mifflin series, other textbook creators now incorporate more visuals in their textbooks (Werner, 2002). Yet, the collages and captioned images
do not allow the visuals to serve as sources of inquiry or content. Rather, the images typically
only serve as filler to break up the monotony of text with few if any opportunities for students to
actively engage with visual texts except through passive viewership (Felton & Allen, 1990; Masur, 1998; Werner, 2002). With textbooks shifting from print to e-book formats, editors could
use the results of this study to improve their uses of visual texts in classroom resources for students and teachers.
Fourth, teacher educators at the university level will find this study significant. By examining the struggles and successes that eighth grade teachers experienced while using visual texts
in their classrooms, teacher educators can gain valuable information on how to improve their education of future teachers. Other researchers have found that colleges of education are generating educators who are ill equipped to grasps the vastness of the visualization of modern society,
let alone teach students who are living and learning in the visually saturated society (Metros &
Woolsey, 2006). Metros (2008) calls attention to the need to educate teachers on how to introduce visual literacy skills to their students. She makes the observation that today’s visually inundated students at all levels of our education system are being taught by individuals from an era
before visual texts dominated society. Since universities and colleges of education still tend to
rely on text-based literacy rather than visual literacy in their curricula, they are generating K-12
teachers who will continue the trend of non-visual teaching and learning. The results of this
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study may bring awareness to the need for teacher educators to focus on what Shulman (1986)
call pedagogical content knowledge. In other words, how teachers teach the content they know
to students. For this study, the focus was on teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge of historical thinking and visual literacy skills.
Finally, the fifth group that this research will be significant to is education researchers.
The results of this study provide new data that show how eighth grade history teachers use visual
texts in their classrooms that can benefit the scholarly research in both historical inquiry and visual literacy. A gap exists in the research on how eighth grade history teachers use visual texts in
their classrooms. Visual literacy and historical thinking studies have mainly focused on elementary, high school, and college students’ needs and abilities to interpret historical visual texts.
This study places middle level history teachers at the center to explore how they utilize visual
texts. A focus on eighth grade history teachers can influence researchers in education, historical
inquiry, and visual literacy to further inquire into the role of visuals in history education.
Organization of the Study
In this chapter I provided an overview of this study on how eighth grade history teachers
utilize historical visual texts. Included in this chapter was an introduction, a problem statement,
the theoretical framework, the purpose statement, the research questions, the significance of the
study, definition of terms, and an organization of the study. Chapter two consists of an extensive
review of the literature concerning the topics of this study. In chapter three, the methodology for
this study is explained. Chapter four includes an overview of the participants, historical background of their selected visual texts, and a brief summary of each participant’s video recorded
lesson. Chapter five is the data analysis of the teachers’ experiences in this study. Chapter six
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examines the roles of historical thinking and visual literacy in the participants’ lessons. Finally,
in chapter seven I explain the conclusions and possibilities for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of this study is to explore how eighth grade history teachers utilize historical
visual texts in their classrooms. The goal of this chapter is to review the literature on the role
visual texts play in the teaching and learning of social studies, especially in the fostering of historical thinking. This review of the literature includes information on visual literacy, historical
thinking, and research on the uses of visual literacy and historical thinking in the classroom.
Visual texts dominate today’s culture and society. Images are used in advertising, the
media, popular culture, the internet, education, and social networks. The current generation of
students find themselves living in a digital age where they have instant access to visually rich
sources through graphically enhanced devices like smart phones, tablets, and computers. Even
toddlers expertly manipulate tablets and phones to find their favorite games and videos. Children come to school digitally-savvy, and having already consumed many thousands of visual images. Constant interactions with visual texts mean that students enter school possessing a basic
level of visual literacy. However, for many of today’s students, time spent in a classroom may
be the only time of the day when they are not critically engaged with visuals.
As noted earlier, in the mid 1990’s, W. J. T. Mitchell (1995) used the term “the pictorial
turn” (p. 2) to describe the shift in American culture from a society based on text to one engulfed
in imagery and symbols. Mitchell’s observation came as the internet began to creep into schools
and homes across the nation. Almost twenty years later, technology such as email, text messages, mobile devices have created a visually rich environment that students at all levels must maneuver on a daily basis (Burns, 2006; Callow, 2005).
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Students’ exposure to large amounts of visual texts does little to help them develop visual
literacy skills. Being passive consumers of visual texts is not the same as being critical viewers.
As Felten (2008) notes, “living in an image-rich world…does not mean students…naturally possess sophisticated visual literacy skills…” (p. 60). In order for students to be visually literate
members of society, they must learn to be critical consumers of visual texts (Metros, 2008). Little, Felten, and Berry (2010) state that “images are different from texts, and developing visual
literacy will require deliberate and reiterative practice…” (p. 46) at all levels of a student’s education.
Reading visual texts often require a level of sophistication not utilized when reading print
and narrative texts. Analyzing visual texts call for readers to enact inference skills to determine
what is happening in an image of an event without words or dialogue. Visual texts also require
the application of a large amount of prior knowledge. Finally, the learners need a level and
complexity of abstract thinking to read a visual text for meaning and understanding (Felten,
2008; Little, Felten, & Berry, 2010).
Students’ novice abilities to read visual texts may provide social studies teachers with a
foundation to continue building students’ visual literacy skills. Students and teachers interact
with the visual representation of knowledge in many forms in a typical social studies classroom:
charts, diagrams, graphic organizers, timelines, historic photographs, videos/films, and maps.
Yet, in many cases, such visual formats are often misused as fillers in lessons and readings or as
afterthoughts to text-based sources. Werner (2002) states that visual texts represent “the social
world and need to be treated as subject matter in the classroom” (p. 401) through a curriculum
that is visually relevant (Flynt & Brozo, 2010; Waters & Russell, 2012).
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In this chapter, the following topics are explored: (1) definitions of visual literacy; (2) the
educational importance of visual literacy (3) research on visual literacy; (4) definitions of historical thinking; (5) the educational role of historical thinking; and (6) research on historical thinking.
Definitions of Terms
The following terms will appear throughout this study.
Visual Literacy: Visual literacy, as described earlier in this chapter, is the ability to read,
analyze, critique, produce, and communicate with visual images. The term visual literacy has
evolved since its first use in the late 1960s. Yet, the basic foundational beliefs that in order to be
visually literate one must learn the skills to analyze and critique an image and constantly practice
those skills in meaningful experiences still exists. In chapter two, I discuss visual literacy and
its role in social studies education.
Visual Texts: I use the term visual texts to refer to visual images. The term visual text,
originated by Werner (2002), demonstrates that visual images can be read utilizing similar methods as those used to read written texts. Furthermore, the term visual text also infers that visual
images have cultural meanings and implications that should be examined and interpreted. By
using the word text, Werner (2002) wants to emphasize the work required to read and analyze an
image. In chapter two, I expand on the definition of visual texts and Werner’s instructional settings that produce settings conducive for students to read and understand visual texts.
Historical Thinking: Historical thinking skills are the thought processes that expert and
novice historians take in reading and analyzing a historical document. The act of historical
thinking includes investigating the sources of a document, contextualizing a document from the
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past. Salinas, Bellows, & Liaw (2011) summarize historical thinking as “…the ability to reflect,
synthesize, and construct understandings of history based on evidence” (p. 186).
Definitions of Visual Literacy
The term visual literacy has been around since the 1960s. John Debes (1969), who first
coined the phrase, compares visual literacy to any other language that must be learned. He defines visual literacy as a knowledge base of skills that incorporates all the senses when viewing
and analyzing visual texts. According to Debes, those who can see are innately able to read and
understand visual data within their society. A person’s ability to move beyond passive viewership to one of critical analysis requires skills that are gained through practice and purposeful interaction with visual texts. Debes states that “when developed, [these skills] enable a visually
literate person to discriminate and interpret the visible actions, objects, symbols, natural or manmade, that he encounters in his environment” (p. 26). Furthermore, these skills, according to
Debes, will lead one to a more visually enhanced level of communication with others.
Since Debes’ initial definition, others have extended the definition of visual literacy.
Dondis (1973) agrees that most humans can innately read and understand visual texts. Furthermore, those wishing to improve their visual literacy skills have to practice reading and making
meaning of visual texts. To grow and mature past the basic skills level, Dondis calls for learners
to leave their areas of comfort and engage in learning situations that expand one’s visual literacy
skills. Over the past several years, many attempts have been made at forming a single definition
of visual literacy (Braden, 1996; Burns, 2006; Heinich, Molenda & Russell, 1996; Moore &
Dwyer, 1994; Pettersson, 1993).
Through the many attempts at reaching an all-encompassing definition, researchers have
been able to identify three key attributes of visual literacy: (1) visual literacy is a skill that can be
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taught and can be learned, (2) visual texts can be interpreted with practice, and (3) visual texts
may be used as a form of communication. First, learning to read visual texts is a skill that has to
be taught and practiced just like learning to read written text. Yet, no one set of visual literacy
skills exist, and many sources of visual literacy exist across all disciplines. In social studies, for
example, visual texts may exist in the forms of maps, charts, graphs, videos, historical photographs, paintings, monuments, or political cartoons. Learning to read, analyze, and apply the
content in these visual texts are visual literacy skills beneficial to the social studies learner.
Second, visual texts can be critiqued and analyzed by students who are taught the necessary skills and provided the opportunity to practice. In social studies classes, teachers might first
teach students how to interpret visual texts beyond simply viewing them. Activities such as
learning to source historical photographs, reading interactive maps, and even critiquing movies
are examples of ways students can learn to develop their visual literacy skills. By continuously
working with visual texts, however, students can increase their ability to read and interpret visual
data and these skills will hopefully transfer to their lives outside of the classroom (Flynt & Brozo, 2010; Waters &Russell, 2012). Stokes (2001) suggests two approaches to developing visual
literacy skills. First, is to help learners analyze the messages within visual texts through analysis
and interpretation. Second, is to allow them to create their own form of visual to practice with
and demonstrate their newly learned skills. Pardieck (2012) calls on instructors to teach visual
literacy skills by using visual texts to teach new information, build on prior knowledge, and apply the new information.
Third, with guided instruction and practice visually literate individuals can create their
own forms of visual communication. Social studies students may demonstrate their mastery of
visual literacy by producing movies of historical reenactments, developing their own political
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cartoons, illustrating annotated maps, creating visually based multimedia presentations, and making graphic organizers to visually display information (Avgerinou & Pettersson, 2011; Brill,
Kim, & Branch, 2007; Ravas & Stark, 2012). Although the term was first used in the 1960s,
visual literacy is still an important and necessary aspect in the lives of students in the twenty-first
century.
The Educational Importance of Visual Texts
Visual texts in various forms are ever present in the teaching and learning of social studies. The K–12 social studies classroom can be an environment where teachers utilize students’
pleasure and experience in viewing and interacting with images to develop a curriculum rich in
visual imagery that develop students into visually literate thinkers, learners, and communicators.
In this section the following research is addressed: (1) the types of visual texts used in social
studies, (2) the uses of visual texts as tools to enhance historical inquiry, (3) the impacts on student engagement and motivation from using visual texts, (4) the methods of teaching with visual
texts in social studies, and (5) the transferability of visual literacy skills to students’ social lives.
The content of the various social studies curricula can be conveyed through a wide range
of visual literacy tools. Graphic organizers are tools that may help learners visualize and construct meaning of new facts and concepts. Charts and graphs provide a method to visually display and compare content, facts, data, and historical events across spans of time and space. Political cartoons provide content and opinions on an historical era. Films provide students the
chance to view a topic depicted in a format that is visually appealing. Films also convey a narrative story of history. Advances in technological and the digitizing of archival collections provide
educators with quick and easy access to images that help to teach new types of visual literacy
skills (Hicks, Doolittle, & Lee, 2004). In addition to online movies and video clips, technology
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provides a new teaching strategy in virtual field trips of monuments and memorials around the
world. These tributes to people and events of the past can be considered displays of art with an
historical, geographical, social or cultural context. Students can learn valuable lessons through a
monument, including its purpose, how it was designed, when it was erected, and its role and impacts on today’s society (Waters & Russell, 2013).
Visual texts of past events, such as photographs and art, can be helpful tools in portraying
historical content and serving as a catalyst to increase students’ visual literacy skills. Today’s
students live in a visually-dominated society where students construct much of their historical
knowledge and understandings before entering a history class (Felten, 2006). Felten (2006)
states that “…visual sources can be used to reveal and disrupt…historical and cognitive assumptions, helping students take necessary steps toward more complex understandings of the past”
(Coventry, M., Felten, P., Jaffee, D., O’Leary, C., & Weis, T., p. 1383).
The social studies curriculum tends to rely heavily on sources of written text such as
textbooks, diaries, sermons, speeches, and other resources that treat visuals as supplemental and
not central to the teaching and learning of content. Text heavy sources will always have their
necessary and proper place in the social studies curriculum. However, Waters and Russell
(2012) state that “while the reading of print text is still a central goal of education, this ability
alone can hardly fulfill the complex array of skills necessary to be considered literate in the digital age” (p. 210).
Some researchers suggest social studies teachers shift their methods of teaching and
learning from one solely based on text to one that incorporates visuals (Martinez, 2009; Staley,
2007). Berry et al (2008) “…urge instructors to move beyond using visuals merely as presentational gimmicks to engage students and rather as the source of (potentially new) historical inter-
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pretations, arguments, and understandings” (p.438). Levine (2004) supports the theory that
learning to critique and examine historical images can impact a students’ historical understandings the same as interpreting text based sources. Schoenfeldt (2002) points out political cartoons
can help in the shift from a curriculum consisting solely of written text to one inclusive of visual
texts. Schoenfeldt (2002) states that cartoons, even in elementary grades, may develop learning
environments that are “…meaningful, interdisciplinary, value-based, challenging, and active” (p.
13).
Werner (2002) calls historical images “visual texts” (p. 401) because learning to read an
image is similar to learning to read text. A relationship exists between the images and readers.
One is not separate from the other in that the visual provides the content, but the reader must take
the initiative to actively generate meaning from what is seen. In Werner’s perspective, readers
come to visuals with a purpose, expectations, and prior knowledge and experiences. By providing students the cognitive skills and opportunities to interpret, question, and challenge visuals,
teachers are allowing students to construct their own meanings. According to Werner (2002),
“reading, then, becomes a journey for possibilities rather than a search for one destination” (p.
406).
Unfortunately, many students find their time spent in social studies classrooms boring
and dull (Chido & Byford, 2006; Russell & Waters, 2010; Schug, Todd, & Beery, 1982;
Shaughnessy & Haladyna, 1985). Incorporating visuals into the social studies curriculum may
have a positive impact on student engagement by providing an alternative to the written text that
many students find frustrating and boring. “Visual evidence such as photographs, artwork, and
advertisements…can tap into alternative forms of prior knowledge and increase access to history
for students who do not respond well to written texts” (Barton, 2005, p. 751). Utilizing visual
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texts in a classroom is an invitation to investigate the purpose and meaning of a photograph, political cartoon, work of art, or monument. Students are engaged through examining the details of
the visual text, asking questions about the content, and researching for possible answers to their
questions. In a study conducted by Callow (2005), a class of sixth grade students in Australia
required students to identify political positions in visual texts and analyze the images as they pertain to democratic understandings. The students had to use what they learned about visual texts
in both modern and historic political posters to create their own political poster or brochure for
the position of school environmental officer. The students required a lot of scaffolding and guidance, but in the end, according to Callow (2005) the students were successful at applying their
analyses of historical visual texts into their modern visually based creations.
In today’s visual culture, solely relying on text based sources or failing to incorporate
visual literacy in a social studies class can damper student motivation and interest. Madison
(2004) states that visuals are beneficial in that they “…break the drone of lecturing or the chaos
of aimless discussion” (p. 65). Researchers have long recognized that students are disengaged in
their social studies classroom. The biggest issue for students is the lack of variety or differentiation in their teacher’s instructional methods (Schug, Todd, & Beery, 1982). Students identify
passive lessons like lectures, bookwork, and worksheets as causes for the lack of motivation for
social studies. Overwhelmingly, students reveal that they yearn for variety and active learning
opportunities such as class discussions, cooperative group assignments, and review games
(Hootstein, 1995; Russell & Waters, 2010).

Using visual texts can provide an avenue of learn-

ing for students who learn best through imagery and aesthetically enhanced resources.
In a study conducted by Shug, Todd, and Beery (1982), these researchers found that students prefer lessons that are centered on experiences with visual texts. For example, students
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found historical reenactments and tableaus based around historical visual texts fun and enjoyable. Working with graphic organizers is another teaching strategy students enjoyed. The act of
decoding and manipulating information and data into a visual format engaged students on topics
that might otherwise be confusing or uninteresting. Investigative activities where students search
for visual clues is a hands-on activity that students find engaging (Chido & Byford, 2006; Russell & Waters, 2010; Schug, et al., 1982; Shaughnessy & Haladyna, 1985).
In addition to engaging students cognitively, visual texts can also engage them emotionally. Feelings and emotions play a major role in student learning (Zull, 2004). Incorporating
emotionally charged historical photographs has the potential to conjure up feelings in learners
that may lead to a more meaningful connection to the past and to their current lives. Text-based
primary sources are necessary and beneficial in social studies education, but often text-based information does not equal the emotional draw of an image. An image allows students to visualize
what it would be like to be in the scene. A photograph taken at the right moment may capture
raw emotion that grips a student more than a text-based source. As Berry et al. (2008) state,
“…one must use one’s heart as well as head when studying – and learning about – the past” (p.
438). Zull (2004) points out that “…the way we feel always influences our brain” (p. 70). Many
studies have concluded that memories, experiences, and interactions with visual texts that evoke
emotional reactions have longer lasting cognitive effects than those that do not (Gagne & White,
1978; Goolkasian, 2000; Hamann, Ely, Grafton, & Kilts, 1999; Kensinger & Corkin, 2003; Levine & Pizarro, 2004).
Berry, et al. (2008) conducted a study to learn about human reactions to what the researchers call “emotional images” (p. 440). The images considered to be emotion evoking included a photograph from the Kent State University shootings of 1970 and the famous image of
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John F. Kennedy, Jr. saluting his father’s casket. The researchers asked 20 college students to
rate their emotional reactions to 100 images from the 1960s on a seven point scale with one representing no emotion and seven signaling a strong emotion. The researchers dwindled the group
of 100 pictures down to 24 by keeping the 12 lowest scoring images, which they classified as
neutral, and the 12 highest, now classified as emotional. Finally, the 24 images were divided into pairs of one neutral and one emotional picture. For example, the emotional photograph of the
dying Kent State University student was paired with an image of young people sitting in a circle
listening to someone play a guitar.
In their experiment, the researchers formed three condition groups. In the first group,
participants were only showed slides with written text and none of the images. The second
group was shown the same written text and the images considered to be highly emotional. The
third group was shown the same written text along with the neutral images. All of the participants were given a 10 question quiz based on the information in the written text. The highest
scores were garnered from the group that had received the emotional images along with the written text. The second highest scores belonged to those who had only written text and no visuals.
The lowest scoring group was those who received text with the neutral images. Berry et al
(2008) interpreted their findings to mean that neutral pictures in resources such as social studies
textbooks or PowerPoint presentations serve more to distract learners than benefit their learning.
According to the researchers, the term emotional does not necessarily correlate into disturbing.
Rather, emotional images refer to a “physiological arousal combined with cognitive labeling” (p.
445). Implementing these types visual texts means that “…the instructor has enhanced the learning process—students have to expend less cognitive effort to learn the material” (p. 445).
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Visual literacy as part of the social studies curriculum can provide students with the skills
necessary to be successful in the visually rich society outside of school. Werner (2002) points
out that today’s students are living in a world that is visually saturated. He argues that “…visual
texts are not just useful tools for learning about the world; increasingly they are the social world
and need to be treated as subject matter in the [social studies] classroom” (p. 401).
To move visual texts closer to the center of the social studies curriculum, Werner (2002)
calls on social studies teachers to establish three instructional conditions in their classrooms:
“(1) authority, (2) opportunity and capacity, and (3) community for engaging in the task of reading in multiple ways” (p. 401). Werner’s first condition, authority, is when students are allowed
to analyze and interpret visual texts on their own terms instead of adhering to some fixed meaning. In positions of authority, students challenge a visual text’s meaning, debate its context,
question its motives, and juxtapose their own experiences with those in the visual source. These
are skills students can apply to images they encounter in non-educative settings.
Werner’s (2002) second instructional condition is opportunity and capacity. Werner calls
on teachers to provide students with many opportunities to read and interpret multiple visual
texts. Through these many reading opportunities, students begin to develop the capacities, or
tools, needed to be visually literate. Some of these tools include “…appropriate background
knowledge, relevant concepts, insightful questions, and …open-mindedness to alternative readings, and a willingness to question interpretations” (p. 403). According to Werner, one of the
most important realizations for students to garner through multiple readings is to realize that
there can be many interpretations of the same visual text or any single historic event. Students
will find this understanding valuable when encountering persuasive media and visual texts within
society.
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The third condition Werner (2002) calls for is the establishment of a supportive classroom. Students will experience missteps and setbacks when reading and interpreting visuals.
Werner calls on teachers to establish their classrooms as spaces where students feel free to discuss their findings, listen to new ideas, are willing to change their points of view, and construct
meaning as a collective group.
A shift in the role of visuals in the social studies classroom from the margins of books to
the center of the curriculum, as Werner (2002) calls for, is critical for today’s students. By learning to be visually literate in the classroom, students may transfer those skills to their social lives
where they are in constant interaction with visual imagery. In the twentieth century, students
interacted with visual texts mainly through television, film, and photographs. Today, students
are connected wirelessly to a global society rich with imagery. Using mobile devices such as
smart phones and smart tablets, students can watch the latest viral video on YouTube, “like” or
provide commentary on a friend’s photo on Twitter or Instagram, or play the latest skills-based
game. Students also take on the role of photographer – snapping selfies, editing them with just
the right filter of light, and posting them for instant feedback from their followers on social media. All of these interactions with visuals make students more attentive to visuals more than ever. Visuals are how today’s students make meaning of the world (Burns, 2006; Callahan, 2013).
American children have personal access to mobile devices at an earlier age than ever before (Rideout, 2013). Smartphones are the most common mobile device but tablets are quickly
gaining ground. Between 2011 and 2013, the number of children under the age of the eight who
have used mobile devices grew from 38% to 72%. These children are spending nearly two hours
a day in front of screens. Only half of that time is in front of a television. The top three activities while on these devices are playing games, using apps, and watching videos (Rideout, 2013).
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These statistics show that many children are interacting with visuals via electronic devices before
they even start school.
Students over the age of eight are even more engaged with technology and therefore experiencing visuals in the real world more often. According to a Kaiser Family Foundation Study
published in 2010, students between the ages of 8 and 18 engage with digital media an average
of seven and a half hours a day. The biggest increase in hours spent with various forms of media
is among students aged 11 to 14. These middle school aged students average just under nine
hours of media use a day. Media usage among African Americans and Hispanics has increased
to an average of 13 hours a day as compared to just over 8 ½ hours for whites (Rideout, Foehr, &
Roberts, 2010). “Over the past five years, young people have increased the amount of time they
spend consuming media by an hour and seventeen minutes daily, from 6:21 to 7:38—almost the
amount of time most adults spend at work each day, except that young people use media seven
days a week instead of five” (Rideout, Foehr, & Roberts, 2010).
According to these data, students spend a lot of their time interacting with multiple texts
(written, visual, and symbolic). Gee (2003) argues that to be informed and engaged citizens,
students need to learn how to read a variety of sources in an approach he calls the “multimodal
principle of learning.” He explains that “…meaning and knowledge are built up through various
modalities (visuals, texts, symbols, interactions, abstract design, sound, etc.), not just words” (p.
210). The melding of multiple forms and delivery modes of information can be engaging for today’s visually sophisticated students and help teachers make instructional content meaningful
and relevant to students’ lives outside of school. Furthermore, students leave school better prepared to actively participate in a visual-rich society.
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Visual texts have become so prominent in and out of education that policy and curriculum developers at the national and state levels are beginning to include visual literacy in the social studies standards. The National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) incorporates visual
literacy skills in their National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies (2010). For students in
early grades, there are many visually based benchmarks to be met. Some of these include reading, analyzing, and critiquing graphics such as maps, charts, and graphs, producing their own
data based visuals, acknowledging that media plays a role in all aspects of their lives, and identifying “…examples of both continuity and change, as depicted in stories, photographs, and documents” (p. 70).
Learners in the middle grades are expected to expand on their levels of visual literacy
skills. The intertwining of historical thinking and visual literacy begins to emerge as the standards call on students to consider the sourcing of historical photos and using these photos to understand the past. In other areas of social studies, students are to use visually-rich sources to better understand human geography and to recognize and evaluate the role of culture on media
sources.
The NCSS standards expect high school students to graduate with a high level of visual
literacy skills. The students at the secondary level are expected to evaluate, validate, and compare historical photographs “…in order to develop their own interpretation…” (p. 131) of the
evidence. Furthermore, students are expected to use graphics to explain population shifts, predict future trends in global issues, develop communications utilizing a variety of media sources,
and use both current and historic visuals to investigate issues in civic ideals and practices.
In 2011, 45 states, including the one where this research took place, joined in developing
a set of common core standards for English and Language Arts that include visual literacy skills
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for students in every grade level. Prior to the sixth grade, social studies standards are subsumed
under the English and Language Arts standards. According to the state’s Common Core performance standards for English Language Arts where this research took place, students should
develop visual literacy skills as early as kindergarten. For example in kindergarten, students,
with guidance, will be able to determine how written texts and the accompanying visual texts are
related. In first grade, students will incorporate visuals into their own writing. The melding of
visuals and written texts is an application of the visual literacy skills learned in kindergarten.
The standards build on each other as students move from one grade level to the next eventually
requiring students to identify how visuals contribute to written texts, interpret visual data, and
utilize visuals to locate answers and solve problems.
In the state where this research study took place, the history and social studies common
core standards are literacy focused and begin in the middle grades. From the sixth grade until
they graduate, students will develop into strong readers of primary sources. According to one
sixth grade standard, students should identify the main ideas of primary and secondary sources.
Furthermore, students should also contextualize the sources without applying bias or prior
knowledge or opinions. Students in sixth through twelfth grades will critically read primary
sources. Visual literacy skills are specifically mentioned as students are to begin using visual
texts such as charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps to analyze and to express ideas and
new knowledge. In eleventh and twelfth grades, students should be able to create and analyze a
multitude of sources of written and visual sources in a variety of formats. Students should also
be able to use visual texts to reach solutions and enhance explanations of material.
All of the standards, both national and state level, call on teachers to incorporate visuals
into their social studies classrooms. The standards directly address the gap that can form be-
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tween students’ learning experiences at school and their lives in society. As stated earlier, social
studies has the tendency to be a subject that depends heavily on written texts. However, the
standards call on teachers to incorporate visuals such as historical photographs to improve student learning and engagement both in the classroom and in their lives away from school.
Research on Visual Literacy
The purpose of this section of the literature review is to discuss some of the visual literacy research that has been conducted over the past few years. The research cited in this section
includes studies that are a hybrid of visual literacy and historical thinking skills. Historical
thinking skills, the methods used to interpret and make meaning of the past, and visual literacy
skills are two of the main fields of study in my investigation of how eighth grade history teachers
utilize historical visual texts in their classrooms. A more comprehensive review of historical
thinking will be reported in the second half of this chapter. The following research studies consist of three examples: (1) students’ attempts at analyzing historical photos, (2) a study of the
impact of culture on students’ visual literacy skills, and (3) the incorporation of scaffolding in
teaching students how to read visuals.
An obstacle in the teaching and learning of visual literacy is overcoming many students’
beliefs that photographs are the absolute truth, an indisputable representation of a moment in
time (Callahan, 2013; Coventry, et al., 2006; Felten 2005). Working with undergraduate history
majors, Felten (2005) learned that even at the college level, students are prone to take photographs and images as true representations of history with little regard to contextual biases. He
gave students packets of primary sources about the 1960s. Each packet consisted of text-based
sources such as editorials, speeches, and letters. He also included visuals such as posters, photographs, art, and archival video. Students were required to read and analyze the documents by
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responding to the following question: “What significant things do you know, and don’t you
know, about each source?” (p. 83). Finally, students were asked to rank the sources from most
trustworthy to least trustworthy and to defend their arrangement.
Felten discovered that his students were able to read and analyze text-based documents
by considering authorship, context of the works, and potential biases. However, students did not
successfully transfer these skills to their readings of visual texts. Felten’s biggest concern was
his students’ ranking of photographs as the most trustworthy or un-biased sources. His students
viewed photographs as neutral documents of an historic event with no consideration given to the
source of the photographs. Unlike their analysis of text-based documents, the students failed to
consider an image’s authorship and perspective.
Felten’s (2006) second study deals with the influences society has on students. Students
are inundated with visuals, and no matter the format, visuals have an impact on students’
knowledge of the past. Felten (2006) calls these “cultural memories” (p. 1383). Felten noticed
that his students’ ideas and views of the 1960s were constructed through popular culture, heritage, and other prior experiences. He believed that most of his students developed their historical
narrative of the decade through the movie Forest Gump.
To challenge and disrupt his students’ “cultural memories” and assumed skills of analyzing visuals, Felten conducted a study using visual and text-based sources. Felten gave the college students ten primary sources from the 1960s including written documents such as excerpts
from President Nixon’s 1969 inaugural address and Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream”
speech of 1963. The visual documents included photographs from civil rights and arms control
protestors. Students were also shown the 1971 Coca-Cola television commercial that includes
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multicultural youths singing I’d Like to Buy the World a Coke on a hillside. Students had thirty
minutes to place the sources in chronological order and to defend their placement of each source.
At the end of the activity, none of the students had placed the events in correct chronological order. Through a follow up class discussion and reflection, students began to
acknowledge that their own misconceptions and cultural assumptions were hindering their learning, and that the 1960s were more complicated than the narrative created by the writers and directors of Forest Gump.
The third research study developed when Jaffee (2006) noticed the lack of visual literacy
skills his college students demonstrated when viewing and interpreting murals from 1941. Even
after incorporating text-based sources with the murals, his students were only able to conduct
surface level readings of the murals. The students’ analyses consisted of mostly general comments about the appearance of the paintings’ subjects, actions, or objects. Some students did use
the paintings’ titles as context clues for making meaning of the murals. Most continued to rely
on previous content knowledge as their source for interpretation. Only a few students analyzed
the murals beyond surface-level interpretations, but they stopped short of raising “…relevant
questions of patronage and audience or muse about the historical “purpose” of the mural[s]…”
(p. 1380).
The students’ main shortcoming was that they could not connect the murals with the textbased primary and secondary sources that Jaffee provided in class. Studying and analyzing the
way students viewed and interpreted these murals, Jaffee came to the conclusion that students
need the written texts to historically contextualize and interpret the visuals. Students needed the
additional sources because they lacked the prior knowledge needed to properly interpret the visual texts. Furthermore, in order for students to learn how to link the texts with the visuals, Jaffee
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needed to adjust his teaching and incorporate scaffolding. “My intention is to build scaffolding
that helps students see beyond the simple, to formulate provisional questions for inquiry, to encounter new sources, and then to revise their earlier assertions” (p. 1382).
Jaffee’s new approach was to create mini-archives of sources “…that could enrich the
complexity of the readings while helping students keep the context in sight” (p. 1380). The
mini-archives would include primary and secondary source documents and visuals. His goal was
to create an experience where students would conduct historical research like that of scholars
who constantly move among sources in order to meld them together to reach a conclusion or
idea.
The new assignment began with students looking at two paintings of Native American
chiefs from 1837, and recording a paragraph summary of what they saw. Next, students shared
their summary with a partner. Students then delved into the mini-archive that included more
paintings, a speech by one of the subjects of the original paintings, secondary source readings on
the tribes and locations in the paintings, writings by one of the artists, and two websites of relevant information. After exploring the mini-archive, students were required to select two sources
that they felt best supported their original responses to the paintings. At this time, students had
the opportunity to revise their original responses to the portraits.
An analysis of the paragraphs written by students before they utilized the materials in the
mini-archive revealed the same flat, surface-level readings of the murals with little to no historical context in play during the interpretation due to a lack of prior content knowledge. After
studying the mini-archives, however, student responses changed. Jaffee reports that “the visual
and textual materials of the mini-archive prodded students to move beyond those dichotomies,
developing their historical reasoning and realizing more complex understandings” (p. 1380).
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Jaffee also found that each student had a unique way of using the mini-archive. Some students
immediately selected specific documents related to the portraits. Others approached their interpretation by starting with the broader issues surrounding the topics of the paintings and working
their way inward toward the actual portraits. Jaffee found that some of the students “…modeled
the practice of an expert or professional historian who enters an archive with a series of questions
or a tentative hypothesis in search of evidence, pulling apparently unconnected texts into a relationship and then constructing a plausible story” (p. 1382).
The creation of a mini-archive and the use of scaffolding, improved the students’ historical inquiry skills. Students moved from just viewers of the murals to visually literate historians
who could analyze and critique visuals. The mini-archive achieved Jaffee’s goal of successfully
combining prose and portraits to help improve students’ visual and historical thinking skills.
Historical Thinking
In the latter part of the twentieth century, research and scholarship dealing with historical
thinking and its role in teaching and learning increased significantly (Barton, 2008; Bohan &
Davis, 1998; Coventry, et al, 2006; VanSledright, B., 1997, 1998, 2002; Wineburg, 1999, 2001).
As more research emerged so did new standards that call on teachers to teach students how to
analyze and critique documents from the past. Students enter classrooms with a myriad of content knowledge about history. A number of sources influence students’ knowledge of history:
families, culture, television, movies, and past classes on history. Some of the information is correct. Unfortunately, however, a lot of it is not accurate. The role of historical thinking is to provide students with the cognitive skills necessary to understand and make meaning of the past –
hopefully, more complete, well-grounded and substantiated meanings.
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In the following section, the word “document” is used to describe an item from the past
under investigation. Since the purposes of this study focuses on eighth grade history teachers’
use of visuals in the teaching and learning of history, the word “document” does not exclusively
refer to text-based sources. “Document” also includes visual sources: photographs, paintings,
political cartoons, maps, charts, graphs, movies, films, monuments, etc. Historians, for many
generations, emphasized historical thinking in words instead of visuals. In more recent years,
however, there has been a call for the acceptance of visuals as legitimate sources in the field of
historical inquiry (Martinez, 1995, 2009; Staley, 2007). This section on historical thinking will
include: (1) definitions of historical thinking, (2) the importance of historical thinking, and (3)
research on historical thinking.
Defining Historical Thinking
According to Wineburg (1991), historical thinking is a process of analyzing past documents that requires three steps: (1) corroboration, (2) sourcing, and (3) contextualization. First,
corroboration is comparing documents in order to develop an overview of the subject or topic.
Corroboration can also be considered fact checking. The reader should compare several sources
before determining the truthfulness and reliability of a document.
Second, sourcing, calls on students to consider the origins of a document. The researcher
must consider the following about a document: the actual creator or creators, when the document was created, and where it was created. All of these are factors that determine a document’s
role in historical inquiry.
Third, contextualization is an examination of historical documents through the lens of the
time period when it was created. Researchers must avoid reviewing past documents with presentism. Presentism is applying modern morals, values, and concepts on documents from the
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past. Contextualization also calls on readers to consider place. The physical location where a
document was created can impact its meaning and subjectivities. Wineburg (1991) does not offer a guarantee that by introducing these steps, students will experience immediate success.
However, he does point out that this process “…can be thought of as sense-making activities, for
they help their user resolve contradictions, see patterns, and make distinctions among different
types of evidence” (p. 77).
VanSledright’s (2002, 2004) approach to historical thinking is very similar to Wineburg’s
(1991, 2001). VanSledright states that one of the key components to thinking historically is “the
constant interrogation of documents and their authors” (2004, p. 230). He suggests four actions:
(1) identification, (2) attribution, (3) perspective judgment, and (4) reliability assessment.
First, identification is literally identifying the type and appearance of a source – Is it a
photograph or a painting? And, making note its appearance – Is the photograph in black and
white or is it in color? What type of paint is used for the portrait? A good starting point for the
analysis of any visual texts are asking the basic who, what, why, how, where, and when questions. Identifying the type of source is key to establishing a foundation for more investigation
into the document’s validity.
Attribution, the second action, is investigating the authorship of the document. An historical investigator must figure out who the author is, know her positionalities, and know her within
the context of the time period when the document was created: Was the photographer hired by
the government to take this photograph? What the artist commissioned by a King? Knowing
these facts about the author and authorship is important in determining the evidential value of a
document in historical research.
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Third, judging perspective requires readers to further investigate the author’s political,
social, moral, and cultural positions. VanSledright (2004) points out that these are difficult tasks
due to the absence of the author or information about the author. Readers might have to “read
between the lines, or below the surface” (p. 231) of the document in question or incorporate additional sources in order to make sense of the author’s perspectives and influences.
The fourth and final action in assessing a source is conducting a reliability assessment of
the document. In this task, readers compare a variety of sources from the same historic period to
determine if the author’s work is supported by other sources within the same time period – Is the
photographer’s photo of this person reflective of all people during this time? Does the artist’s
painting accurately depict the battle? In determining a documents reliability, VanSledright
(2004) warns that “…because a source’s reliability cannot be fixed definitively, judging reliability is almost always a relative and partial accomplishment, even among experts” (p. 231).
Importance of Historical Thinking
Developing, practicing, and applying historical thinking provide learners with more than
just skills to analyze sources from the past. In this section, I will examine a few of the benefits
that may emerge from teaching students historical thinking skills. These advantages include: (1)
transforming students understanding of the past, present, and future, (2) developing a citizenry of
critical thinkers, and (3) transferring skills to real life experiences.
Analyzing and interpreting historical documents challenge students to reconsider what
they think they know about the past, present, and future. Levstik (1996) calls for historical
thinking to be a transformative experience for students. Students can develop their own interpretation of history through questioning and analyzing sources that deal with events and issues of
significance. To achieve the biggest impact on students, the primary sources used by students
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must challenge students’ preconceived ideas and knowledge. Levstik (1996) points out that the
goal of transformation through historical thinking is met when “…students and teachers [have to]
rethink their assumptions about the past and to reimagine both the present and future…” (p. 395).
VanSledright (2002) also sees the benefits of learning historical thinking skills moving
well past the school grounds. First, by learning to question and interpret documents from the
past, students gain an understanding of how to construct knowledge in history and in other areas
of their lives. VanSledright (2002) believes that historical thinking skills can impact how one
accepts or denies cultural norms within their own communities. Historical thinking skills also
provide learners with the skills to interpret the large amount of text-based and visual messages
received every day. Students are inundated with all types of messages from a variety of sources
such as television, social media, peers, and adults. The skills used in historical thinking to analyze and legitimize sources can help students make meaning of and sort through the daily deluge
of visuals outside of school.
Seixas (2000) believes that an approach like Levstik’s (1996) is most valuable to students
in a democratic society. Seixas (2000) calls for a “disciplinary knowledge” (p. 24) that teaches
students to develop their own interpretations of history that trouble their preconceived notions.
This approach, he argues, “…should help (students) develop the ability and the disposition to
arrive independently at reasonable, informed opinions” (pp. 24–25). Students not only gain historical thinking skills but also learn to be critical readers of multiple types of sources. Teaching
historical thinking skills in a multicultural society provides students the knowledge and opportunity to challenge the authoritative history of the past and uncover one that relates to the individual.
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Research on Historical Thinking
The research of historical thinking is expansive. According to Barton (2008), there have
been “over 200 empirical studies” since the late 1970s (p. 239). This section will include research that is a hybrid of historical thinking and visual literacy. The research reviewed here includes: (1) elementary students’ attempts at determining the temporal settings of pictures, (2)
high school students’ struggles with properly sourcing visuals, and (3) one preservice teacher’s
struggles with historical thinking and visual literacy.
Part of learning history is the temporal understanding of events. Learning how history
works chronologically is part of the standards in most states for elementary students. In their
research on how younger students understand the changes that take place over time, Barton and
Levstik (2008) asked 58 students from kindergarten through sixth grade to place images of
American society in chronological order from “longest ago” to “closest to now” and explain their
placement decision. The focus of their research was not on the students’ knowledge of specific
people, places, and events, but on how students determine temporal changes and how this
knowledge changes with age. Although students did not always correctly place the images, the
results of Barton and Levstik’s research provide insight to younger students’ historical
knowledge. First is that the even the youngest students can make temporal distinctions between
historical periods. Second is that students below the fifth grade are capable of understanding history and historical thinking.
Similar to Barton and Levstik’s (2008) study, Foster et al. (1999) conducted research on
how well students in third, sixth, and ninth grades interpreted a collection of nine photographs
depicting the life of African Americans over a span of several historical eras. Specifically, these
researchers wanted to see if students could determine each image’s temporal setting and the
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source of authorship. They also wanted to find out if students could use contextual clues to make
inferences about the subjects of these photographs.
The results reveal that the older students were more successful at temporal placement,
sourcing the authorship, and developing inferences about the images. As students pass from
grade to grade they learn more history. These new findings and understandings are cumulative,
thus allowing for more complex historical thinking to be conducted in the higher grades.
Yet, high school students still struggle with analyzing visual documents as well. Wineburg (2001) uses his experience with high school senior Derek to expose the consequences of
what he calls using “availability heuristics” (only using prior knowledge and assumptions to interpret a document). Historians, on the other hand, use what Wineburg (2001) calls the “sourcing heuristic” (p. 76). This method is “…the practice of reading the sources of the document before reading the actual texts” (p. 76). Wineburg also wanted to capture a student’s struggle with
combining visual literacy and historical thinking skills.
Derek was provided with a packet of primary sources about the Battle of Lexington during the American Revolution. The packet included text-based documents as well as paintings
depicting the battle. Derek’s ability to analyze and interpret the literary texts pleased Wineburg,
who stated “all of [Derek’s analyses] were astute observations that reflected Derek’s keen intelligence…” (p. 8). However, when the time came to apply those same skills to a visual, Derek
faltered. Derek was given three paintings. None of them exactly matched the descriptions of the
battle found in the text-based sources. Derek was asked to select a painting “…that best reflected the written evidence he had reviewed…” (p. 8). The painting Derek chose showed the colonists preparing to fight the British using guerrilla warfare tactics. The readings did not support
Derek’s choice of paintings. Derek had viewed the painting through the lenses of his own as-
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sumptions and modern understandings of warfare, thus applying availability heuristics. This lack
of ability to properly source the image did not match the same level of inquiry and thinking
Derek demonstrated with the text-based documents.
Derek’s struggle to apply his ability to read text-based documents to visual texts is similar to the same problems of Jaffee’s (2006) students’ trouble with analyzing murals. And like
Derek’s use of availability heuristics when examining paintings depicting the Battle of Lexington, Felten’s (2005) students analyzed documents from the 1960s based on availability heuristics
such as cultural memories and the narrative found in the movie Forest Gump. Both Jaffee
(2006) and Felten (2005) found that group refection, scaffolding by the teacher, and relevant
content knowledge helped students to see their short comings and improve their skills
In order for students to learn historical thinking skills, teachers must be taught the skills,
too. The following narrative is research based on the experiences of a preservice social studies
teacher’s attempt at teaching students visual literacy through a historical document. Following
direct instruction on the importance of historical thinking and how to use primary source documents, Seixas (1998) asked a group of preservice teachers to choose one or more primary sources
and develop a lesson for a high school level history class. Darryl, a preservice teacher, created a
lesson based on a historical photograph of a group of well-dressed, Sikh immigrants in turbans
standing on a shipping dock. The historical context of this photograph is that in 1914 the Canadian government denied these men entry into Canada based on their race, religion, or country of
origin. The subjects and historical context make this photograph a great tool to teach students
how to apply historical thinking skills to a visual document. However, Darryl did not give his
students any historical context for this particular photograph. Instead, he provided students with
information on the immigration policies and racial tensions during the time period of the photo-
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graph. After withholding contextual information about the picture, Darryl asked students to
make assumptions about the individuals and their situation depicted in the photograph. He asked
students to ponder why some people are placed where they are in the photograph, and why some
individuals are included and some are absent. Without properly contextualizing the photograph
students had no relevant content knowledge and thus they had no way to interpret the photograph.
Darryl did not provide any historical context about the photograph to his students. Yet,
he asked the students the following questions: “Do these people look as if they would make valuable citizens in Canada? Why?” He believed that his tenth grade students would decide for
themselves that the men in the picture were good for Canada, and that Canada’s immigration
laws were harsh and unfair. Unfortunately, Darryl did not provide his students with enough information, essentially creating an opportunity for racially insensitive responses from students.
One missing component is that Darryl did not discuss with his students the qualities of a “valuable citizen” of Canada. Second, neither points of view nor values of the immigrants or the antiimmigration supporters were discussed leaving students to assume and guess.
Visual texts, such as historical photographs, are representatives of knowledge. Any interpretation of a visual text must be done within the proper context of the relevant information of
time and space. Asking students to “guess” what is happening in a photograph – is just that – a
guess. Historical thinking researchers remind educators of the critical and necessary connection
of visual and verbal resources.
Conclusion
Students have access to visuals of history unlike any previous generation. Twitter feeds
exist that send daily tweets of historical photographs to followers. Countless history related
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blogs on Tumblr provide images of people and events from history. Museums, history centers,
and cultural centers ask people to join their Facebook page or follow them on Instagram where
they post pictures of current exhibits. When looking for an historic film or rare photograph, students do not have to visit a museum or spend a day at an archive looking through file cabinets.
Instead, with just a few clicks, students can instantly view the painting on the screen of whatever
device they choose. The examples described in this chapter do not include the countless number
of television documentaries and historical fiction films to which students have instant access.
Moss (2008), a college professor and researcher, states that “…most students in high
school and college receive most of their historical knowledge from television, film, photography,
and new media” (p. x). The acknowledgement that students learn history from visuals is an important step toward incorporating visual literacy into the history classroom. He cautions educators not to dismiss the history students learn through visuals as inaccurate or incorrect. Instead,
he urges history teachers to meet students where they are and build on their prior knowledge.
Students consuming immeasurable amounts of visual data, however, do not make them experts at
critically interpreting visuals or conducting historical inquiry. Visual literacy and historical
thinking are teachable skills, and have a rightful place in the social studies classroom.
Social studies may be at a crossroads. Social studies must constantly prove to policy
makers that it is still relevant when compared to subjects like language arts, math, and science
that are deemed necessary and critical for students to learn in the digital age. The incorporation
of visual texts is not just crucial for the survival of the social studies curriculum, but additionally,
students need to learn how to be readers of the visual texts in their lives. Social studies teachers
are charged with the duty of producing active and engaged citizens of a democracy. While that
charge is still relevant, today’s young citizens need to know how to make sense of the visuals
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they will encounter in the real world. The research on visual literacy and historical thinking leads
to many unanswered research questions: How do eighth grade history teachers utilize visual
texts inside their classrooms? How do eighth grade teachers’ prior understandings of and previous experiences with visual texts impact instructional practices? What instructional practices do
eighth grade history teachers implement when teaching students with visual texts? What obstacles, limitations, and successes do teachers experience incorporating visual text into their curriculum? This study aims to address these questions.
This dissertation continues with chapter three, the methodology for conducting a case
study of eighth grade history teacher’s uses of visuals. First, the theoretic framework behind the
research design is explained. Next, the case study method and its implications in this study are
presented. The final sections of chapter three describe the participants, the data sources, data
collection methods, and limitations of the study.
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CHAPTER 3
THE METHODOLOGY
The goal of chapter three is to describe the research methods employed when exploring
how eighth grade history teachers utilize visual texts in their classrooms. In this chapter, I first
define qualitative research and the theoretical perspectives I will use in the planning and enacting
of this case study. Next, I describe the process of determining the research sample, as well as
information about the participants and the location where the research took place. Third, I articulate the data collection methods used in this study: (1) teacher document analysis, (2) video
recorded lesson, and (3) teacher reflection on video recorded lesson. Fourth, I explain how data
from the research activities will be analyzed. And finally, I account for the limitations of this
study.
The variety of data collection methods helped with the investigation of this study’s four
research questions. The first research question is as follows: How do teachers analyze a historical visual text for use in the classroom? This question was answered by observing each teacher
analyze a historical visual text. This question is important because it provided insight into how
teachers analyze and critique visual texts and how their approaches may have influenced how
they taught students to read and interpret visual texts.
The second question called on teachers to recall and reflect on their prior experiences and
understandings of teaching and learning with visual texts: What previous experiences do teachers utilize when planning to teach with a historical visual text? Researching an answer to this
question is important because it established a foundation of what teachers already knew and did
with visual texts in their classrooms. I engaged teachers in semi-structured interviews in order to
gather data for this question.
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The third research question asks the following: What do teachers’ reflections of a video
recorded lesson reveal about teachers’ instructional experiences with a historical visual text?
The purpose of this question was to explore the participants’ reflections on their successes and
missteps delivering a lesson to students using a historical visual text. This question also provided an opportunity for teachers to comment on their students’ actions during the lessons. In order
to gather data for this question, teachers watched their video recorded lesson and reflected aloud.
I also asked teachers probing questions about their lessons and their experiences participating in
this study.
The fourth research question is as follows: What do video analyses of teachers utilizing
historical visual texts reveal about teachers’ historical thinking and visual literacy pedagogical
decisions? The goal of this question was to explore the pedagogical decisions teachers made in
utilizing historical thinking and visual literacy skills when implementing a lesson using a historical visual text. The response to this question was gathered through my analysis of the teachers’
video recorded lessons as well as semi-structured interviews with the participants. The following, Table 1, presents this study’s research questions, why the information is needed, and how
the data will be collected (Anfara, Brown, & Mangione, 2002; Harrington, 2012).
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Table 1
Research Questions Overview
What do I need to know?
How do teachers analyze a
historical visual text for use in
the classroom?
What previous experiences do
teachers utilize when planning
to teach with a historical visual text?

What do teachers’ reflections
of a video recorded lesson reveal about the teachers’ instructional experiences with
historical visual texts?

Why do I need to know this?
To understand how each
teacher approaches analyzing
and interpreting a historical
visual text.
To gain an understanding of
what the participants of this
study already know and do
with visual texts in their classrooms and how they construct
lesson plans utilizing visual
texts.
To explore teachers’ experiences, challenges, and successes of teaching with historical visual texts

How do I gather the data?
• Document Analysis

•
•

•
•
•

Semi-structured interviews with teachers
Document analysis
sessions

Video recorded lessons
Teacher reflections and
analyses sessions
Semi-structured interviews with teachers
Video recorded lessons
Researcher analyses of
video recorded lessons

What do video analyses of
To understand teachers’ peda•
teachers utilizing historical
gogical decisions concerning
•
visual texts reveal about
historical thinking and visual
teachers’ historical thinking
literacy when teaching with a
and visual literacy pedagogihistorical visual text
cal decisions?
Note. This table was inspired by the works of Anfara, Brown, & Mangione (2002) and Harrington (2012).
Research Design

Qualitative research helps the researcher who seeks to answer the question “What is happening here?” These questions can be about mundane events as monotonous as daily tasks to
momentous, life-changing events (Goetz & LeCompte, 1990). Research studies situated in the
qualitative design are seeking to investigate meanings, knowledge, actions, or values of human
life (Erickson, 1986; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Qualitative research is descriptive; the qualitative
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researcher desires to produce thorough and complete depictions of a phenomenon. Denzin and
Lincoln (2005) define qualitative research as follows:
Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists
of a set of interpretive material practices that make the world visible. These practices transform
the world. …Qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make
sense of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of the meaning people bring to them. (p. 3)
Merriam (2009) identified four characteristics that can also serve as criteria for a qualitative study. First, qualitative researchers seek to understand the participants’ constructed
knowledge and perspectives, not the researcher’s. In this study, the purpose is to describe the
experiences of eighth grade history teachers as they utilize historical visual texts in their classrooms. Additionally, the focus of the researcher must be on the present situation and not on predicting what is next. This study is an exploratory investigation guided by the participants’ actions and not those of the researcher.
Second, the researcher must be the main instrument of data collection and analysis. I am
the sole researcher for this qualitative study, the one who conducted the interviews, facilitated
the teacher reflection activity, set up the video equipment for the video recorded lessons, and
transcribed and analyzed the data.
Third, through the data collection process, qualitative researchers use a variety of data
sources and data analysis processes to work from the specific to the general. Denzin and Lincoln
(2005) describe the qualitative researcher “as a bricoleur, as a maker of quilts, or, as in filmmaking, a person who assembles images into montages” (p. 4). Data generated in this study was analyzed and compared to develop a thorough analysis of teachers’ experiences using visual texts in
their classrooms. The data was coded using both inductive and deductive coding approaches.
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First, inductive coding was applied to all data sources to reveal teachers’ authentic experiences
teaching with the historical visual texts. Inductive coding also allowed trends and patterns to
emerge from the data that were then analyzed across cases to compare teachers’ experiences.
Each data type was coded inductively as it was collected. The full body of data was coded inductively after all data was collected. Deductive coding was utilized second to identify teachers’
pedagogical content knowledge of historical thinking and types of readings teachers assigned to
the visual texts. A set of codes deriving from the works of Breakstone (2015), VanSledright
(2004), and Wineburg (2001) were used to identify teachers’ uses of historical thinking. The deductive codes concerning visual literacy were derived from the work of Werner (2002), who
identified types of readings that can be applied to visual texts.
Fourth, rich descriptions are necessary. Merriam (2009) calls for every aspect of qualitative research to include generous descriptions. The findings must be thorough in order for the
researcher to dispense what was learned about the phenomena under study. The research methods must also be described in detail as well as information on the participants and settings of the
study. Through the many data collection and analyzing methods of this study, I was able to produce thick descriptions of all parts of the process.
Social research should be supported by a theoretical framework that guides the research
process. The framework for this study into how eighth grade teachers utilize historical visual
texts is supported by the epistemology known as constructionism, the belief that knowledge does
not just exist but instead is constructed by humans as they engage in the world. People construct
meanings of the same phenomenon in different ways because knowledge emerges from personal
experiences and beliefs. Crotty (1998) defines constructionism as “the view that all knowledge,
and therefore all meaningful reality as such, is contingent upon human practices, being con-
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structed in and out of interaction between human beings and their world, and developed and
transmitted within an essentially social context” (p. 42). Constructionism helped this study explore how eighth grade history teachers utilize historical visual texts in their classrooms.
Constructionism is supported by the belief that humans construct meanings and interpretations through social interactions that develop shared meanings and cultural norms. In this
study, I explored how eighth grade history teachers utilize historical visual texts in their classrooms. Teachers participated in a document analysis activity where they analyzed the visual text
prior to conducting a lesson with the image. During these sessions, teachers utilized cultural and
societal norms and previous learning experiences to interpret and make meaning of the historical
visual texts. Constructionism also examines the obstacles, limitations, and successes teachers
encounter when implementing history based lessons that utilize visual texts and visual literacy
strategies.
The qualitative case study serves as the research method for this study. According to Yin
(2009), the case study research method requires the presence of three conditions: (1) the use of a
“why” or “how” question, (2) the control of behavioral events by the researcher, and (3) a focus
on contemporary events. Yin’s first condition is met by the guiding research question of this exploratory case study: How do eighth grade history teachers utilize historical visual texts in their
classrooms?
Yin’s (2009) second condition is the amount of control over participants’ behaviors. In
this study, teachers were video recorded conducting their own lessons utilizing historical visual
texts. As a researcher, I did have some control over events. For example, I chose to conduct this
research study during the teachers’ units on the Reconstruction Era. I also provided teachers
with resources for identifying potential visual texts. Finally, Yin’s third condition is that to be
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considered a case study the focus of the research must be on contemporary events where behavior cannot be manipulated. This study took place in eighth grade social studies classrooms at a
middle school. Furthermore, qualitative data collection methods such as interviews, participant
observations, and teacher reflection activities helped to ensure that no manipulation of data took
place through researcher bias.
Merriam (2009) describes a case study as “an in-depth description and analysis of a
bounded system” (p. 41) where determining the boundaries of a system is one of the most important characteristics. To help establish the boundaries, Merriam (2009) and Stake (2006) call
on researchers to think of cases as nouns and not verbs. In this study of how eighth grade history
teachers utilize historical visual texts, the bounded system are the eighth grade classrooms where
teachers present lessons utilizing visual texts.
The three single-case studies of the eighth grade teachers became a part of a cross-case
analysis. First, data was collected, analyzed, and presented as three individual case studies.
Then, I conducted a cross-case analysis utilizing the data from the three singular cases. Yin
(2009) encourages the use of multiple cases over single ones because “single-case designs are
vulnerable if only because you will have put ‘all your eggs in one basket’ (p.61). He also cites
more positive aspects of a multi-case design such as stronger conclusions, easier replications,
and reduced skepticism of results.
Sampling and Participants
The research took place at a suburban middle school in the Southeastern United States.
Johnny Mercer Middle School (a pseudonym) reports an enrollment of 1,301 students in grades
six, seven, and eight. The racial make-up of the school includes 4% Asian, 33% African American, 11% Hispanic, 3% multiracial and 48% white. Free or reduced priced lunches are provided
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to 40% of the student population. One percent of the student population is considered English
language learners, and 13% of students receive special education services. The school is situated
in a middle class suburban neighborhood in a densely populated county. As of 2014, passing
eighth grade social studies, the subject of focus for this study, was not a requirement for promotion. However, every eighth grade student is required to take the course and participate in the
state’s standardized test on social studies content.
I sought to provide a full range of eighth grade social studies learning environments in
this school in order to enhance the insights and observations that might come from a cross-case
analysis. The three classrooms featured in the video recorded lessons included a class of students identified as gifted, a general education class of students with no specific identifiers for
additional support, and a special education small group class. The participants were recruited
from a diverse group of educators with respect to gender, race, and experience teaching eighth
grade social studies.
Merriam (2009) identifies two types of sampling: probability and nonprobability. Probability sampling, often known as random sampling, provides researchers the ability to generalize
their findings from their sample to the population from where the findings emerged. The focus
for most qualitative research, such as this study, is not on random sampling. The goal is “…to
understand the particular in depth, not to find out what is generally true of the many” (p. 224).
Therefore, nonprobability sampling, also called purposeful sampling, is the method for this
study. Purposeful sampling is used when the goal of the researcher is “…to discover, understand, and gain insight…” (p. 77) of a particular population. According to Patton (2002), participants are purposefully selected because they can provide an enormous amount of rich data,
knowledge, and understanding to a study.
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LeCompte and Preissle (1993) suggest that before selecting a sample, a researcher should
“create a list of attributes essential” to the study. Criteria for a purposeful sampling in this study
included being open to the idea of using visual texts in the classroom, content knowledge of visual texts, and some experience implementing visual texts into lessons. Some logistical criteria
included the following: (1) must be an eighth grade social studies teacher, (2) must currently
possess a valid teaching certificate, (3) must have a minimum of three years of experience teaching eighth grade social studies, (4) must be willing to have a lesson video recorded, (5) must be
willing to participate in interviews, observations, and a reflection activity, and (6) must be available to participate in this study during the 2014 – 2015 school year. A total of three participants
made up the sampling of this study. According to Merriam (2009), there are a variety of determining factors when considering how many participants make up a sample. Three participants
adequately answered the research questions of this study.
The sampling for this study is purposeful (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993; Merriam, 2009).
All of the participants are eighth grade teachers and members of the same eighth grade social
studies department. The participants chosen teach classes that include gifted, special education,
and general education students. The three participants in this study are Amanda, George, and
Anderson. Each participant was provided with a pseudonym for the sake of anonymity during
the research process. In chapter four, I provide a detailed overview about each of the three participants.
Subjectivities
I am an eighth grade teacher at the Johnny Mercer Middle School where this research
took place. I have been a teacher at this school for thirteen years. The participants of this study
are members of the social studies department. I chose to conduct the research at my own school
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in order to use my proximity to the participants to enhance the resulting data. For example, I was
able to conduct brief on the spot interviews and discussions with the participants to clarify a transcript or piece of data. Furthermore, the teachers who volunteered to be in this study had previously expressed an interest in increasing their usage of visual texts. Since I am a teacher at the
same school as the participants of this study, I was extremely cautious to avoid bias. I conducted
member checks and was transparent in my analysis of the teachers’ lessons.
The following section will discuss the data collection methods used in this study of how
eighth grade history teachers utilize visual texts in their classrooms. A variety of data collection
methods will be used in this study to produce thorough and rich data to analyze. The methods
employed to gather data for this study include the following: (1) teacher document analysis, (2)
video recorded lesson, and (3) teacher video analysis and reflection.
Data Collection Methods
Qualitative research calls on researchers to engage in a variety of research activities in
order to collect a large amount of rich, descriptive data (Crotty, 1998; Merriam, 2009). I used
the follow data collection methods: (1) teacher document analyses and interviews, (2) video recorded lessons, and (3) teacher video analyses and reflections. Using a variety of data collection
methods is what Richardson (1994) calls the crystallization strategy. This method of collecting
data provided for a more rigorous and in-depth qualitative study by gathering information from
many more sources than an approach such as triangulation, an approach that calls for three
sources of data (Merriam, 2009). In the following sections, I address the data analysis approaches used in this study.
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Data Analysis
The data collected during this study was immense. The management of data in a qualitative study such as this one can become overwhelming. Merriam (2009) calls for qualitative researchers to begin analyzing data during the research process. Waiting until the end may cause
big and small pieces of data to be forgotten or lost in a vast amount of data. In this study, I had
to analyze interviews, document analysis by teachers, video transcripts, and teacher reflection
activities.
All of the data collected in this study was transcribed by me on the same day or the day
after it was collected. All sources of data were transcribed the same day or the day after they
were conducted. Doing my own transcribing provided me with the opportunity to generate
“…insights and hunches about what is going on in …the data” (Merriam, 2009, p.174). The interviews, document analysis sessions, and refection activities were all voice recorded so that I
could return to the data for clarity and to enhance my interpretation. During the interviews, I
made field notes of anecdotal events and other observations in order to develop thick, rich descriptions.
Next, I coded the transcribed data sources. Coding, according to Charmaz (2006) means
“naming segments of data with a label that simultaneously categorizes, summarizes, and accounts for each piece of data” (p. 43). Coding is considered the foundation on which all of the
analysis of qualitative research rests. Coding is how researchers make sense of the data, understand participants, and determine how to approach the analysis stage of the research process. For
this study, I utilized both inductive and deductive coding approaches. An overview of my approaches to coding can be found in Table 2.
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Table 2
Inductive and Deductive Coding Approaches
Inductive Coding

Deductive Coding

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

All data were deductively coded first.
Purpose: To reveal teachers’ authentic experiences and to identify commonalities
across cases
Method: Transcripts were read and reread;
codes emerged from transcripts; findings
were compared across cases
Data sources coded: Teacher document
analyses, teacher interviews, video recorded lessons, and teacher reflections
Contribution to findings: Revealed teachers’ perspectives on teaching with historical visual texts and the processes of how
each reflects on his or her experiences

•

•
•

All data were inductively coded second.
Purpose: To identify teachers’ uses of historical thinking and visual literacy skills
Method: Transcripts were read and reread;
preconceived codes were applied to all data
sources; coding results were compared
across cases
Data sources coded: Teacher document
analyses, teacher interviews, video recorded lessons, and teacher reflections
Contributions to findings: Revealed teachers’ lack of pedagogical content knowledge
of historical thinking and visual literacy
skills

The initial phase of coding was an inductive approach. The inductive coding of the transcribed data sources in this study was completed in three steps. First, I read each transcription
line-by-line to formulate codes that emerged from the teachers’ voices and experiences. Second,
I reread each transcription. In this second reading, I reviewed the initial codes and used them to
develop larger categories. Finally, I compared the categories across teacher interviews, document analyses, video recorded lessons, and teacher reflections in order to identify themes of
teachers’ experiences utilizing historical visual texts.
The second phase of coding was deductive. The purpose of deductive coding was to
identify teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge of historical thinking skills and visual literacy
based on readings of historical visual texts. To properly identify these incidences, codes for historical thinking were derived from the works of Breakstone (2015), VanSledright (2004), and
Wineburg (1991). The codes used to identify teachers’ applications of visual literacy readings
were derived from Werner (2002). The deductive coding of data was conducted in two steps.
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First, I read each piece of transcribed data and coded for incidences of historical thinking. Second, I reread each piece of data and coded for incidences of visual literacy. Finally, I compared
the deductive codes from across all of the data sources to develop an understanding of teachers’
applications of historical thinking and visual literacy.
The final stage of data analysis for this study was a cross-case analysis of the three single-case studies. The purpose of a cross-case analysis was to gain more insight into the teachers’
experiences and strengthen the findings. Incident-to-incident initial coding was employed in the
cross-case analyses for all data sources. By comparing incidents across cases, a revelation of
varying patterns, processes, or even dissimilar events were revealed and analyzed (Charmaz,
2006). The findings of the cross-case analyses will be reported separately from the single-case
analysis. In the following sections, I address the three data collection methods of this study.
Teacher Document Analysis
The first method of data collection of was for the participants to conduct an analysis of
the visual text being used in their lessons. Teachers requested resources to help identify potential
visual texts. The participants were provided with links to websites housing historical visual texts
from the Reconstruction Era. The analysis sessions were held prior to teachers implementing the
lesson using the visual texts. However, I allowed the participants to select the dates for the sessions for several reasons. One goal was to make the process as convenient as possible for teachers. A second goal was to provide teachers enough time to research the historical background
and significance of their visual texts. Finally, I wanted teachers to have the opportunity to construct their lessons using the visual texts.
The analysis sessions were divided into two parts: (1) an analysis of a historical visual
text, and (2) a semi-structured interview. First, I asked teachers to analyze their visual text by
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asking them to tell me about the visual they selected. Each teacher was given a photocopy of the
visual text he or she selected to use. As each teacher discussed the text, I recorded field notes to
enrich the data collection. Second, I asked teachers a series of follow up questions concerning
their lesson plans utilizing the visual. Teachers shared their goals, objectives, and what they
wanted students to learn. I also asked teachers to describe previous opportunities they had learning to teach history with visual texts. And finally, teachers were asked about their own previous
experiences teaching with visual texts. Both the analyses and the interviews were voice recorded. I transcribed the recordings. Semi-structured interviews allow for a flow between closed and
open-ended questions. Open-ended questions allow for interviewees to develop their own responses (Roulston, 2010). Closed questions, however, are typically designed to elicit a predetermined response. These questions serve the purpose of collecting data about the participants.
Some of the more closed questions for these preliminary interviews included ones such as factual
information about the participants’ years of experiences, certifications, and college degrees.
These closed questions fall under what Patton (2002) calls background and demographic questions and serve the purpose of collecting data about the participants.
The document analysis sessions served many purposes. First, the sessions provided insight into how teachers analyze a historical visual text. Second, the sessions revealed the levels
of knowledge and skills each participant possessed prior to teaching a lesson. Third, teachers’
historical understandings about the visual texts emerged as they worked their way through the
visual texts. Fourth, the follow up questions provided insight into how their analysis approaches
influenced their lesson plans. Fifth, the data that emerged from these sessions helped to answer
the following research questions: How do teachers analyze a historical visual text for use in the
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classroom? and What previous experiences do teachers utilize when planning to each with a historical visual text?
Video Recorded Lessons
The second data collection method was the video recording of the participants’ lessons
utilizing historical visual texts. Video recording a lesson provides researchers with benefits not
found in the traditional participant observation formats of instructional settings. One benefit is
that video captures teaching moments as they occur with visual and sound evidence. Another is
that students typically become so engaged that they forget there is a camera present in the room
thus creating a more accurate account of a classroom experience (Heath, Hindermarsh, & Luff,
2010).
According to Ratcliff (2003) there are a lot of decisions that must be made prior to video
recording a lesson such as the placement of the recording equipment, the expectations of the researcher, the number of cameras in the room, and any potential hazards that could hinder the data
collecting experience. I asked the participants if I could set up two video cameras in their classrooms in order to ensure an unobstructed view of them teaching. Each teacher requested that I
only use one camera to film their lessons. They pointed out that the presence of just one camera
makes them nervous. But, most of all, they feared multiple cameras could cause a distraction
among the students. In hindsight, the latter proved to sometimes be the case even with one camera in the room. In all three cases, at least one student waved or made faces at the camera. The
lack of more than one angle caused me concern about the quality of the data I would collect.
However, as Fitzgerald, Hackling, and Dawson (2013) point out, even with multiple cameras it is
impossible to capture everything that happens in a classroom setting. In the end, the use of one
camera served its purpose and provided rich data to analyze.
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The participants were responsible for recording their own lessons. Zhang, Koehler, and
Lundeberg (2015) found that teachers benefit more from videos of their teaching when they control what is captured and not captured in the video. Having teachers film themselves also prevented the distraction of one more adult in the classroom. Little training was necessary to prepare teachers to record themselves. On the day of the recording, I arranged the small tripod and
video camera in a corner of the classroom out of the way from students. I adjusted the angle of
the camera so that as much as the front of the classroom was visible through the viewfinder. Before leaving the room, I demonstrated to the teachers how to turn the camera on and off. The
participants were instructed to record as much as they wished. Their goal was to capture intense
meaning making moments when teaching with the visual texts. The teachers were to decide
when those moments occurred in their lessons.
At the end of the instructional day, I visited the teachers to gather the video camera. The
teachers and I quickly debriefed when I arrived to gather the equipment. In two of the cases, the
teachers had recorded all four of their lessons from that day. I sat down with the teachers at that
moment and had them watch the lessons and select the one that they felt met the criteria of intense meaning making. The third participant only recorded one lesson, so he did not have to
choose between multiple versions. Once I had the video recordings, I immediately downloaded
all of the digital video files captured that day from the video recorder. Next, I transferred the
files onto hard drives that could be stored securely to meet the privacy requirements laid out in
the International Review Board research documents. I recognize that video recordings are inherently non-anonymous (Derry, 2007). Therefore, I did protect the privacy of the video clips by
limiting the viewings to only include myself, the participants in the videos, and members of my
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dissertation committee. In the following section, I explain how I analyzed and coded the video
recorded lessons and how the participants reflected on and analyzed their own videos.
Teacher Video Analysis and Reflection
The third data collection method was participants’ reflections and analyses of the video
recorded lessons from their classroom. I met with each participant approximately one week after
they video recorded their lessons. These reflective sessions took place at their school during the
teachers’ planning periods. The purpose of these sessions was to explore participants’ experiences, challenges, and successes of teaching with a historical visual text. Additionally, having
teachers reflect on their own video recorded lessons and share their own analyses serves as a
form of member checking of the video lessons.
I viewed, transcribed, and inductively and deductively coded the video segments prior to
the teacher reflection sessions. For each case, I first watched the video recorded lesson four
times the same afternoon the lesson was conducted. The first viewing was to ensure that there
were no issues with the technology including the quality of the picture and sound. During the
second viewing, I focused on the teacher’s delivery and the students’ participation. I transcribed
the videos during the third viewing. The fourth viewing was used to double check my transcriptions prior to coding.
I coded the video transcripts in two phases. The first phase of coding was an inductive
approach where I read each transcript to formulate codes from the teachers’ experiences, reread
to develop larger categories of codes, and finally compared codes across the teachers’ video recordings. The inductive codes that emerged from the data are shown in Table 3. In the second
phase of coding, I utilized a deductive method of coding for teachers’ uses of historical thinking
and visual literacy. I will explain that system in the next section.
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Table 3
Video Recorded Lesson Inductive Codes
Code

Description

TQ

Teacher question to students

TA

Teacher analysis

TL

Teacher leading

SA

Student analysis

SQ

Student question to teacher

ST

Student task

PKT

Prior knowledge by teacher

PKS

Prior knowledge by student

W

Wait time

CM

Classroom management

ME

Moments of Enlightenment

At the teacher video reflection sessions, the participants and I began by watching the video of their lessons. Participants were allowed to stop and rewind the video as much as they
wished. I asked the participants to vocalize their thoughts, critiques, questions, and reflections
about their lessons as they watched the video. Each time a participant paused to reflect, I recorded the time stamp on the video and included it in the transcriptions of these sessions. Each reflection session was voice recorded to ensure accurate data collection. Participants in Sherin and
Van Es’ (2009) study of middle school math teachers watching videos of themselves teaching
lessons reported that they gained invaluable insight into their own pedagogical practices that led
to self-improvements. McDonald and Rook (2015) suggest that the use of video in teacher reflection is even more beneficial when complex teaching strategies such as utilizing historical
visual texts are involved.
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I followed up each analysis and reflection session with a semi-structured interview about
their video recorded lessons and experiences teaching a lesson utilizing a visual texts. Patton
(2002) argues that interviews are necessary in order to learn hidden data that the researcher cannot see. The purpose of the preliminary interviews was to learn about the teachers’ prior experiences planning and teaching with visual texts. The participants were experienced eighth grade
social studies teachers. Therefore, interviews were necessary to find out about the teachers’ prior
experiences and pedagogical beliefs about historical visual text before their participation in this
study. Interviewing teachers also helped investigate the research question: What previous experiences do teachers utilize when planning to teach with a historical visual text? These were digitally recorded to ensure that the data captured was accurate. Recording the interviews provided a
resource for future reference during the transcription and data analysis stages of this study.
The participants’ interviews were semi-structured. In these types of interviews, the interviewer refers to a predetermined interview guide with a list of prescribed open-ended questions
to be answered. However, after the interviewee responds to each question, the interviewer follows up with more probing questions in order to elicit more details and descriptions from the interviewee. This semi-structured approach requires the interviewer to pay careful attention to
each response to determine if the questions have been answered and if more probing is needed
(Roulston, 2010).
Open-ended questions work best in semi-structured interviews. Patton (2002) offers
some suggestions on the types of open-ended questions than can generate rich responses from
interviewees. One type, experience and behavior questions, requires the participants to explain
their actions in a situation. I asked the participants to share their feelings about the video recorded lesson, including their successes, missteps, and future implications. A second type, the opin-
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ion and values questions, allows the interviewer to ask participants about personal beliefs and
opinions of a particular subject. In these interviews, I asked teachers if their students had the
cognitive skills necessary to analyze the visual texts. A third type called feeling questions, allows interviewees to express emotional reactions. The participants were able to share their feelings on participating in this study and express their desires for personal improvements.
The data generated from the teachers’ video reflections and the semi-structured interviews about their experiences helped to answer the following research question: What do teachers’ reflections of a video recorded lesson reveal about teachers’ instructional experiences with a
historical visual text? Teachers were honest and candid in their reflections and in their interviews by critiquing themselves and identifying areas for improvement. Furthermore, the teachers expressed that, although they did not like watching themselves teach, they learned a lot reviewing their lessons and talking about their experiences. The following section explains the last
data collection method where I analyzed teachers’ lessons for uses of historical thinking and visual literacy skills.
Researcher Video Analysis for Historical Thinking and Visual Literacy
Analyses of the video recorded lessons were conducted to identify and examine teachers’
pedagogical uses of historical thinking and visual literacy. Additionally, I wanted to understand
how the teachers’ uses of the historical visual texts influenced students’ historical thinking and
visual literacy skills. Therefore, students’ responses and participation are also analyzed to assist
in learning about the teachers’ pedagogical uses. The findings of these analyses helped answer
the following research question: What do video analyses of teachers utilizing historical visual
texts reveal about teachers’ historical thinking and visual literacy pedagogical decisions?
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Researchers such as Breakstone (2015), VanSledright (2004), and Wineburg (2001) have
identified components of historical thinking that guided my deductive coding and analyses of the
transcripts. In particular, Breakstone (2015) and fellow researchers at the Stanford History Education Group combined the works of historical thinking researchers with the research from history education scholars to develop what they consider the three essential components of historical
thinking: “historical knowledge, evaluation of evidence, and use of evidence/argumentation” (p.
460). Each component is broken down into sub-components in a second category. A third category identifies the types of sub-components. Breakstone (2015) states that the three components
are intertwined in the teaching and learning of history. The historical knowledge component requires students to not only be able to identify the significance of a historical document, but also
connect the document to the correct time period and events. The evaluation of evidence component includes many of VanSledright’s (2004) and Wineburg’s (1991) document analysis steps
such as sourcing, contextualization, and corroboration. Finally, the use of evidence and argumentation component “…requires students to develop claims about the past and locate supporting evidence” (Breakstone, 2015, p. 461). A summary of the historical thinking domains are
provided in Table 4.
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Table 4
Domain of Historical Thinking for the Secondary Classroom
Component
Subcomponent
Historical Knowledge
Significance
Periodization
Narrative
Historical information
Evaluation of evidence

Sourcing

Corroboration
Contextualization

Uses of evidence/argumentation

Claims

Evidence

Coherence

Types of sub-components
Consequential, exemplar, and
point of view
Grouping, sequence, and location in time
Framework, connections, and
point of view
Recall, recognition, and evaluation of fact
Date, perspective of author,
interest/motivation of author,
circumstances, credibility of
author, genre, and knowledge
of missing information
Comparison, verification, and
articulation of need
Socio-political, biographical,
context of entire document,
intellectual, environmental/geo-spatial, zeitgeist, and
linguistic
Legitimate question, generalization, causality, counterfactual, and comparison
Selecting appropriate evidence, sufficient evidence, and
evaluating claims
Evidence follows claim, appropriate evidence for claim
and address counterargument

Source: Breakstone, 2015, p.460.

All sources of data in this study were coded using both inductive and deductive approaches. The initial phase of coding was an inductive approach. The three steps of inductive
coding included reading each transcription line-by-line to formulate codes that emerged from the
teachers’ voices and experiences, rereading each transcription to create larger categories, and finally comparing categories across the three cases.
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The second phase of coding was deductive in order to identify teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge of historical thinking practices and uses of visual literacy. This section focuses
on the coding for historical thinking. The framework used to deductively code and analyze the
transcripts for teachers’ uses of historical thinking skills was based on the research of Breakstone
(2015), VanSledright (2004), and Wineburg (2001). The codes I used to deductively code to
identify for teachers’ uses of historical thinking skills can be found in Table 5.
During the deductive coding process for historical thinking, I assigned each of the three
sub-components in Table 5 a specific color: Blue for historical knowledge, green for evaluation
of evidence, and red for use of evidence/argumentation. Then, I reread the transcripts a second
time and identified and coded sub-components of historical thinking. Finally, I reread the transcripts for a third time to identify the types of sub-components. Types of sub-components were
not given a code. I wrote out the type of sub-component by name.
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Table 5
Deductive Codes for Historical Thinking Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Historical knowledge sub-components
S
Significance
P
Periodization
N
Narrative
HI
Historical information
Evaluation of evidence sub-components
S
Sourcing
CO
Corroboration
CX
Contextualization
Use of evidence/argumentation subcomponents
C
Claims
E
Evidence
CH
Coherence
Notes: Each component was coded using different colors:
• Historical knowledge sub-components: Blue
• Evaluation of evidence sub-components: Green
• Use of evidence/argumentation sub-components: Red

I used Werner’s (2002) research of how to critically read visual texts as a framework to
deductively code and analyze for examples of visual literacy within the cases. Werner’s (2002)
approaches to reading visual texts is an important work on utilizing visual texts in the social
studies classroom. Werner suggests that students be provided with the opportunities and tools
necessary to critically read and analyze visual texts. In chapter one, I reported on the three instructional conditions Werner identifies as authority, where students are placed as the interpreter,
opportunity/capacity includes students being given the necessary tools to interpret, and establishing the classroom as a community where students can freely share their interpretations.
Werner, through a cultural studies lens, has developed seven specific readings of visual
texts: instrumental, narrative, iconic, editorial, indicative, oppositional, and reflexive. These
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seven readings are not intended to be a catchall for every possible method of reading visuals.
Instead, the purposes of these seven approaches are to provide students and teachers with ways to
garner different perspectives that “…give rise to different meanings” (p. 407).
Werner organizes the seven readings into three clusters: (1) manifest, (2) associative, and
(3) evaluative. These grouping are situated along an authority continuum that runs from closed
to open. When reading for manifest meaning, the most closed of the cluster, students extract information, content, and basic visual details from visuals. The visual text is seen as a container
with boundaries that holds all of the answers, interpretations, and analysis for the reader. The
reader is unable to analyze, interpret, or interact with the visual text.
In instrumental readings from the manifest cluster, the text holds all of the power over the
reader. Although student interpretation is limited, closed readings such as the instrumental reading can be valuable tools in developing a visually literate social studies class. Readers are able to
view and comprehend content quickly and efficiently, and students learn the important skill of
noticing details of objects and events within an image. These authority based readings can also
provide a place to start reading before moving along the continuum to more in-depth analysis.
Yet, Werner (2002) cautions that overuse of these closed authority readings can lead to students
missing out on imaginative and critical engagement with visuals. The passiveness of closed authority or instrumental readings may cause students to become uninterested and disengaged is
visual literacy and social studies education.
The second cluster, associative, calls on readers to move beyond surface readings and
conduct inferential investigations of visual texts. Within this associative cluster are four types of
readings: narrative, iconic, editorial, and indicative. Narrative readings require readers to place
visuals in moments of time. As Werner (2002) points out “the present action or event is inter-
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preted as having a past (an antecedent, a cause) and an inferred future (a consequence, a result)…
(p. 411). One benefit of narrative readings is that they can foster the development of empathy
when readers try and put themselves into the shoes of those featured in a visual image.
Iconic readings ask readers to consider the broad cultural stances of a visual text such as
the value systems and potential cultural audiences of a text. Many “texts often do empower
some groups and disadvantage others” (p. 413). Iconic readings are challenging for students to
comprehend without knowledge of the historical context of the event portrayed. Therefore, iconic readings of socially significant visual texts must be accompanied by clear, detailed instructions
and contextual information.
Editorial readings work well for those images that convey opinions and critiques on society. Various aspects of an image can transmit attributes of editorializing such as camera techniques and symbolic subjects. Political cartoons are particularly good resources for editorial
readings. Yet, no matter the texts, Werner (2002) cautions that readers will struggle to conduct
an editorial reading without a strong understanding of literacy devices and contextual knowledge
of a particular historical period.
The final type of reading in the associate cluster is called indicative. Werner (2002)
states that the purpose of indicative readings is to “interpret the image as pointing to the author
and the context of that authorship” (p. 416). Readers are encouraged to determine the author’s
beliefs, values, and opinions of an image’s subjects. Indicative readings also move students to
examine the broader social context of the text itself including the cultural and political climate
“…in which the text was made, used, and legitimized” (p. 416).
The third cluster, evaluative, is considered to provide the most open authority to readers.
In this cluster, Werner (2002) suggests two types of readings: oppositional and reflexive. Oppo-
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sitional readings call on students to critique and challenge the rhetoric, ideologies, implied storylines, and assumptions of a text’s author. Werner warns that “the power of visuals to position
readers psychologically or ideologically continues as long as [an author’s power] remains unquestioned” (p. 418).
Reflexive readings focus on the varying reactions readers can experience based on their
prior experiences, cultural norms and personal belief systems. One goal of reflexive readings is
for the reader to turn the mirror on himself and address his reactions to the text. Following personal reflection, readers should have the opportunity to share their reactions in a communal setting and reflect collectively as a group.
A second aspect of reflexive reading is for readers to acknowledge and recognize their
applications of modern ideas and current events on texts from the past. Historians use the term
presentism to describe when a reader views the past through a modern lens. Werner cautions
that readers must constantly consider both the circumstances surrounding a text’s origins as well
as the current circumstances of the interpreter. Yet, history students struggle to completely remove all knowledge and understanding of the present. To help counter presentism, however,
Seixas (2001) suggests that “as social studies students and teachers examine textual representations of other times, other people, and other cultures, we need to be aware of how far away we
are from that which is presented. We need constantly to ask about the circumstances of the textual construction, as well as about our own discursive positions as interpreters” (p. 559).
To code deductively for evidence of visual literacy, I worked with one video transcript at
a time. I identified the readings being done by the teachers and the readings teachers were asking students to conduct. I coded for these incidences using the codes found in Table 6.
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Table 6
Visual Literacy Analysis Deductive Codes
IN

Instrumental

N

Narrative

IC

Iconic

E

Editorial

IV

Indicative

O

Oppositional

R

Reflexive

Notes: To code for the authority relationships, I marked SA when students had the authority and
TA when the text had the authority.
•

The types of reading are based on the work of Werner (2002).

Limitations of the Study
Limitations of this study include those common with qualitative research methodology
and some that are specific to this study. The very nature of qualitative research calls for the investigation of a phenomenon, action, group, or event that is of personal interest to the researcher.
Therefore, bias is inevitable and plays a role in the framing of research methods, data analysis,
and sampling. An explanation of my biases “…allows the reader to better understand how [I]
arrived at the particular interpretation of data” (Merriam, 2009, p. 219). My biases relevant to
this study are professional rather than personal. I am currently an eighth grade history teacher
who utilizes visual texts in his classroom. I teach the same subject as the participants. I am currently employed as a teacher at the same school as the participants.
I took several steps to counter any effects of my biases in this study. First, I implemented
the crystallization strategy of data collection by utilizing interviews of teachers, video recorded
lessons, participant document analysis, and teacher reflection activities. The implementation of
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a variety of data collection methods “…adds rigor, breadth, complexity, richness, and depth…”
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p.5) to any qualitative study. Second, I was thorough and descriptive
in the data collection and data analysis stages of this study in order to produce rich, thick descriptions.
Third, I conducted member checks after each data collection point. The process involved
teachers watching and reflecting on their video recorded lessons as well as reviewing my transcripts of the interviews, document analyses sessions, and teacher reflection activities to ensure
that I captured the essence of their perspectives. Maxwell (2005) states that member checks not
only help with misrepresenting participants, but the approach is also “…an important way of
identifying [the researcher’s] own biases and misunderstandings of what [the researcher] observed (p. 111).
Other limitations included the small population size. Three teachers at the same school
were selected for this study which is not a large population sample and therefore makes the research not generalizable. Also, since all of the teachers work at the same suburban school, this
limits the data collection to only a certain type of setting. The participants’ varying years of
teaching experience can be a limitation in this study. Their experience or inexperience with using visual texts in the classroom may impact their ability to construct lessons utilizing visual literacy strategies.
The historical visual texts, or political cartoons, used by the participants are another possible limitation. The participants were restricted to developing lessons while teaching the Reconstruction Era. Although photographs were available, all of the participants chose political
cartoons. Therefore this study only focuses on teaching with one format of historical visual
texts. A further limitation is the data from interviews. Personal factors such as emotional states,
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time constraints, environment, and willingness to share information can hinder the teachers’ responses.
Limitations of the video recorded lessons could exist because teachers could have been
uncomfortable being videoed; they may feel as if they are being evaluated. These feelings may
have impacted how teachers interacted with students. Students may have also felt uneasy with a
camera in the classroom causing them to act out or to withdraw and not participate in the lesson.
Summary
This chapter outlines the research methodology of this study. The data collection methods of teacher interviews, document analysis, video recorded lessons, and teachers’ reflection
activity combine to create a crystallization of data that is descriptive and thick. The initial interview and document analysis activity with each teacher provided a foundation of knowledge of
teachers’ experiences and understandings of visual texts and their role in the social studies classroom. The video recorded lessons allowed me to witness the pedagogical approaches, techniques, and activities teachers employ with visual texts. The teacher reflection activity provided
an opportunity for teachers to reflect aloud and answer interview questions about their experiences planning and teaching lessons with visual texts. In the next chapter, I provide critical information about each of the participants, their choices for historical visual texts, and brief overviews of their video recorded lessons.
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CHAPTER 4
SETTINGS, PARTICIPANTS, AND TEACHER LESSON SUMMARIES
In this chapter I will provide insight on each case in this exploratory study of how eighth
grade teachers utilize historical visual texts in their teaching and learning of history. Each case
study summary will include the following: (1) details about the research setting and timeframe;
(2) a description of the participants; (3) information on classroom setting and student population;
(4) background information about the visual texts utilized by the participants; and (5) a brief
summary of each video recorded lesson.
During the time frame when data were collected for this study, the three teacher participants were teaching about the Reconstruction Era following the American Civil War. Therefore,
all three teachers selected historical visual texts pertaining to this era in United States history.
The participants asked for assistance in locating a suitable visual to use in their videoed lesson.
As Amanda stated, “I am fine with participating, but you need to give me the visual you want me
to use” (December 1, 2014). George and Anderson also expressed concern about not having the
time to locate an image. As a researcher, I did not want to dictate the picture the participants selected, but I did want to help them meet their needs in identifying potential visuals. I provided
each participant with a link to the HarperWeek.com website which has archived written and visual texts from the Harper’s Weekly magazine published in the 19th century. All three participants selected their visual texts from this website.
This section contains information about the participants, historical background of the visual texts, and a very brief overview of their video recorded lessons. As stated in chapter 3 of this
study, all of the participants are eighth grade social studies teachers at Johnny Mercer Middle
School, a suburban middle school in the southeastern United States. The participants have
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worked together for the past four years, although their combined years of teaching experience
comes to 20.5 years. The teachers volunteered to participate in the study and signed consent
forms before beginning the study. All names are pseudonyms.
Amanda
Amanda is a 33-year old white female, eighth grade social studies teacher. She has
taught social studies for eight years. She has neither worked at another school nor has she ever
taught another subject. Amanda earned a Bachelor of Education in Social Science Education.
She also earned a Master’s degree in Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment, and a Specialist
in Curriculum and Instruction. Amanda holds a traditional broad field social studies and gifted
education certification for grades six through twelve. Amanda serves as the grade level chair and
participates in her school system’s aspiring assistant principal program. She teaches four, 55 minute classes of eighth grade social studies each day. Amanda explained that her interest in becoming a teacher stemmed from being the daughter of a middle school teacher. As a child,
Amanda would use old textbooks and chalkboards to teach her younger sisters. I asked her why
she specifically wanted to teach social studies. She shared the following:
My high school social studies teachers were extremely influential in my decision to focus
on this subject. They taught history as if it were a story to tell, filled with drama and
grandiose endings. I loved it! In college, I decided to focus on middle school and high
school because I felt like I enjoyed that subject material the best, and my teaching style
would match [students’] personalities best. I love the subject matter and I love the way it
can be taught to students in a variety of ways. (December 1, 2014)
Amanda’s classroom is located at the end of a long hallway and contains two windows,
30 small lockers, a teacher desk, and 33 student desks. Her walls are adorned with motivational
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posters, one state flag, and one large state map. On one bulletin board hangs an additional, colorful map of her state surrounded by travel brochures of various tourist attractions and historical
sites to visit. The desks are arranged in seven groups of four and one group of five. Students
typically face each other and must turn themselves to face the front of the classroom. A projector, suspended from the ceiling, casts images onto a large screen at the front of the room. Of the
33 students in the class used for this study, 28 have been identified as gifted through the school
system’s evaluation process. The classroom is very diverse with 20 students who identify as
Asian, seven students who are white-non Hispanic, and six African American students.
Amanda’s Historical Visual Text
For her visual texts, Amanda chose a political cartoon entitled “XVth Amendment”
(1870) (Figure 1) by an unknown cartoonist from the March 12, 1870 issue of Harper’s Weekly.
The political cartoon depicts an older African American man trying to cast his ballot into a clear
bowl. The gentleman, who seems to be smiling, is swatting at flies swarming around his head.
The flies have state abbreviations on their wings representing California, Missouri, Delaware,
Kentucky, New Jersey, and New York. These states voted against the ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, an amendment that provided former male slaves
who became citizens the right to vote. The one labeled New York has the head of the state’s
then Democratic governor John Hoffman. A caption below the cartoon reads “XVth AMENDMENT. – ‘Shoo Fly, don’t Bodder me!’” (“XVth Amendment,” 1870)
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Figure 1. The political cartoon used by Amanda in her lesson. Unknown Artist (1870). XVth Amendment Retrieved
from http://www.harpweek.com/09Cartoon/BrowseByDateCartoon.asp?Month=March&Date=12
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The publication of this cartoon followed a lengthy battle by radical Republicans in Congress to end the disfranchisement of black men, not only in the former Confederacy but in all
states. Southern states were required to ratify the amendment in order to be released from federal military rule. Democrat controlled states in other parts of the country were not ready to remove their voting restrictions on African American men. In California, law makers feared that
the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment would provide Chinese immigrants too much power and
cause a resurgence in immigration from China. The Fifteenth Amendment was ratified only a
few weeks after the publication of this cartoon (Kennedy, 2008).
Amanda’s Lesson with a Historical Visual Text
Amanda’s lesson began with her asking students to provide the definition of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. She had the definition of
the Fifteenth Amendment projected on her screen, and students were writing down the information. According to Amanda, she chose to start the video recording at this point “…to show
the teacher and students working up to the introduction of the visual” (January 16, 2015). The

class participation during the review of the prior amendments demonstrated students’ general
understanding of the previous amendments. Amanda then read aloud the information on the
screen about the Fifteenth Amendment.
15th Amendment we’re looking at now. All male citizens can vote. Ok? All male citizens can vote. You’re voting rights cannot be denied based on race, color, or previous
conditions of servitude. (December 2, 2014)
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Amanda transitioned her lesson from note taking to visual analysis by posing these questions about the Fifteenth Amendment to her students: “Now, is it going to be easy to get every
state to ratify [the 15th] Amendment? Why not?” (December 2, 2014). Amanda pointed out that
her students responded with comments about southerners and southern states wanting to keep
blacks from voting. She also pointed out that the Fifteenth Amendment came before the passage
of women’s suffrage before projecting the cartoon on the screen.
Once Amanda had projected the cartoon, she informed students that they would be conducting a look, think, share, and ask activity. Her first directives for students were to stop talking, look at the image, and write down their observations on a sheet of paper. Amanda had to
quiet her class several times after the initial directions were given. She repeatedly reminded students to not talk, but rather look at the picture and record objects, people, or events that they saw.
After waiting 49 seconds, Amanda asked for students to share their observations. Amanda called on eight students to share their observations. The students’ sharing time lasted for
three minutes. During this time, Amanda asked students to share their observations. She reported that students provided more surface level observations rather than detailed analysis of the visual text. Next, Amanda provided background information on the artist’s intentions of the sketch
that she learned from reading an accompanying article on the harpweekly.com website. Finally,
she began to transition the lesson away from the visual text by asking students questions about
what methods were employed to disfranchise freedmen. The videoed lesson ended with Amanda
informing students about their next activity. Amanda’s lesson utilizing the visual text was brief.
Further analysis of Amanda’s lesson in the next chapter reveals her acknowledgement of uncertainties and successes in her lesson.
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Amanda applied very little historical thinking and visual literacy components to her lesson. For the most part, she allowed students to examine the image, make assumptions about the
event taking place, and defend their assumptions with content from the image. Amanda did not
have students conduct any heuristic sourcing or contextualization of the visual. Amanda had
students conduct narrative and instrumental readings of the visual text noting that the image had
one correct meaning that serves as part of a the historical narrative of the Reconstruction Era.
George
George is a 50-year old white male for whom teaching is a second career. He has been a
classroom teacher for four and one-half years. Before venturing into teaching, George worked in
insurance sales for independent agencies for a few years before eventually transitioning to educational product sales. For 23 years, he conducted sales calls with school district offices, elementary schools, and private schools. While working with schools in a sales capacity, George decided he wanted to be part of the teaching and learning in the schools where he was making sales
calls.
George has been a social studies special education teacher for four years following one
year as a substitute teacher. His earned a Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration and a
Master’s degree in Special Education. George is certified to teach special education in all subject areas from Kindergarten through the twelfth grade.
George spends most of his day co-teaching with general education social studies teachers
in their classrooms. In addition to teaching and co-teaching, George serves as the case manager
for nine special needs students. For one period a day, George teaches these nine students in a
self-contained social studies class. George chose to video the lesson he conducted with this
class. The students in the class have been identified with Specific Learning Disabilities (SLDs).
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According to George, these disabilities may consist of poor reading comprehension, writing, or
math computation disabilities.
For the nine students in this particular class, low reading comprehension and low written
expression are the main weaknesses. Some of the students in this class read on a third and fourth
grade level. George explained that when a student’s Individualized Education Plan, or IEP, calls
for a student to be transitioned from a self-contained classroom into the general education setting, George’s social studies class is usually their first placement (March 19, 2015). The racial
and ethnic student population in George’s classroom is as follows: one white non-Hispanic student, one Asian student, one Hispanic student, and six African American students.
George’s classroom is very small and windowless. His walls do not have very much displayed on them. On the back wall are two large maps of the world and the United States. On
another wall hangs a large map of the state where he teaches. Scattered along the rest of the
walls are memorabilia and car tags from his alma mater. The desks are arranged in three rows
facing the front of the classroom. The front of the classroom consists mostly of a whiteboard. A
projector suspended from the ceiling casts notes and images onto the whiteboard. George’s desk
stands to the left of the whiteboard.
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George’s Historical Visual Text
George used a sketch entitled “The Freedmen’s Bureau” (1868) (Figure 2) by cartoonist
A.R. Waud. Waud’s cartoon was printed in the July 25, 1868, edition of Harper’s Weekly to
commemorate the Freedmen’s Bureau’s three years of existence. The editor of Harper’s Weekly, George William Curtis, was essential in the creation of the bureau in 1865. “The first federal
agency dedicated to social welfare” (Kennedy, 2008), the Bureau provided relief to both blacks

Figure 2 The political cartoon used by George in his lesson. Waud, A. (1868). The Freedmen’s Bureau. Retrieved
from http://www.harpweek.com/09Cartoon/RelatedCartoon.asp?Month=July&Date=25
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and whites. However, the two primary goals of the Freedmen’s Bureau was to ensure that former slaves’ civil rights were not violated and to help assist former slaves adjust to life as freed
people through educational and social programs (Franklin, 2013).
The bureau’s effectiveness was often hampered by poor funding, limited staffing, and
distrust by whites in both the North and South. By 1868, Congress had stripped the bureau of
most of its power as southern states fulfilled Congress’ requirements to rejoin the Union. Therefore, the effectiveness of the Freedmen’s Bureau rapidly declined, eventually only supporting
educational efforts for former slaves and their families (Meyers & Williams, 2012). Waud’s cartoon appeared in the same issue of Harper’s Weekly as an editorial acknowledging that besides
the Freedmen’s Bureau, “no institution was ever more imperatively necessary, and none has been
more useful” for former slaves (Curtis, 1868).
The cartoon shows a group or armed white men and a group of armed black men being
kept apart by a Union soldier. The soldier has his right arm raised toward the white men and his
left hand held down toward the black men. The white men are armed with weapons such as
knives, swords, and guns. The soldier is attempting to prevent a race war between a group of
white men and a group of black men. The black men are armed with clubs, swords, and guns
equipped with bayonets. These weapons and tools represent the materials that the Freedmen’s
Bureau attempted to provide former slaves in order to help them have a fair start to life outside of
slavery. The Union soldier is centered on a large American flag that is hanging the background.
A caption at the bottom of the image reads “The Freedmen’s Bureau.” On the side of the image
is the date of publication, the name of the magazine, and the page number on which it was printed.
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George’s Lesson with a Historical Visual Text
George’s lesson began as he concluded a fill-in-the-blank note taking session with his
students about the social and economic conditions in the post-Civil War South. He discussed the
strained relationships that developed between former slaves and former slave owners. He stated
that freedmen had limited skills and capitol and were therefore dependent on the more rich and
powerful white class for jobs and support. George pointed out that one student keenly observed
that whites might have tried to enslave blacks again which George agreed with and explained
that even today those with power tend to hold it over those without it.
George transitioned to the Freedmen’s Bureau (Waud, 1868) sketch by telling students
that President Lincoln called for a period of reconstruction to help resolve problems between the
races and between the North and the South. George projected the image onto the whiteboard and
adjusted the size of the image so the caption at the bottom was visible to students. He told students that he would talk about the caption later.
George’s first directive to the students encouraged them to share their observations of the
image. George remained in the front of the room and called on students for five minutes and five
seconds. He provided commentary and explanations of different parts of the visual throughout
the lesson. If students did not respond to George’s questions with the answer he was looking for,
he provided them with the correct response either by asking them leading questions or by pointing to specific objects in the visual for students to identify.
Finally, George directed his students’ attention to the caption. He concluded the lesson
with a two minute and twelve seconds discussion about the Freedmen’s Bureau and the strained
race relations left in the wake of the Civil War. He did not conduct a review or any further analysis of the image. After he was finished utilizing the visual, George handed out a graphic organ-
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izer for a note taking session on the Freedmen’s Bureau. Further analysis of George’s lesson in
the next chapter will reveal his concerns of being a white man teaching racially based topics to
minority students, his struggles with students who have limited prior historical knowledge, and
his surprise at how engaged some students become during his lesson with the visual text.
George’s lesson contained very few components of historical thinking or visual literacy.
For the most part, George asked his students to identify surface level objects within the visual.
He treated the visual as an instrument containing a fixed understanding of life for former slaves
during the Reconstruction Era. George did not ask students to apply any historical thinking skills
during his lesson. He did allow students to make claims and support those claims with evidence
from the visual text. George also attempted to contextualize the visual by providing students
with information prior to displaying the visual. He described scenarios of the struggle in everyday life for former slaves. However, at no time did George provide students with information
about how the Freedmen’s Bureau worked with former slaves.
Anderson
Anderson is a 29-year old white male who teaches eighth grade general education social
studies. He has been a teacher for eight years, with seven at Johnny Mercer Middle School.
Like George, teaching is his second career. He spent three years as a restaurant manager. His
undergraduate degree is Bachelor of Arts in Hospitality and Restaurant Administration. As part
of his career shift into education, George earned both Masters and Specialist degrees in Teaching
and Learning. According to Anderson, his transition from the business world into education
came about because of a life-long desire to teach history. His teaching certificate is for social
studies in grades four through eight.
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Anderson teaches in a windowless classroom in the center of the school building. His
room is unkempt and the walls are bare except for two posters. One poster is a map of the state
where he currently teaches. The other poster is a commemorative newspaper marking an anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg. There are two bulletin boards in the room. One has no decorations. The other one has student work displayed from assignments completed in the first
weeks of school. A projector suspended from the ceiling displays images and notes on a large
screen hanging in the front of the class. In the front corner of the room to the left of the whiteboard stands George’s desk. The 28 desks are arranged in a u-shape format with four rows of
desks facing front. A center aisle divides the u-shape and the front facing rows of desks.
Anderson teaches four-55 minute, general education social studies classes each day. The
class Anderson chose to video consisted of 26 students: ten white non-Hispanic, seven Asian,
six African American, and three Hispanic. The learning abilities of George’s students vary
greatly. He has four students who are identified as gifted, three students with IEPs, and two students who recently progressed out of additional support for English Language Learners.
Anderson’s Historical Visual Text
Anderson’s historical visual text is a political cartoon by Thomas Nast entitled The Union
as it was The lost cause, worse than Slavery (1874) (Figure 3). The cartoon first appeared in
Harper’s Weekly in 1874. Nast, a longtime political cartoonist for Harper’s Weekly, was often
critical of the Federal government’s plans for reconstruction following the Civil War. In his cartoon, Nast employs dramatic imagery in an attempt to bring the violence experienced by former
slaves to the forefront of the nation’s attention. The main antagonists of the cartoon are two
members, one from the Ku Klux Klan and the other from the White League, who are shaking
hands over a skull and cross bones. Above their hands is the phrase “The Lost Cause,” and
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Figure 3 The political cartoon used by Anderson in his lesson. Nast, T. (1874). The Union as it was The
lost cause, worse than Slavery [political cartoon]. Retrieved from http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2001696840/

below their hands is the phrase “Worse than Slavery.” In the bottom center of the picture is an
African American family cowering with fear. The current state of the baby’s condition is not
clear. Around the family are scenes depicting horrific conditions including smoke, a school
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house burning, a discarded reading book, and a body hanging in a tree depicting a lynching. At
the top of the cartoon, Nast drew what looks to be a bald eagle or phoenix and the phrases “The
Union as it was” and “This is a white man’s government”. Little published historical analysis of
this cartoon exists. The tasks of determining Nast’s intent and meanings are left up to the viewer. However, the editorial that accompanied Nast’s cartoon on October 24, 1874, written by
George William Curtis, sheds some light on the context of the cartoon. The editorial provided a
detailed and disturbing record of the actions of hate groups in the American South in the years
after the Civil War. The author takes pointed stabs at the Democrat controlled governments in
the South accusing them of silencing African Americans by killing individuals who speak out
and denying freedom of the press to those who write about the horrific conditions in the South
(Curtis, 1874).
Anderson’s Lesson with a Historical Visual Text
Anderson’s lesson began with him projecting a colored version of the cartoon onto the
large screen at the front of the classroom. Anderson’s lesson can be divided into two phases. In
the first phase, Anderson asked students to record three observations of the cartoon, record the
topic of the cartoon, determine the artist’s opinion, and explain whether or not they agree with
the artist’s opinion. Phase one of his lesson lasted two minutes and 45 seconds.
In the second phase of the lesson, Anderson called on students to share their answers.
Anderson pointed out that in general, students made key observations about people, objects,
texts, and symbols in the cartoon. At one point, Anderson seemed to be worried that the class
did not understand the historical context of the cartoon. He took a moment to remind students
that the cartoon is from the Reconstruction Era after slavery was abolished. Anderson spent five
minutes and 20 seconds gathering student responses. Anderson summarized his lesson by giving
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students a one sentence summary, and the lesson ended when he told students to put away their
work by saying, “So, I think the point of this is to show you guys that even though there’s no
slavery, conditions are just as bad if not worse than when they were slaves” (December 2, 2014).
The students’ next activity was a review game about the Reconstruction Era in preparation for a
unit test.
Anderson’s uses of historical thinking and visual literacy, like the other two participants,
were limited. At first, Anderson attempted to have his students conduct a sourcing of the visual
text by having students describe the author’s opinion and whether or not they agreed with this
opinion. As the lesson progressed, however, Anderson realized that he had not provided his students with enough prior knowledge to formulate these ideas. Anderson did allow his students to
make historical claims about the content of the visual and support those claims with evidence
from the visual text. Anderson’s original plans called for students to conduct a variety of readings of the visual. However, those plans did not come to fruition during the lesson. Instead, Anderson’s lesson lacked much in the way of visual literacy except for instrumental and iconic
readings where students recognized the Ku Klux Klan’s appearance symbolizing a life of terror
for former slaves.
Summary
In this chapter, I provided an overview of the participants, their students, their classroom
settings, visual texts used in the lessons, and a brief overview of the video recorded lessons that
will be analyzed further in the following chapter. In the next chapter, I will use these three case
studies to answer the following three research questions that frame this study: (1) How do teachers analyze a historical visual text for use in the classroom? (2) What previous experiences do
teachers utilize when planning to teach with a historical visual text? and (3) What do teachers’
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reflections of a video recorded lesson reveal about teachers’ instructional experiences with a historical visual text? I will address these questions through a cross-case analysis of the three cases.
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CHAPTER 5
CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a cross-case analysis of three eighth grade
teachers’ experiences utilizing historical visual texts in order to answer three research questions:
(1) How do teachers analyze a historical visual text for use in the classroom? (2) What previous
experiences do teachers utilize when planning to teach with a historical visual text? and (3) How
do teachers’ reflections of a video recorded lesson reveal about teachers’ instructional experiences with historical visual texts?
The data presented in this chapter was collected through participant interviews, video
recorded lessons, and participants’ analyses of their videoed lessons. As a researcher, I transcribed and analyzed data throughout the process to keep my findings organized and to ensure
accuracy and timely assistance from participants if clarifying information was needed (Merriam,
2009). The interviews were voice recorded and transcribed by the researcher. During the interviews, I also took field notes to ensure accurate data collection. Each participant took part in at
least two interviews. Data generated by the first round of interviews included information about
each participant’s career and education, an analysis of a visual text, and a description of the lesson that would be videoed. The second interview included teachers reflecting on their video recorded lessons. During the second interview, teachers viewed and reflected on their video recorded lessons. I also used this interview to inquire about the participants’ experiences planning and
teaching with historical visual texts.
Since I worked in the same school as the participants in this study, participants willingly
participated in spontaneous conferences when I needed more information or clarification of a
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previous response. These “on the spot” meetings typically took place during teacher planning
periods in the participants’ classrooms and never in the presence of students.
I began my analysis of the data in this study by conducting close readings of the transcriptions, listening to recordings numerous times, and repeatedly watching the video recorded
lessons. Data generated in this study was analyzed and compared to develop a thorough analysis
of teachers’ experiences using visual texts in their classrooms. The data was coded using both
inductive and deductive coding approaches. First, inductive coding was applied to all data
sources to reveal teachers’ authentic experiences teaching with the historical visual texts. Inductive coding also allowed trends and patterns to emerge from the data that were then analyzed
across cases to compare teachers’ experiences.
Deductive coding was utilized second to identify teachers’ uses of historical thinking
skills and the types of readings teachers assigned to historical visual texts. A set of codes deriving from the works of Breakstone (2015), VanSledright (2004), and Wineburg (2001) were used
to identify teachers’ uses of historical thinking. The visual literacy codes were derived from the
work of Werner (2002) who identified types of readings that can be applied to visual texts.
The remainder of this chapter is divided into three sections. The first section will describe the three participants’ approaches to analyzing the visual text each selected to use in a lesson. The second section will address the potential impacts of teachers’ previous experiences
teaching and learning with visual texts. And finally, the third section will explore the findings
from the teachers’ analyses of a video of his or her lesson utilizing the historical visual text.
Uneven analysis of historical sources and impact on instruction.
All three of the participants conducted an analysis of the historical visual text they used
in their classrooms prior to teaching the lesson. The participants’ analyses took place one week
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after teachers were provided with the link to the Harpweekly.com website. I voice recorded each
interview and completed field notes as well. Data collected in the analysis sessions are presented
in three parts. First, I share the participants’ processes of selecting the visual texts. Second, I
provide a description of each participant’s analysis. Finally, I identify patterns that emerged
from a cross-case analysis.
Amanda selected the cartoon entitled XVth Amendment because she liked the artist’s portrayal of the Fifteenth Amendment’s struggle for passage and believed her students “…could
make the relationship between flies bothering them and this man being bothered by flies…” (December 2, 2014). Amanda believed that if students could relate to the man being annoyed by
flies, then they could more easily interpret the meaning behind the cartoon.
In her analysis of the cartoon, Amanda first identified the image as a political cartoon.
“It shows an African American trying to vote with some flies kind of bothering him” (December
15, 2014). Amanda was able to explain the symbolism of the flies because she had researched
the cartoon. “…[W]hen I first found the image and looked it up, it was from Harpweek.com, so
it had a little blurb, caption that sort of explained what the cartoon was saying…” (December 15,
2014). The extent of her analysis in the interview was basic. She stated observations she made
on her own, as well as her findings she made through her quick research using Kennedy’s (2008)
article that accompanies the cartoon at the harpweek.com website.
George selected the political cartoon entitled The Freedmen’s Bureau (Waud, 1868) because he liked the artist’s depiction of the racial tensions. He interpreted the cartoon as white
hatred versus rebellious freedmen who look determined but scared at the same time. He stated
that this cartoon appealed to him because it shows former slaves “trying to figure out their place
in this new society” (December 1, 2014).
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George’s analysis of the image also began with observations of what he saw in the image:
two groups of men, a Union soldier, and the caption. George eventually identified some of the
symbolism found in the cartoon. He pointed out that the American flag behind the soldier represented that “…the army and the United States [were] between these new freedmen and the angry
whites” (December 1, 2014) in an attempt to avoid a riot.
Next, George focused on the men in the two groups. The black men, according to
George, are showing fear in their eyes. He supported this idea of the black men being fearful by
pointing out that most of them are leaning back away from the group of whites. He stated that
“they’re armed, but they’re not anxious to fight. I don’t think they want to fight if they can avoid
it” (December 1, 2014). Further support is offered by his observation of the white soldiers all
leaning forward in aggressive stances with angry looks on the faces. Finally, George shared that
he did not think this image reflected a particular event.
I think this is fair representation of what is happening around the South after the Civil
War during Reconstruction when these new policies were coming about. You might be
able to change policies, but you cannot change the attitudes and hearts of those involved.
(December 1, 2014)
Anderson selected his cartoon, The Union as it was The lost cause, worse than Slavery
(Nast, 1874), based on a combination of how it looked, the required teaching standards, and what
he thought his students would learn from interpreting it. In particular, Anderson believed that
the depictions of the Ku Klux Klan and the lynching were great ways to discuss two of his school
systems required standards and skills in an engaging manner rather than as a note taking activity.
The standard Anderson referred to calls on students to analyze the impact of the Ku Klux Klan
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on the Reconstruction of the South following the Civil War. The skill is for students to learn to
interpret political cartoons.
Anderson began the analysis of his cartoon by identifying people and objects in the image. Anderson pointed out that the Ku Klux Klansman and a member of the white league shaking hands represents that the two men share a common hatred for African Americans. Anderson
noted that the men’s arms and hands form the top of a shield or crest that houses an African
American family and objects such as a lynching and a school house burning. Anderson explained that the shield actually represents a family crest for the experiences of African Americans during the Reconstruction period. Also within the shield, Anderson pointed out that the African American family did not have any weapons whereas the two men lining the shield have a
knife, a pistol, and a shotgun. He suggests that this situation is another representation of whites
having power over African Americans. According to Anderson, the eagle in the background
symbolizes the United States government, and the caption “this is a white man’s government”
reminds the viewer that white supremacists regained power following the Civil War.
Similar patterns emerged from all three participants’ analyses of their visuals. One pattern is that all three participants started by stating what they observed on the surface of the images such as people, events, and objects. Another pattern was the recognition of the artists’ uses of
symbolism. All three participants were fluent in acknowledging and explaining the symbolism
used in their cartoons. Yet, all of the teachers spent very little time analyzing their respective
visual text with me. Even after asking probing questions, the teachers kept their analyses limited
to basic observations rather than evaluating the cartoonists’ perspectives or making a judgment
or critique of the images. Another pattern is that even though all of the initial analysis sessions
were brief, each of the teachers shared considerably more information with their students during
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the videoed lesson. A final pattern was that Amanda and Anderson spent some time researching
their respective cartoons prior to the lessons. George, however, did not conduct any research of
his visual text before or after conducting his lesson.
The collective patterns that emerged suggest that the participants would have benefited
from additional historical background knowledge of the events and particularly of the historical
visual texts. An understanding of both the visual text itself as well as the historical context of its
publication can lead to improved lesson plans and deeper analyses of the visual texts. Furthermore, additional probing may have generated more analysis of the visual texts. In the next section, I provide information about the participants’ lack of prior knowledge and experiences
teaching with historical visual texts. I also share information on the original goals and objectives
of their lessons.
Limited prior experiences and disjointed lesson plans of teachers
The participants in this study do not have many prior experiences teaching with historical
visual texts. All three of the participants acknowledged that they do not use visual texts very often in their classrooms. Two themes were teachers’ lack of time to both search for visuals and
plan an effective lesson. Amanda pointed out that the lack of planning time provided to teachers
makes it all too easy “…to fall into the rut of using the same materials you have used in previous
years” (January 9, 2015) which does not include visuals. Anderson argued that teachers do not
have time to locate and research quality visuals. He did point out that he would be willing to use
images more often if there was an accessible database of images presorted based on the specific
topics he teaches. George’s concern was more about the amount of class time it takes for his
special education students to analyze an image. George explained that he rarely finds a single
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picture that can tell enough of a historical event to justify spending so much time teaching with
it.
Another theme that emerged for not teaching with historical images is the concern that
students do not have the historical knowledge necessary to interpret visuals. Amanda feared that
she would select an image too challenging for her students which could lead to disengagement
and her students shutting down. George believed that his students learn better from videos than
still images, so he prefers to use movies.
The lack of pedagogical content knowledge about how to teach using historical visual
texts was also cited as a reason for not teaching with historical visual texts. None of the teachers
in this study recalled having been taught explicitly how to teach historical thinking using visual
texts. Amanda mentioned that she may have participated in a teacher workshop about using visuals, but she does not recall applying anything that she learned from that session. George and
Anderson both flatly stated that they had never been taught how to teach with visual texts.
Yet, all three participants had developed, taught, and implemented a few lessons using
visual texts. Anderson stated that he uses infographic visuals several times a week such as
charts, timelines, and flowcharts. However, he rarely uses historic visual texts. Amanda’s occasional teaching with visuals has come about through a system of trial and error. She stated that,
“You teach the same material year after year so you kind of figure out which ones work and
which ones don’t. Which ones the students will be able to get a grasp on and which ones they
won’t” (December 15, 2014).
The teachers’ examples of prior experiences teaching with historical visual texts provide
insight into their struggles with the pedagogical content knowledge of teaching with visuals. For
the most part, the teachers’ prior lessons consisted of students making general observations about
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a picture followed by a teacher led analysis. The participants offered little variation from this
two-step process.
George shared one of his prior teaching experiences using the painting American Progress by John Gast to teach his students about the westward expansion of the United States. In
this lesson, George led a class discussion on the painting that he had projected on a large screen.
He also provided students with their own photocopied version of the painting. The goal of the
lesson was for students to listen to his analysis, examine the painting, and identify the various
groups of people moving to the West. George believed students were successful at identifying
people and objects in the painting, but he did not address any forms of historical or visual analysis conducted by students.
Amanda provided insight into her previous experiences teaching with visual texts with
the following description:
Typically I will put the visual up and ask the students to just look at it, to examine the
picture, get their thoughts together. And then we’ll talk about it as a class together.
Then, they can share their ideas and tell me what they see, plain day what they see, and
what they think it means. What the illustrator is trying to convey. (December 15, 2014)
All these teachers stated that their selection of a visual text has been mainly based on
whether or not they think students will be able to understand the context of the image. According to Amanda, “If I think the students can get something out of it [or] if the students will be able
to see the message behind it, then I want to show them that” (December 15, 2014). Additionally,
Amanda will select an image that she thinks will “bring [her students] to another realization” or
move them into a state of greater understanding. George chooses images based on whether or
not he believes the image will be memorable for his students. Although the participants
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acknowledged not using visuals very often, they did, however, agree that historical visual texts
are very beneficial in the teaching and learning of history.
One common theme among the participants concerning the benefits of visuals is their impacts on what the teachers called visual learners. George explained that using images allows
students to develop a picture of a topic, person, or place from the past in their minds that they
can recall later. Anderson argued that by using a visual in lesson, students are more likely to recall information in the future because they can refer back to an image in the mind’s eye. Anderson stated that his students enjoy working with visual texts because they break up the monotony
of written texts that dominates history education and because today’s students are living in a
“visual age” (December 2014).
Participant interviews also revealed their common beliefs that visual texts directly impact
students’ historical thinking skills. To clarify this argument, each participant was asked to share
his or her definition of historical thinking and connect that definition to how visual texts play a
role in teaching historical thinking. All three teachers struggled at first to formulate and vocalize
their own definition. Amanda declared that historical thinking is the ability to take historical
events, place them in the context of when they happened, and understand their effects and consequences. Amanda said that she “…always think[s] of history as a story. So, how did one problem get solved and how did it impact the future” (January 9, 2015)?
According to Amanda, images can help students contextualize historical events by “extending their learning to create a more enduring understanding of a time in history” (January 9,
2015). She also pointed out that historical images can bring historical narratives alive for students by taking “text beyond the words in a book or reading and [giving] them a face, make people or events real for the student” (January 9, 2015).
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Anderson’s definition of historical thinking involved using the past to guide the future.
He stated that he wants to teach his students “…to think about how things have been in the past
historically and that can give you a better perspective…going forward” (December 2014). For
Anderson, historical visual texts have the ability to take students back to a location or event.
And, in return, students can apply what they learned through the visual to their current or future
learning experiences.
According to George, historical thinking is two-fold. First, it is trying to put oneself into
the mindset of those in the past. And second, historical thinking is applying what has been
learned from the past into one’s life today. George stated that in order to improve historical
thinking skills, students must be curious about a historical figure, era, or event. I asked George
how it is possible for a teacher to cultivate curiosity in a student. George explained that visuals
play a key role in developing students’ curiosity to expand their historical thinking and inquiry.
He stated that students are “…not going to remember [the information] if they don’t care about it
or find it interesting. They need a base level of curiosity about things historical” (December 18,
2014). George argued that students look at historical images as puzzles that have to be solved.
The formula used to solve these “puzzles” is application of prior knowledge, observations, and
collaborative classroom discussions. George’s attempts at enacting historical thinking in his lessons is further complicated due to his special education students’ below average literacy and
written expression skills.
In their definitions of historical thinking, all three of the participants seemed to agree that
history is a grand and singular historical narrative with no room for interpretation or differing
points of view. Based on her definition, Amanda seems to use historical thinking as a fact finding mission for one narrative. Anderson’s view on historical thinking hints at the old adage that
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there is one narrative of the past and students must learn from the past or be doomed to repeat it.
And, George argues that historical thinking is applying present ideas and morals onto historical
events in what Wineburg (1991) calls presentism. Further analysis in the next chapter will reveal
that the participants’ views on historical thinking are apparent in their lessons utilizing a visual
text.
For this study, each teacher selected a historical visual text from the HarpWeek.com
website that they could use in their teaching of the Reconstruction Era. Prior to teaching the lesson, participants were asked to share their plans for teaching with the visual text and the goals for
their students. All of the participants’ lesson plans reflect their lack of prior experiences and
pedagogical content knowledge in teaching with historical visual texts. The lesson goals tended
to focus more on looking and recalling information rather than analyzing or critiquing. However, the teachers did appear to be eager and excited to use the visuals. And, as this study progressed, the actual implementation of the lesson led to more student analysis and engagement
than the teachers expected.
Amanda planned to implement what she called a “look, think, share, and ask” (December
15, 2014) activity for the XVth Amendment (1870) cartoon. “The students are going to make observations to the picture and then they’re going to think about what the illustrator was trying to
convey in the image. And, then they’re gonna ask questions about it” (December 2, 2014).
Amanda had two objectives for her students. One was for students to “…see that it wasn’t a universal acceptance of the amendment” and the other was for students to identify “…the difficulties that the freedmen faced trying to vote” (December 2, 2014).
The goal of George’s lesson was to introduce students to the Freedmen’s Bureau as a
federal relief program during the Reconstruction period. Yet, as far as The Freedmen’s Bureau
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(Waud, 1868) political cartoon was concerned, George’s plan was for students to look at the image and tell him what they saw. He hoped that students’ observations would lead to a class discussion about life for African Americans after the Civil War. Otherwise, he had no definitive
lesson plan in place for the visual text.
Anderson’s lesson utilizing the political cartoon, The Union as it was–This is a white
man’s government was planned as the opening activity for a day of review on the Reconstruction
period. Students had spent over one week learning about the Reconstruction Era and were familiar with the issues facing former slaves after the Civil War. Below are Anderson’s goals for this
lesson:
“...[I want] to show the students that even though slavery had ended, relations between
whites and blacks weren’t any better. In fact, the image is kind of displaying that they
may be worse than they were under slavery. So, just because there’s no more slavery, it
doesn’t mean whites and blacks are getting along with each other. (December 25, 2014)
Anderson explained that he wanted students to relate to the idea that laws may change,
such as the banning of slavery, but people’s values and belief systems do not automatically
change with laws. His lesson plan utilizing the cartoon was to have students make observations
followed by an analysis to figure out the artist’s intentions. “Kind of go through the who, what,
when, where, why, kind of thing of the image” (December, 2014).
The participants in this study reported having limited prior experiences to utilize for their
video recorded lessons. They rarely use visual texts in their classrooms due to time constraints,
doubt in their students’ abilities, and their own lack of pedagogical knowledge in teaching with
visuals. All of the participants acknowledged that they have received little to no formal education on how to teach with visual texts as preservice or in-service teachers. Yet, some of the par-
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ticipants shared previous attempts at teaching with visual texts through their own methods of trial
and error.
The goals and objectives of the participants’ lessons implied that they were open to the
possibilities that teaching with historical visual texts could be beneficial for students. In all three
cases, the teachers wanted students to make personal connections or empathize with the individuals in the visuals. Additionally, Amanda and Anderson both aimed to have students analyze,
source, and contextualize the visual texts. In the following section, I provide the teachers’ reflections on their lessons as well as the trends that emerged from a cross-case analysis.
Teachers reflect on missteps, successes, and areas of growth
Teachers were asked to record one lesson using the visual text they selected and analyzed. At the request of the participants, only one camera was used in each class to reduce distractions for teachers and students. I set the cameras up for the participants. The video camera
was placed on a small, adjustable tripod. In each classroom, I was able to place the tripod and
camera on a vacant table or desk. I angled the camera in order to capture as much of the teachers’ movements as possible. Teachers were instructed to record what I called intense moments
of meaning making utilizing the visual. I explained to teachers that intense meaning making
moments are instructional times when they believe students are engaged and learning the most.
Teachers could record as little or as much of a lesson as they wanted. Two of the participants
recorded multiple classes and then selected the one lesson they believed met the criteria of capturing intense moments of meaning making.
Amanda’s video lasted seven minutes and 12 seconds in length. The video begins with
Amanda giving students notes about the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. She stopped the
video seven times to provide commentary. George’s videoed lesson spanned nine minutes and
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44 seconds, and he stopped the video 14 times. And, Anderson’s lesson lasted nine minutes and
13 seconds, and Anderson stopped his videoed lesson a total of 13 times. Each of these lessons
is very brief and lacks any in-depth analysis of the historical visual texts being used by the teachers. The teachers, however, did not discuss the brevity of their lessons during their video reflection sessions.
Each teacher watched and analyzed his or her video. These analysis sessions were voice
recorded. I also took field notes to ensure an accurate and rich collection of data. I instructed
each participant to think aloud as they viewed the video of their lesson. The participants were
encouraged to pause and comment about the video as much or as little as they wished. In this
section, I provide a cross-case analysis to reveal patterns and themes that emerged from the participants’ video analyses. The patterns that emerged are displayed in Table 7.
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Table 7
Emerging patterns and trends from cross-case analysis
Patterns
Similar lesson goals and objectives
Similar pedagogical approaches
Engaged students
Struggles with teacher wait time
Concerns for “correct” interpretations
Teacher moments of enlightenment
Summarization methods
Goals and objectives achieved
Positive view on the roles of visual texts in social studies education
Teacher awareness of future adjustments and uses of historical visual texts

One pattern that emerged from the videoed lessons is that all of the teachers started their
lessons by asking students to make observations. In both cases, teachers reported that students
eagerly recorded what they saw in the projected images. However, both teachers believed that in
order for students to thoroughly analyze the visual texts, then they should spend time physically
looking at the image and recording their observations. In Amanda’s case, she asked students to
record only what they saw. Anderson asked students to record just three things they saw in his
cartoon. Both Amanda and Anderson told students not to analyze the visual, but instead, just
record what they could see. For Amanda, the directive for students to take the time to observe
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was a concern because her students wanted to immediately start analyzing the image without taking the time to look at the image in depth.
So one thing I’ve noticed when I show images to the class [is] they want to talk about it
right away. I want them to pause and just look at the picture for a while, and that is hard
for them to do. They want to talk about it right away. Especially with my gifted class,
they think they already know what it means right off the bat. They don’t want to spend
the time to analyze the picture. They just want to go with it. (January 9, 2015)
She went on to explain that students in her general education classes also immediately
began talking about the visual rather than silently recording observations. But, according to
Amanda, their observations are more surface-level and less analytical than those of the gifted
students. George, in his class of nine special education students, opted to forgo having students
be silent and write down their observations. Instead, he had students immediately begin sharing
out loud what they saw in the picture. His special education students’ observations tended to be
surface-level. Amanda’s non-gifted students and George’s special education students may struggle with reading and writing and are therefore more comfortable discussing their observations
rather than recording them on paper.
Another similar pattern was the participants’ overall pedagogical approaches utilizing the
visual texts. The teachers projected enlarged versions of their images in the front of the classroom and stood next to them for the entire lesson. None of the teacher participants provided students with a copy of the visual text or a graphic organizer to assist in analyzing the image. In
each case, the teachers remained in the front of the room and asked students to share their observations. Often times they guided students to parts of the image they wanted to discuss by posing
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questions only about certain objects. Amanda did less leading for students than the other participants because of the high level learners in her gifted class.
A third pattern was student engagement. In each videoed lesson, students were actively
engaged and spoke out in order to be heard. Although he had some students participate, Anderson’s students were not as engaged as Amanda’s and George’s. During the critique of his lesson,
Anderson acknowledged that he struggled with developing appropriate questions for students
and this difficulty may have hindered his students’ engagement. The second question posed to
students was very unclear. Anderson asked students “…what do you think…what issue [is] this
cartoon…relating to…what is the topic of this cartoon?” (December 15, 2014). Anderson reflected on his struggles to form the phrasing of this question just right.
So this question…. I liked the idea of this question, but I could never really phrase it the
right way. Cause what I wanted is “What is this cartoon saying? What is it saying” You
know? Like “what topic is it covering?” but I could just never, I felt like I could never,
you know, put it the right way, so I don’t know? And I keep trying to word it differently.
(December 19, 2014)
He reflected that some student engagement may have been squelched due to the challenges students faced trying to answer questions.
George was surprised by the engagement of his nine special education students. In his initial interviews, he stated that his students would not be engaged in the lesson. Only one or two
did not actively participate. One student fell asleep. I asked George if this was a typical reaction
from this student. George stated that the student mentioned he had very little sleep the night before and was having a bad day. He pointed out that a good number of students who were sharing
their observations were students who would not typically participate in class discussions.
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Amanda’s students were eager to share their analyses of her cartoon. She pointed out that
her students almost seemed like they were trying to “one up” each other with their responses.
Competition among students is a characteristic of gifted students.
The appropriate amount of teacher wait time for student responses emerged as a fourth
pattern. Amanda provided students with 49 seconds to look at the image and record observations. She questioned whether or not this amount of wait time was long enough for students to
record their observations. “Some kids are not going to write it down for as much time as you ask
them to” (January 9, 2014). Her concern was not only the wait time when students are analyzing an image but in any lesson. “Wait time is always an issue with anything: questions, looking
at an image. I always wonder, ‘What is the appropriate time?” (January 9, 2015). Anderson
provided 50 seconds for his students to view and record three observations. He too questioned if
this was enough wait time for observations. George, on the other hand, had the shortest wait
times of all the teachers. His first direction to students was to tell him what they saw in the image. He rarely waited with silence for more than two or three seconds. If a student did not respond to his question or share an observation, then he would repeat the question or ask another
student to respond. However, in his last interview, George did state that being more patient with
students while observing an image is a change he would make in the future.
A fifth pattern was teachers’ desires to guide students to the correct or accurate interpretation of the visual text. Historical visual texts, just like any historical texts, have authors who
have a purpose for creating documents. The artists of the political cartoons teachers used in this
study had an opinion that they illustrated for viewers to observe and ponder. For the teachers in
this study, a pedagogical struggle ensued on how to best help students identify the artists’ opin-
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ions or purposes for the cartoons or what the teachers believed to be the most important facts
students should observe and learn.
For Amanda, having students identify the “right answer” was very important. During her
analysis of her video, she mentioned the phrase “right answer” several times. At one point, she
stopped the video to ask if the lesson should have ended when the first student she called on gave
the answer she was seeking. This moment in the video where Amanda stopped to reflect is when
a male student stated provided the response Amanda wanted to hear. According to Amanda, “he
said that he thinks the Fifteenth Amendment lets the former slave vote. So the freedmen is voting and the flies represent the states that tried to take away his right to vote” (January 9, 2015).
Amanda liked his response because it matched the author’s intentions which she read
about prior to teaching the lesson. But, Amanda questioned whether once a student has shared
“…exactly what the cartoon means…” (January 9, 2015), if the lesson should end or continue.
As she continued to talk, she shared that “I always want to give everyone an opportunity to talk
about [the image]; what they think” (January 9, 2015). She asked aloud if she should keep moving forward so others could share their thoughts and opinions, and then eventually return back to
the student who provided the response she deemed as the correct answer. However, she did not
stop the lesson, and she was able to extract more analyses from other students.
Amanda was reluctant at first to allow students to share a variety of ideas and interpretations. Yet, her definition of visual literacy stated otherwise. She said that visual literacy is “being able to come up with your own understanding of the visual” (January 9, 2015). Also, during
the lesson, Amanda acknowledged that some of the students’ responses were impressive even if
they did not directly match the opinion held by the author. According to Amanda, the struggle
between “a correct interpretation” and a less restricted one was more apparent in her class of
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gifted students versus her general education classes. Gifted students tend to have the cognitive
and analytical skills to develop their own meanings of a visual text, especially a political cartoon.
Amanda liked hearing the students’ interpretations, but she still preferred students coming to a
consensus that was in line with the artist’s intent.
I guess I’m always seeking out the answer that I found when I did the research behind the
picture of what the illustrator really was trying to capture. I always want them to find
that answer, but it’s so interesting to hear their different interpretations of it and how they
make sense. Especially in my gifted class; they come up with things that I would not
have even thought of that makes sense with the picture. (January 9, 2015)
During his videoed lesson, George was constantly leading students in order to point them
toward what he conceived to be “the right answer”. Unfortunately, George never researched the
artist’s intentions and therefore could not know “the right answer” himself. Several times during
the video, George would point to objects and people he wanted students to identify or analyze.
Again, if there was a delay or an incorrect response from the student, he would provide a leading
question or give the answer to the student. In his interview before he taught the lesson, George
expressed concerns that his students would struggle to provide anything more than just surface
level observations. He believed that his special education students’ low levels of prior
knowledge could hinder their ability to make sense of the visual. Therefore, he felt the need to
constantly lead students to certain answers. After the video analysis, George stated this experience made him realize that his students could do more with a visual text than he had predicted.
And, in the future, he would like to give them more leeway and do less leading.
Anderson’s struggle with guiding students to a singular answer is different than the other
two cases. Anderson actually asked the students to explicitly tell him the artist’s opinion. Final-
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ly, the last student to share provided the response Anderson was waiting to hear. Anderson
stopped the video of his lesson to acknowledge the student’s observation that the artist did not
support the Ku Klux Klan and that the living conditions in the South for former slaves was beginning to seem worse than slavery.
A sixth pattern that emerged is what I call moments of teacher enlightenment. In these
incidences, the teachers had experiences of student learning that surprised them and made them
reflect on their own analyses of the visual texts. For Amanda, her moment of enlightenment
came when a student provided a unique interpretation of the image she had not previously realized. According to Amanda, the student interpreted the flies as trying to persuade the man to
vote a certain way instead of attempting to prevent him from voting. Amanda explained how the
student interpreted the image.
He said that he thinks the black man is trying to vote and is happy about it. And, the flies
are white people who are trying to tell the man how to vote or who to vote for. And, the
voter is tell them to “shoo fly don’t bother me”. (January 9, 2015)
Amanda’s praise for this interpretation is interesting since it does not correlate with the
author’s intent. She was reinforcing multiple perspectives of a visual text without realizing she
was doing so.
George’s moment of enlightenment occurred when an African American student shared
his first observation of the image. According to George the student stated, “…that he sees a
white person holding their hand up to the white people and holding his hand down toward the
blacks” (December 18, 2014). I, however, believe that the student was simply stating what he
observed. Yet, George stepped back and looked at the picture for a moment. He said to the student, “So [the soldier’s] hand is up to one person and he’s holding it down to the other. Do you
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think that is…do you know what I mean by symbolism and imagery? Do you think that is symbolic” (December 1, 2014)? George pointed out that the student believed the soldier was trying
to tell the whites not to kill the former slaves. He praised the student and said, “For the whites,
he has his hand up like ‘It’s ok’” (December 1, 2014). Then, he wanted to know if the student
had ever heard the expression “keep the black man down” (December 1, 2014). He pointed out
that the student had heard the saying, and that the student believed this picture was symbolizing
that phrase. Although he praised the student for making this observation, I believe it was actually George who formulated that particular interpretation while teaching the lesson. When he reflected on his video recorded lesson, George pointed out that he thought he had seen everything
in the picture, but this student’s observation brought a new component to his attention.
Anderson’s moment of enlightenment came near the end of his lesson. Anderson is looking at the picture preparing to conduct a summary of the image when he spots something in the
image he had not noticed. Lying in front of the African American woman is what at first glance
appears to be scribbles or shadows. Anderson suddenly sees the shapes as broken chains representing their lives as former slaves. And, their past lives are never too far behind them just as the
chains are not far from them in the image. Anderson conducted a think aloud for his students.
He stated to students “And then, look here. I just noticed this. What do you think this is?” Anderson points out that the student answered that he thought it was ink. Anderson continued to
interpret the image in front of his students by saying “I wonder if it’s chains? Like it’s showing
that they’re not in chains anymore” (December 15, 2015). When he analyzed his video, Anderson mentioned that going through his thought process in front of students was interesting. He
admitted that he still was not absolutely sure that those are chains in the image. However, he
wanted to demonstrate to students how to justify their interpretations of a visual text.
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A seventh pattern that developed was the similar summarization methods participants
employed. As the number of student volunteers slowly dwindled, the teachers began wrapping
up their lessons. In all three cases, the teachers would expound on the artists’ intentions and
meanings behind the cartoons and then tie the visual texts into the next topic. Anderson ended
his lesson by telling his students the author’s intentions. Following this closing, Anderson’s students began a review game about the issues and topics of the Reconstruction Era in preparation
for a unit test. In the closing moments of Amanda’s lesson, she shared the artist’s intention and
the symbolism of the flies. She followed this explanation with a transition activity of asking students for examples of how freedmen were disfranchised. Her goal was to “…link [the image] to
what we’re getting ready to talk about next” (January 9, 2015). Amanda also questioned her own
summarizing technique by stating “…I guess I just plain out told them what the cartoon meant,
and we moved on from there” (January 9, 2015). I pointed out to Amanda that one student had
shared the response she was seeking to hear. She admitted that she wished she had returned to
that student after listening to all of the students’ observations to acknowledge his accurate analysis.
As Amanda proceeded to conclude her lesson and transition to the next topic, she left the
sketch projected on the screen. At first, she stated that she had no real purpose for leaving it displayed on the screen. But, after some probing, she explained that “…once the students knew the
meaning behind the cartoon, they could keep looking at it until they see how that message was
being portrayed” (January 9, 2015).
George concluded his lesson with a lecture about the image and its nuances, the role of
the Freedmen’s Bureau, and the obstacles facing former slaves in their new lives as freed people.
Students did not take notes during George’s talk. At one point, George discussed the strained
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relationship between former slaves and former slave owners. He gave a scenario of the two sitting down at dinner the night after emancipation. George was able to make a personal connection to his students about the state of race relations following the war. In his video analysis,
George stated that one student pointed out that he would not be able to sit across from his former
owners. According to George, that student’s reaction “…was a fair observation” (December 18,
2014) and typical among his eighth grade students who tend to hold grudges.
An eighth pattern among the cases was that despite the brevity of the lessons utilizing
historical visual texts, all of the participants argued that their goals and objectives were met.
Amanda believed that the objectives of her lesson were met because the analysis of the sketch
provided students with the opportunity to visualize the societal impacts of the Fifteenth Amendment. Amanda, however, acknowledged that some parts of her original lesson plan were omitted. In the video, Amanda told students they were participating in a “look, think, share, and ask”
(December 2, 2014) lesson. Amanda explained after the video that the “…the goal was that they
would ask each other questions about it… then share their ideas. We kind of skipped that part”
(January 9, 2015). I asked Amanda what happened during her lesson that caused her not to complete all of the planned tasks.
I think that I get so wrapped up…I do that a lot actually. I have good intentions to go
step by step in the process, but once you start having a discussion about it and people are
throwing out their ideas, the formal part of the share then ask questions…it just seems
like you’ve already gotten what you wanted out of the kids. And, it’s time to move on.
(January 9, 2015)
According to George, he can tell his objectives were met because after the lesson, his
students were able to refer back to the image when the term Freedmen’s Bureau was mentioned
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in later classes. Anderson also felt the objectives of the lesson were met. He stated that “…in
the end they understood the point and that just that whole idea that conditions after the Civil War
were no better than they were before tor during the war between the races” (December 19, 2014).
A ninth pattern was the participants’ positive view of the role the visual texts played in
meeting their lesson objectives. After the conclusion of the video, Amanda stated that the visual
played a role in helping students to see the “social reaction to the different Reconstruction
Amendments we were studying” (January 9, 2015). Also, an analysis of the visual text versus
simply memorizing the amendment brought alive the ideas for students about the reactions of
other states toward the 15th Amendment. Therefore, Amanda believed the image served its purpose. Yet, she continued to question whether or not her implementation of the lesson was good.
…I always just worry about if I could have done it better. If I gave them enough time to
analyze it on their own. If I asked them the right ...prompting questions to get them
where I wanted them to be at the end, [or] coming up with the message behind it. (January 9, 2015)
However, in the end, Amanda believed that the objectives of her lesson were met because the
analysis of the sketch provided students with the opportunity to visualize the societal impacts of
the Fifteenth Amendment.
George found the visual helpful in cementing an image of the federal government stepping in to keep the peace in a volatile situation.
[The visual] was critical. It brought [the issue] to life rather than cold words on a piece
of paper. It brought emotion to it. It brought and it opened up the discussion that was
much deeper than I could have done in a PowerPoint or hand out. (December 18, 2014)
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The role of the visual in Anderson’s lesson was to help students understand the conditions of life and race relations following the Civil War. Anderson stated that he knows his students benefited from the visual since they were able to identify the artist’s use of symbolism to
demonstrate race relations.
A tenth pattern was that through reflection of the video recorded lessons, all of the teachers identified new insights they learned on how to improve future lessons that utilize historical
visual texts. One idea shared by all of the participants it the need for students to have a hard
copy of the visual text at their desks. A personal copy would allow students to annotate the text
as well as make more specific observations and analysis. According to George, providing his
special education students with a hard copy could increase the students’ engagement during the
lesson. He stated that students would be able to mark their initial observations on their copy of
the image before he conducts a whole class analysis session. George argued that students who
are intimidated or scared of analyzing an image for the first time in front of the class will be
more prone to share their thoughts if they have had the time to write them out on the image.
Amanda and Anderson reflected on improving the wording and type of questions they
ask students when analyzing a visual text. Amanda specifically pointed out that she wants to
improve on the initial prompt questions that will assist students in understanding the message
behind the image. Anderson suggested that in the future he will allow students more time to answer questions about a visual and share their responses in order “…to try and get a better feel of
where the class [is] with [their understanding] of the visual” (December 19, 2014).
The three participants also discussed that students need more historical background
knowledge before analyzing an image. Anderson acknowledged that his videoed lesson using
the cartoon The Union as it was The lost cause, worse than Slavery (Nast, 1874) demonstrated
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that his students could have used more background knowledge on the Ku Klux Klan, the White
League, and the struggles of African Americans during the Reconstruction Era. He mentioned
utilizing other primary sources on the time period to help students understand the visual text and
historical context even more.
A cross-case analysis shows many common emerging patterns among the three cases.
The commonalities include the fact that teachers in this study have limited prior knowledge and
experiences teaching with historical visual texts. Furthermore, the teacher participants in this
study conducted a surface-level analysis of a visual text. The analysis and teacher reflections of
video recorded lessons revealed several patterns among the participants’ lesson utilizing historical visual texts: (1) common lesson goals and objectives, (2) similar pedagogical approaches, (3)
engaged students, (4) struggles with teacher wait time, (5) concerns for “correct” interpretations,
(6) teacher moments of enlightenment, (7) summarization methods, (8) goals and objective met
through brief lessons, (9) positive view on the role of visual texts in social studies education, and
(10) teachers’ new insights and changes for future lessons. In the following chapter, I provide an
analysis of the video recorded lessons to reveal the historical thinking and visual literacy pedagogical decisions the teachers employed.
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CHAPTER 6
HISTORICAL THINKING AND VISUAL LITERACY ANALYSIS
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the roles of historical thinking and visual literacy in the teachers’ video recorded lessons utilizing historical visual texts. The findings reported
here are aimed to answer the following question: What do video analyses of teachers utilizing
historical visual texts reveal about teachers’ historical thinking and visual literacy pedagogical
decisions? This chapter is divided into three parts. First, I discuss Shulman’s (1986) three categories of teacher content knowledge for visually literate history teachers. Second, I analyze the
role of historical thinking across all three cases. Third, I share the teachers’ uses and implementations of visual literacy.
Shulman’s Teacher Content Knowledge
Shulman (1986) argues there are three categories of teacher content knowledge all teachers should have: (1) subject matter content knowledge, (2) pedagogical content knowledge, and
(3) curricular knowledge. First, subject matter content knowledge is the cognitive understandings of teachers about the subject they teach. For visually literate history teachers, their subject
matter content knowledge is more than just knowing the dates, people, and facts about a historical text. Teachers need to understand that visual texts house embedded historical content that
requires the reader to apply prior knowledge and interpretive skills to extract meaning. Teachers
also need to know how to best utilize visual texts in teaching historical thinking. Shulman
(1986) calls for teachers to understand the multiple ways a curriculum can be organized to enhance student learning and connect the content to students’ daily lives.
Second, pedagogical content knowledge is a teacher’s ability to teach students the subject
matter content so that the information is conceivable. Pedagogical content knowledge also refers
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to a teacher’s ability to create useful tools to differentiate instruction and make learning meaningful and engaging for students. According to Shulman (1986), a teacher needs to be able to
understand what makes a topic easy or difficult to learn and how to adjust his or her teaching to
meet the needs of the students.
Third, curricular knowledge is a teacher’s ability to identify useful resources such as visual texts and when used effectively, the role the materials can play in the teaching and learning
of history. Curricular knowledge also refers to the teacher’s understanding of how to utilize visual texts for “maximum return” on student learning. Shulman (1986) argues that teachers need
to be cognizant and experienced with available resources in order to provide students with remediation or opportunities for enrichment.
Evidence of Historical Thinking
Each video was analyzed for evidence of teacher participants’ pedagogical decisions
about historical thinking. The framework used to deductively code and critique the videos was
based on the works of VanSledright (2004), Wineburg (2001), and Breakstone (2015). VanSledright and Wineburg call for intense scrutiny into historical documents and their authors to determine historical legitimacy and value. Breakstone’s (2015) work in historical inquiry is part of
a larger study into improving formative history assessments. Breakstone and other researchers
from Stanford University established historical thinking domains by combining research and
studies previously conducted by other scholars. The end results were the identification of three
essential components of historical thinking: historical knowledge, evaluation of evidence, and
use of evidence/argumentation.
These historical thinking heuristics are typically used to instruct students and not necessarily to measure educators’ work. However, history teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge
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must include methods that make the invisible historical thinking skills visible so students are able
to learn. The purpose of this study was not to judge teachers’ uses or misuses of the historical
thinking heuristics. Instead, my goal was to identify teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge in
teaching historical thinking skills with their selected historical visual texts. To analyze the participants’ video recorded lessons, I reviewed each video numerous times, transcribed each video,
and deductively coded the transcriptions of each participant’s video by identifying instances of
historical thinking using the deductive coding system identified previously in Table 5.
A cross-case analysis revealed that the participants in this study did not initiate many historical thinking practices in their lessons. For example, none of the participants provided students with sourcing information concerning the origins or authors of the images. Furthermore,
students were not called upon to compare multiple documents to corroborate the validity of the
visual texts. One possible reason for the lack of historical thinking employed by the teacher participants is their own lack of understanding of historical inquiry. In chapter 5, I reported that
none of the participants remember being taught historical thinking skills, particularly as pedagogical strategies for classroom instruction. Previous studies (Bohan & Davis, 1998; Seixas,
1998; Wineburg, 1991; Yeager & Davis, 1996) have revealed that teachers who are inexperienced in historical inquiry themselves are unable to teach their students how to perform in-depth
historical inquiry. Studies into the historical thinking skills of preservice and practicing social
studies teachers all report that teachers are inexperienced in understanding and executing historical thinking skills. The lack of knowledge into historical inquiry prohibits teachers from teaching their own students how to successfully and effectively analyze historical documents.
While many of the historical thinking domains of VanSledright (2004), Wineburg (2001),
and Breakstone (2015) were absent, specific trends did emerge including teachers’ implementa-
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tions of the following historical thinking components and subcomponents: (1) historical
knowledge; (2) identification; (3) contextualization; and (4) using the sources to make and defend arguments. In this section, I explore those patterns as well as describe some unique examples from individual cases.
During their visual analysis sessions, teachers applied many subcomponents of historical
knowledge when analyzing their respective visual texts. One was a discussion of the historical
significance of the political cartoon. For example, in his image of the Freedmen’s Bureau,
George was able to explain that the author’s point of view was to show the need for the bureau to
keep peace in a divided South. The teachers were also capable of periodization, or accurately
situating the image in its correct temporal setting. With the visual of the Ku Klux Klan and
White League, Anderson discussed the new rounds of discrimination and hate that became
prevalent during the Reconstruction Era. Finally, all three teachers were able to identify and
formulate the historical narratives around and about their visual texts. Amanda, for example,
conducted some research prior to her analysis session. Therefore, she was able to discuss the
narrative of the reluctance of some states to ratify the Fifteenth Amendment as depicted in her
cartoon.
Another trend from the teachers’ visual analysis sessions was teachers successfully implementing the historical thinking act of identification. According to VanSledright (2004), identification is the act of making note of the type of source and analyzing both its physical components as well as information that can be garnered by visual observations. Teachers first conducted identification when they analyzed the visual texts prior to using them in their lessons.
Each teacher interrogated the visual in order to identify the image’s type, appearance, context,
and meanings as demonstrated when they analyzed the visual text prior to teaching their lessons.
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According to VanSledright (2004), these steps of identification are necessary in helping teachers
determine how to best use the historical source in a lesson. Each teacher correctly identified the
images as political cartoons from the Reconstruction Era and not photographs or other types of
visual texts. The act of identification also played a major role in each teacher’s video recorded
lesson.
The remained two trends were identified during my analysis of the teachers’ video recorded lessons. These trends represent the teachers’ pedagogical decisions as they pertain to
components and subcomponents of historical thinking skills. A third trend was the teachers’ attempts at what Wineburg (2001) calls contextualization. According to Wineburg, contextualization is the act of analyzing a source based on its time period, physical place, and its place in history. Anderson’s contextualization was not seen in his video. The two other teachers in this
study used their visual texts to introduce new concepts to students. For Anderson, he planned the
lesson to be a review of the Reconstruction Era. He had already taught the historical information
needed for students to contextualize the visual. His goal for using the The Union as it was The
lost cause, worse than Slavery (Nast, 1874) visual was to have students apply their prior
knowledge to their analyses of the cartoon.
Amanda contextualized her image, The 15th Amendment, by providing students with historical knowledge via note–taking and a lecture. The video shows Amanda giving students notes
on the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments. Amanda demonstrated the historical significance of the
15th Amendment by including it as one of the three main amendments of the Reconstruction period. While students were taking notes, Amanda asked the class “Is it going to be easy to get
every state to ratify this amendment?” (December 2, 2014). Amanda pointed out that her students responded that the southern states would not ratify the amendment because of the preva-
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lence of racism. Amanda did not correct students or reveal to them that the southern states did
ratify the 15th Amendment because they were forced to as a condition of readmission to the Union. I argue that Amanda was right not to correct student’s misunderstandings at this point in the
lesson. Instead, Amanda made an important pedagogical decision to allow the visual text to disrupt and challenge their preconceived notions.
A student asked me about the women’s suffrage amendment. I asked the whole class to
answer the question. In a gifted class, there is usually always one student who knows the
answer. Sure enough, many students pointed out that women’s right to vote was granted
in the 19th amendment so former male slaves were given the right to vote long before
women. (January 9, 2015)
By having students identify the timing of the 19th Amendment, Amanda sequenced the amendments to further students’ abilities to think historically about the visual text.
George also began his lesson with notes contextualizing his selected image, The Freedmen’s Bureau (Waud, 1868). He provided students with information about life for African
Americans following the end of slavery. He attempted to provide a historical narrative framework before introducing the image. He explained that freedmen’s lack of job skills, education,
and land were going to keep them dependent on wealthy whites. However, George never shared
with students the methods the Freedmen’s Bureau would use to assist freedmen in transitioning
to life after slavery. Furthermore, the image itself does little to explain the role of the Freedmen’s Bureau as an organization established to aid those ravished by war and slavery. Instead,
the image portrays the bureau as a police-like group trying to keep the peace between whites and
former slaves. However, the image does meet Georgia’s goal for students to visualize the emotions and tensions of those living in the South following the Civil War. Furthermore, the visual
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served as an introduction to the Freedmen’s Bureau, but it was not the sole method through
which students would learn about the federal agency. George followed up his lesson on the
Freedmen’s Bureau by having students write notes about the organization.
George attempted to further contextualize the image for his students by making the issues
and emotions within the image relevant to his students. For example, George explained that the
groups of whites in the image might have been angry because former slaves are now equal, and
the former slaves may have been releasing years of pent up bitterness for their experiences of
being enslaved and mistreated. He asked his students to put themselves in the place of the
freedmen and share how they would react toward the former owners. George pointed out that
one student shared that if he was a former slave, he would hold a grudge for a long time. George
mentioned in an interview that he was pleased that this student was able to contextualize the image and relate to the issues depicted. George’s students made personal connections with his visual of race and class issues during the Reconstruction Era. However, according to Wineburg
(1991) teachers such as George need to be cautious about their use of presentism. The participants need to help their students better understand the time period and place of the visual text in
order to avoid applying today’s morals and values on past documents.
A fourth historical thinking practice employed in all three cases was teachers asking students to make claims or arguments about the content of the visual texts and then supporting those
claims with information from the visual. Breakstone (2014) points out that the study of history
must include making an argument and supporting it with evidence.
Anderson had his students first make observations and then use those observations to determine the artist’s intent. In one instance, Anderson asked students to explain what the artist
meant by the phrase “worse than slavery”. According to Anderson, a student explained that the
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artist had drawn the two white figures above the black family to show that whites are still ahead
or above blacks. The student’s observation is an example of making an argument and using evidence from the visual to support the claim.
Amanda’s students, who were mostly gifted, provided more claims and support of their
claims with evidence than the other two classes observed. Amanda allowed several students to
share, and in each instance, the student was able to support the interpretation with prior
knowledge or evidence from the visual text. Amanda pointed out that one student identified the
voter as a freed slave and the flies as white people who were annoyed the freedmen got to vote.
This student based his assumption on the fact that one of the flies had the head of a white man.
Yet, the student is also contextualizing the image by addressing the racial tensions of the time
period. Amanda acknowledged that another student argued that the former slave is being annoyed by whites trying to tell him how to vote. In both cases, students made claims and supported those claims with evidence from the visual text. Amanda, however, did not offer any clarification, probing questions, or feedback to those students. These interpretive sessions were missed
opportunities for Amanda to build students’ contextualization and historical understandings
about the subjects and topics of the visual text.
George’s special education class struggled with making claims and supporting them in
their interpretation of the visual. George continuously led his students by pointing at particular
objects and asking for students to interpret their context within the image. Throughout this
study, George’s confidence waivered in his special needs students’ ability to think historically.
In an interview before his video recorded lesson, George shared that he believed his students
who all had learning disabilities would not be able to apply historical thinking skills to a visual
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text. He stated that he would have to provide a lot of guidance and scaffolding in order for students to understand the historical significance of the image.
Anderson’s lesson was unique in that he attempted to encourage deeper historical thinking skills than the other participants. However, the execution of his lesson did not proceed as
planned. Besides making observations and figuring out the topic of the image, Anderson wanted
his students to determine the artist’s opinion on the topic and share their feelings about the artist’s opinion. A sourcing activity such as this is challenging for students, especially if they are
not clear about the actual topic of the image. Anderson shared that he knew students would
probably misinterpret this question and provide an incorrect response.
“…[W]hen I asked this question, I knew there would be a lot of wrong answers for it because I figured that the students would say that the artist was supporting the groups which
isn’t the case.” (December 19, 2014)
He explained that he liked the question and hoped that at least one student in each class
would analyze the cartoon in this way and share his or her answer with the class. He supported
the goal of this question because any response would show an opinion on the topic and that was
the purpose of using a political cartoon.
Anderson also asked students to determine whether or not they agreed or disagreed with
the artist’s opinion. He acknowledged that he should have held this question until students knew
the real opinion of the artist. He pointed out that he knew students were going to struggle determining the opinion of the artist. Therefore, asking students if they agree with the artist’s opinion
was futile. Anderson mused that “so maybe if I’d done it over, I probably would’ve gone over
number three and then would’ve asked if they agree with it” (December 19, 2014).
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The teachers demonstrated a lack of pedagogical content knowledge in teaching students
historical thinking skills utilizing historical visual texts. Students were not provided with enough
information about the visual texts or their authors to conduct deep historical inquiry. Also, the
participants’ lack of confidence in their ability to employ visual texts for pedagogical purposes
and their skepticism that their students could engage in historical thinking further hindered any
substantial historical inquiry. The issue of time could have played a role, too. The teachers are
crunched for time in order to teach a large amount of historical content in a short period of time.
Teaching historical thinking skills to students require time that is not available to teachers.
However, there are ways to implement components and subcomponents of historical thinking
without sacrificing a lot of time. I believe that based on my observations and interviews with
these teachers, their own lack of pedagogical content knowledge of historical thinking precluded
them from developing methods to effectively teach the skills to their students in an efficient
manner that incorporates the required curricula. I argue, however, that the lessons were not total
losses with respect to historical thinking. The participants provided students with opportunities
to think historically about the visuals, and the students engaged in the tasks teachers provided.
Evidence of Visual Literacy
The videoed lessons were analyzed to understand the pedagogical decisions concerning
visual literacy of the teacher participants. The framework for analyzing the video recorded lessons was based on two of Walter Werner’s (2002) instructional conditions necessary for students
to learn to read visual texts: community and opportunity/capacity. These three elements are detailed in chapter 2. In this section, I provide a cross–case analysis of the community of the classroom as established by each teacher and opportunity/capacity settings also known as the types of
readings teachers conducted with the visual texts in each case. This study does not include an
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examination of the authority component of Werner’s research. Determining the authority relationship between the reader and the visual text is impossible without asking students about their
relationships with the visual texts. The purpose of this study was to explore teachers’ pedagogical decisions and actions and not students’ experiences. Student interviews were not included in
this study. Therefore accurate depictions of the authority relationship between students and visual texts cannot be determined in this study. Future studies, however, may want to include student voices so that the authority relationship can be examined.
Community
All three cases demonstrated classrooms as communal spaces where students felt free to
share their interpretations and conduct multiple readings of the same visual text. Furthermore, in
each case, when a student made an inaccurate observation, the teacher was able to redirect the
student in a way that did not squelch the positive community atmosphere. For example, Amanda
kindly corrected a student who identified the voter in her image as a runaway slave instead of a
freed person. During Anderson’s lesson, a student tried to identify the member of the White
League as a Confederate soldier. Anderson used the mistake to provide his students with new
content about the White League which may have helped some students further develop their interpretation of the visual.
George had a unique incident with regard to the community setting in his class. The first
student George called on to share her observations was the only white student in the class.
George pointed out that the student’s observation was that she noticed blacks gathered in a group
on one side of the image and immediately announced that she was not trying to be racist. George
reassured her and the rest of the class by saying, “We’re cool. We’re good. This is a safe environment” (December 1, 2014). During his analysis of the video recorded lesson, George
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stopped the video to reflect on what the student said and his thoughts of being a white male who
teaches minority students about race.
She was afraid. As the only other white in the class, she was afraid of being racist. And
that’s why I said that. …[It’s] always difficult for a middle aged white person to teach
about civil rights, slavery, blacks. …[You] have to keep a perspective on and with the
kids and make sure they understand where you are coming from. (December 18, 2014)
Opportunity/Capacity
Werner (2002) states that students must be provided with numerous opportunities to read
visual texts. He argues that more readings of the same text multiple times elicit different interpretations which lead to classroom discussions and eventually new knowledge and understandings for students. Werner (2002) identified seven readings of visual texts that teachers can apply
to the same image to encourage students’ analyses and discussions. The video recorded lessons
proved most helpful in identifying the types of readings teachers provided students. First, like
with all of the data sources in this study, I inductively coded the video transcripts to ensure that
teachers’ authentic experiences were revealed in the analysis of the data. Following the inductive coding of the video recorded transcripts, I deductively coded the transcripts of the videos to
identify the types of readings teachers asked students to conduct as well as for potentially missed
readings by teachers. The deductive coding system for visual literacy readings may be found in
Table 6. Table 8, seen below, provides information about seven readings Werner (2002) identifies that can be applied to visual texts.
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Table 8
Types of Visual Literacy Readings
Instrumental

Narrative

Iconic

Editorial

Indicative

Oppositional

•

Image is source of information

•

One meaning for future recall

•

Determine a storyline

•

Picture is a moment frozen in time

•

Empathetic

•

Representing a larger issue or event

•

Empower or disadvantage

•

Lots of background needed

•

Advocate an opinion

•

Comment on social situation

•

Focus on the author

•

Inferences about the author

•

Social Setting of the text

•

Texts are not innocent

•

Question the author

•

Critique of texts’ symbols, rhetoric,
exclusions

Reflexive

•

Apply cultural beliefs and issues

•

Self-evaluation of one’s viewing

•

“presentism”

Notes: This table was adapted from the work of Werner (2002).

During her video recorded lesson, Amanda only asked students to conduct an instrumental reading of the visual text. She treated the visual as a source of information containing details
that could help students to determine one correct meaning. According to Amanda, the students
who shared their readings included ideas about who the flies were and their purposes for bother-
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ing the gentleman. Amanda recalled that one student called the flies grumpy white men who
were annoying the former slave as he tried to vote. The student’s narrative reading included empathy for the man voting by including emotional senses like annoyed and angered. Additionally,
the student has turned the image into a moment in time with a story that has a previous part. The
whites are annoyed that a former slave is voting demonstrates prior knowledge about the relationship between slaves and white southerners.
Another student, who gave the response Amanda was looking for, conducted an iconic
reading of the image. Amanda pointed out that the student used prior knowledge and historical
context to determine that the 15th Amendment gave the former slave the right to vote and that the
flies represent all the states that tried to take away that right. Although the image itself is not
iconic, the flies representing resentful states displays an iconographic component that can be
used to trace racially divisive history in many progressive states.
A missed opportunity in Amanda’s lesson was her lack of encouraging editorial readings
for the entire class. Since the visual text is a political cartoon, Amanda could have asked students to critique the author’s stance or opinion about the topic and support their response with
evidence from the image. If a lack of content knowledge about the ratification of the 15th
Amendment was a concern for Amanda, then she could have provided students with the written
text from the harpweek.com website she referred to in her interviews.
George led his students through predominately instrumental readings of the visual text
entitled The Freedmen’s Bureau by constantly asking students to share what they saw and what
the object represented or symbolized. George tried to incorporate narrative readings by humanizing some of the men in the visual. For example, he and his students examined the facial expressions and physical stances of the two groups of men to try and determine the aggressors and
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those who were trying to protect themselves. George led students to believe that the African
Americans were the victims in this image, and he tried to encourage students to empathize with
former slaves by asking them how they would feel in the same situation.
Throughout the lesson, George acknowledged his students asked a variety of questions.
He used this evidence to support his claim that students were engaged during the lesson. Unfortunately, as George points out, the questions were often brushed aside in order to continue with
analyzing the image.
One student asked me what the two groups were fighting about. I put off a response to
the question because I didn’t want to give anything away at the beginning of the lesson.
Unfortunately, I never came back to the question. (December 2, 2014)
The student was asking a question that comes from what Werner (2002) calls an iconic reading.
Visual texts, according to Werner, can “stand in for broader cultural meanings beyond themselves” (p. 412). George was facing a minority majority classroom. A discussion about the
strained relationship between these two groups at this moment in history would have benefited
both the lesson and his students’ understandings about the past and possibly present issues, as
well. George missed an opportunity at this moment to move his students into an iconic reading
of the visual texts that may have moved his students into deeper historical analyses.
Anderson’s lesson provided students with the biggest variety of readings. First, like the
other two participants, his students conducted an instrumental reading identifying three objects in
the image. Second, Anderson had students perform an iconic reading by asking them to determine the larger issue or topic of the visual text. Third, Anderson asked his students to perform
an indicative reading to figure out the artist’s opinion. Werner (2002) states that indicative readings can “…move students from an interpretation that focuses on the image to one that engages
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the author and the broader context…” (p. 416).

Finally, to further connect the students to the

image, Anderson asked students to determine their own opinion of the artist’s perspective by
conducting an editorial reading. According to Werner (2002) editorial readings are very appropriate for political cartoons such as the one used in this lesson. Anderson noted in his reflection
that the issue with editorial readings was that his students needed a lot more historical context
than they received prior to or during this lesson. In the end, the editorial reading performed by
students was never reviewed as a class during the video recorded lesson Anderson selected.
Anderson pointed out that most of his students conducted surface level readings of the
image. Werner (2002) would argue that the students conducted instrumental readings. However,
one student’s indicative reading of the text yielded a response that was supported by evidence
from the visual text. According to Anderson, the student pointed out that the artist was showing
that he did not support the Ku Klux Klan because he labeled it as “worse than slavery”. Anderson supported the student’s reading by sharing with the class that just because the war is over
does not mean everyone will be amicable and that the tense relationships between the races will
heal. Anderson provided several opportunities for students to conduct a variety of readings on
the visual text in his lesson. However, Anderson’s struggles with the following contributed to a
lackluster reading of the visual text: (1) poorly worded questions; (2) a lack of contextual information by students; and (3) a disjointed flow of the overall lesson.
In all three cases, a lack of students’ historical knowledge, poorly worded questions by
the teachers, and a focus on fact finding hindered the students’ readings of the visual texts. Werner (2002) argues that teachers should apply a variety of readings for every visual used in the
classroom. Additionally, teachers must also be willing to accept but also challenge alternative
interpretations of the same image. However, he cautions that in order for engagement and mean-
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ing making to occur, teachers must provide students with “…appropriate background knowledge,
relevant concepts, insightful questions, and supportive dispositions” (p. 403).
As the analysis in this chapter demonstrates, the experienced teacher participants in this
study missed many opportunities for significant historical thinking and visual literacy analyses of
historical visual texts. However, the lessons were still pedagogically strong and rich with data
for this study. The participants, who openly admitted to having no formal training on teaching
with visual texts, conducted lessons that not only engaged students through classroom discussions but also provided them with new perspectives on the Reconstruction era. In the next chapter, I provide a summary of this study as well as its impacts and possible extensions in the future.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
On the evening of March 12, 2015, the four local news outlets in a major metropolitan
city in the American South aired the story of two African American fathers’ outrage over their
children’s eighth grade social studies homework assignment. As part of a study on the Reconstruction Era, the teacher assigned students the task of analyzing Thomas Nast’s The Union as it
was The lost cause, worse than Slavery (1874) political cartoon – the same cartoon Anderson
used in his lesson in this study. According to the news reports, students were provided a copy of
the cartoon and a document analysis worksheet to complete at home without any context about
the visual text. The fathers of two of the students reported two main concerns. The first concern
was that the image was inappropriate for eighth grade and should only be used in high school.
One news channel agreed and provided a link to a larger image of the cartoon with the phrase
“Warning: Some may find the image disturbing” (“Parents Upset Over Racially,” 2015). Their
other concern was what the parents perceived to be the racist tone of the cartoon. In some interviews, the fathers eluded to previous concerns with the teacher and the school concerning racial
issues. The school district released a statement defending the use of the cartoon as part of the
state’s curriculum. However, the district did point out that the students should have been provided with the proper historical context of the cartoon to avoid possible misinterpretation.
Media sources attempted to contextualize and analyze the visual text for readers, but they
often based their conclusions on personal opinions. For example, one report dated the cartoon as
1859 instead of 1874. Two news reports used the terms “racially-insensitive” (“Parents Upset
Over Racially,” 2015) and “disturbing” (King, 2015) to describe the cartoon. Another insisted
the analysis activity was a lesson on slavery and identified the victim of the pictured lynching as
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a slave (“Parents Upset Over School,” 2015). A different news report named the assignment as a
project for Black History Month even though it was assigned in the middle of March during the
students unit of study on the Civil War and the Reconstruction Era (King, 2015). Only one news
source provided an excerpt from the website history.org to provide an accurate historical context
for the cartoon (“Parents Upset Over Racially,” 2015).
The parents’ analyses of the cartoon seemed to be based on prior knowledge and cultural
assumptions. One of the parents said the cartoon resembled a promotional flyer from the Ku
Klux Klan to brag about a lynching (“Parents Upset Over School,” 2015). Another interpretation
was that the White League member and the Klansman were going to lynch the African American
couple cowering in the center (“Parents Upset Over Racially,” 2015). A third parental analysis
declared “It’s offensive. It looks as if blacks should be afraid of being free” (“Parents Upset
Over School,” 2015). All of these observations and analyses are fair readings of the historical
visual text when the historical context is not known. But, as Werner (2002) points out, the analyses of visual texts need to be conducted in a communal space where readers are free to share
their interpretations and receive constructive feedback concerning historical accuracy and context.
The amount of news coverage and divisive commentary in 2015 over a political cartoon
from 1874 strengthens the argument that historical visual texts have the potential to provoke
emotional reactions (Berry, et al., 2008; Zull, 2004). Additionally, the parents’, news reporters’,
and social media commentators’ attempts at analyzing this historical visual text emphasize the
importance of learning, practicing, and applying visual literacy skills. This study’s problem
statement addressed that today’s students are living in a visually saturated society (Mitchell,
1995; Rideout, 2013; Rideout, Foehr, & Roberts, 2010; Waters & Russell, 2012). The students’
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daily mass consumption and production of visual texts does not mean they can make meaning of
what they consume (Felten, 2008). Students need to learn visual literacy skills in order to interpret and analyze what they are seeing (Little, Felten, & Berry, 2010). The social studies curriculum is an ideal space to help students to launch and develop their visual literacy skills (Flynt &
Brozo, 2010; Waters & Russell, 2012). The purpose of this study was to explore how eighth
grade history teachers utilize historical visual texts. In this chapter, I present a summary of the
study and conclusions drawn from the data presented in chapters four, five, and six. I will also
provide a discussion of the implications for action and recommendations for further research.
Three eighth grade teachers of varying years of experience participated in this study. The
classrooms of the three teachers included one gifted class, one general education class, and one
small group special education class. Each teacher selected one historical visual text from the Reconstruction Era to use in a lesson that was video recorded. Three data collection methods were
used in this study. First, each teacher participated in a document analysis session where he or
she analyzed the visual text to be used in a lesson. In these sessions, teachers also shared their
goals and objectives for the lessons as well as their previous experiences teaching and learning
with historical visual texts. The document analysis sessions and brief interviews proved to be
valuable in learning how teachers analyze historical visual texts and how their previous classroom experiences shaped their pedagogical planning decisions.
Second, teachers used video recorders to capture their lessons. Each teacher was instructed to record themselves and capture intense moments of meaning making utilizing the historical visual texts. The video recorded lessons provided glimpses into the experiences of students and teachers. Third, teachers conducted analyses and reflections of the video recorded lessons. These one-on-one sessions allowed teachers to stop and reflect on their experiences. The
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teachers provided rich and personal reflections of their successes and missteps teaching with a
visual text. During the conclusion of the reflection activity, I asked participants probing questions about their video recorded lessons, their students’ reactions, their thoughts on teaching with
historical visual texts, and their experiences of participating in this study. Fourth, I analyzed the
video recorded lessons to investigate the pedagogical decisions of the teachers concerning historical thinking and visual literacy.
Data generated in this study was analyzed and compared to develop a thorough analysis
of teachers’ experiences using visual texts in their classrooms. The data was coded using both
inductive and deductive approaches. First, inductive coding was applied to all data sources to
reveal teachers’ authentic experiences teaching with historical visual texts. Inductive coding also
allowed trends and patterns to emerge from the data that were then analyzed across cases to
compare teachers’ experiences. Deductive coding was utilized second to identify teachers’ uses
of historical thinking skills and visual literacy readings of historical visual texts. A set of codes
deriving from the works of Breakstone (2015), VanSledright (2004), and Wineburg (2001) were
used to identify teachers’ uses of historical thinking. The visual literacy codes were derived
from the work of Werner (2002) who identified types of readings that can be applied to visual
texts.
Discussion of Results
This study is an exploratory investigation into how eighth grade history teachers utilize
historical visual texts. The following questions guided this research: (1) How do teachers analyze a historical visual text for use in the classroom? (2) What previous experiences do teachers
utilize when planning to teach with a historical visual text? (3) What do teachers’ reflections of a
video recorded lesson reveal about teachers’ instructional experiences with historical visual
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texts? and (4) What do video analyses of teachers utilizing historical visual texts reveal about
teachers’ historical thinking and visual literacy pedagogical decisions?
Research question number one: How do teachers analyze a historical visual text for use in
the classroom? Each participant conducted an analysis of a historical visual text prior to using it
in the classroom. The participants selected Reconstruction Era political cartoons originally published in the Harper’s Weekly political magazine. Each participant first identified people, objects, written texts, and events visible in the cartoon. Next, the participants identified forms of
symbolism the artists used. Only one of the participants had conducted research of the source of
the visual text in what Wineburg (2001) calls “sourcing heuristic” (p. 76). The other two participants relied on prior knowledge and assumptions, or “available heuristics” (Wineburg, 2001) to
analyze their visual texts. The analysis sessions were very brief despite the use of probing questions. Teachers were more focused on the visual texts’ role in their lessons rather than historical
objects to be scrutinized through historical inquiry practices.
Research question number two: What previous experiences do teachers utilize when
planning to teach with a historical visual text? The participants in this study had very few prior
experiences teaching and learning with historical visual texts. One reason was that none of the
participants received formal education or training on how to teach with visual texts during preservice or in-service learning experiences. The participants openly admitted their uses of visual
texts are limited by their deficiencies in the necessary pedagogical content knowledge. Metros
(2008) calls on colleges of education to provide teachers with the valuable skills of teaching with
visual texts to students who live in a visually saturated society. Only recently have colleges and
universities slowly begun to accept historical visual texts as valuable instruments in teacher edu-
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cation (Coventry, M., Felten, P., Jaffee, D., O’Leary, C., & Weis, T., 2006; Felten, 2008; Metros,
2008; Staley, 2007).
According to teacher participants, another reason for not using historical visual texts is
their concern that their students lack the historical thinking skills necessary to accurately interpret a content heavy visual. A third reason is a lack of time to locate an image, plan a quality
lesson, and fit one more item into an already cramped curriculum calendar. In general, the participants expressed a lack of confidence in their abilities to teach with historical visual texts and
in their students’ abilities to learn through the visual texts. According to Metros (2008), the participants’ lack of confidence in teaching with historical visual texts is common among current
teachers.
Despite the lack of prior knowledge and low expectations of students, the participants all
agreed visual texts are beneficial to student learning. Visuals, according to the participants, help
students recall information, break up the monotony of class, and directly impact students’ historical thinking skills by exposing them to a new way of thinking historically. The positive roles
participants reported about historical visual texts are supported by the works of Hootstein (1995),
Madison (2004), and Russell and Waters (2010) who all acknowledge the academic benefits of
using historical visual texts in the teaching of social studies. Teachers were eager and willing to
develop and implement a lesson using their selected visuals. The objectives of their lessons,
however, tended to focus more on students making surface level observations versus conducting
deep historical analysis. These goals reflected the same levels of analyses the teachers did during the analysis sessions. Teachers also wanted students to make some type of personal connections or to empathize with the individuals situated in the visuals. Researchers have found that
visual texts have the potential of evoking strong emotions that can have long lasting cognitive
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effects (Gagne & White, 1978; Goolkasian, 2000; Hamann, Ely, Grafton, & Kilts, 1999; Kensinger &Corkin, 2003; Levine & Pizarro, 2004; Zull, 2004).
Research question number three: What do teachers’ reflections of a video recorded lesson reveal about teachers’ instructional experiences with historical visual texts? The participants’ lessons utilizing the historical visual texts were video recorded by the teachers. Two of
the video segments lasted a little over nine minutes and one lasted just over seven. The teachers
were instructed to capture moments of intense meaning making utilizing the visual texts. Teachers reflected on their teaching experiences by reviewing the video recorded lesson with the researcher. They were allowed to pause the video and reflect aloud. I also analyzed the videos and
transcripts of the teachers’ reflection activities to identify trends across the three cases. The
teachers employed similar pedagogical strategies in all three cases. Each lesson began with a
period of student observation. Two teachers opted to allow students quiet time to write down
their observations while the third teacher led a whole class discussion. Another similarity is that
the teachers displayed large versions of their visuals in the front of their classrooms. The teachers’ summarization methods were similar, too. To conclude their lessons, all of the teachers explained the artists’ intended meanings of the cartoons. Finally, the teachers used the visual texts
to transition into the next topic or activity.
During their reflections, teachers expressed concerns over the appropriate amount of wait
time for student observations. All three questioned whether or not they gave students enough
time. One participant pointed out when a lesson is taking place even brief moments of silence
can seem like an eternity when there is so much to teach in one class period. The participants
agreed more wait time was needed for students to examine the visuals. Shuh (1982) and Woyshner (2006) call on students to be given several minutes of silent observation on historical objects
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including visual texts. During this time, students can record descriptive notes about all the details they observe. Two of the three teachers in this study had students write down their observations. One conducted his analysis aloud with the students. The close-look approach of Shuh
(1982) and Woyshner (2006) are best accomplished when students have access to a personal
copy of the visual texts. None of the teachers provided students with hard copies of the visual
texts. However, each of the teachers reflected that providing students with their own copies is a
change they would make in the future so that students could mark the texts and conduct a close
observation.
While teaching their lessons, the teachers experienced what I call moments of teacher enlightenment. In all three cases, moments occurred that required teachers to reevaluate their own
interpretations of the visual texts. For example, in two cases, students developed conclusions
that the teachers had never thought about prior to teaching the lesson. Felten (2006) states that
visual texts have the ability to disrupt prior interpretations and assumptions. In another case, the
teacher analyzed a portion of the visual text in front of his students that he had not noticed before. This moment provided an opportunity for the teacher to model visual analysis for students.
According to Levstik (1996), the use of primary sources like the visual texts in these cases can
lead to transformational moments where teachers reconsider their prior assumptions and form
new observations.
In all of the cases, teachers reflected that their goals and objectives were met. The goals
included visualizing the topic, being able to recall the visual in follow up lessons, and making
personal connections to the topics within the visuals. Prior reports by Burke (1994), Gagne
(1985), and Stephens (1998) confirm that visual texts can provide experiences that are memorable and more compelling than the traditional teaching methods. The teachers expressed positive
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views of the roles the visual texts played in their lessons by disrupting their standard classroom
practices of note taking and worksheets. Furthermore, despite the fact that all three lessons were
teacher centered, the teachers claimed that students were engaged during the lessons. These
claims, according to the participants, are evident by students’ willingness to participate in analyzing the visuals. Prior research supports that students are more engaged when historical documents such as visual texts are utilized in the social studies classroom (Barton, 2005; Madison,
2004; Russell & Waters, 2010).
Research question number four: What do video analyses of teachers utilizing historical
visual texts reveal about teachers’ historical thinking and visual literacy pedagogical decisions?
The analyses of teachers’ video recorded lessons revealed that the teachers did not initiate many
historical thinking practices during their lessons. For example, there was little to no sourcing of
the visual texts or their authors. Teachers reported that the lack of historical thinking based activities stem from their own lack of prior knowledge of these skills. However, teachers did implement some components of historical thinking. The first was what Vansledright (2004) calls
identification. Teachers were also able guide their students through identification of key symbols and written texts in their visuals. The second component of historical thinking employed by
teachers was what Wineburg (2001) calls contextualization. The teachers had students analyze
the sources based on their time period and place in history during the Reconstruction Era. The
third component was that students made claims and arguments about the content of the visual
texts and then supported those claims with information from the visuals. Breakstone (2014) argues that a high level of historical inquiry is making an argument and citing historical texts to
support the claim. Teachers acknowledged that in the future, they need to provide students with
more historical background information about visuals prior to analysis activities. They pointed
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out that an increase in students’ historical thinking may be achievable by combining historical
visual texts with other primary source documents about the same issue, event, or person. In his
research on college students’ surface level analyses of visual texts, Jaffee (2006) found that
providing students with a collection of both written and visual historical sources enriched students’ abilities to conduct thorough historical inquiry.
The visual literacy decisions of the teacher participants were examined through a framework based on Werner’s (2002) three instructional conditions necessary for students to learn to
read visual texts: authority, community, and opportunity/capacity. Authority, according to Werner (2002), refers to the amount of freedom or lack thereof students are given to analyze a visual
text. The three teachers in this study designed lessons where the authoritative relationship shifted between the students and the visual texts. The lessons all began by restricting students to surface level observations. As the lessons progressed, the authority shifted toward the students
when they began making their own inferences and interpretations about the visuals. Community,
according to Werner (2002), is the idea that classrooms must be communal spaces where students feel free to share their interpretations and analyses but also are provided with support by
other students and the teacher. Each teacher in this study established a sense of community by
asking students to openly share. And, when inappropriate or obscure comments were spoken,
the teachers were able to keep the communal sense in tact by correcting the issue and continuing
with the lesson.
Werner’s (2002) third condition, opportunity/capacity, refers to the need for students to
be provided with many chances to view and read different visual texts. He identifies seven possible readings of visual texts teachers can apply to images to increase opportunities for analysis.
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Although applying all seven to one reading is too much, he does suggest applying more than one
reading to a visual text to increase student engagement.
One participant asked students to only conduct an instrumental reading which treated the
visual text as a source of information to be examined and recalled at a later date. Another lesson
consisted of an instrumental reading, and a narrative reading that asked students to identify the
emotional feelings of the individuals in the visual. In the third lesson the teacher asked students
to conduct four readings. The reading was a narrative as the other two lessons. The second reading was an iconic reading that asked students to connect the visual to broader themes and issues
in history. The third reading, indicative, had students to try and figure out the artist’s opinion.
Finally, the fourth reading, an editorial, asked students to determine their own opinions of the
issues within the visual text.
Yet, in all three cases, when sharing their observations, some students moved beyond instrumental readings and applied their own readings to the visuals. For example, one student
conducted a narrative reading by creating a historically accurate story for the people and events
in the text. Another student conducted an iconic reading by applying prior knowledge to determine the artist’s original intent behind the visual text. A third student applied an editorial reading to state an opinion about the artist’s perspective.
During their lessons, the teachers were very focused on students sharing a correct answer
or interpretation of the visual text. The majority of students were able to analyze and form conclusions with little assistance from the teachers, especially in the gifted classroom. In the special
education setting more teacher led instruction was used.
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Implications for Action
The findings of this exploratory study into how eighth grade history teachers utilize historical visual texts may be beneficial to many in education. Social studies teachers can learn
from the successes and missed opportunities of the participants in this study. The three teachers
were candid and honest when they reflected on their pedagogical approaches. Current teachers
can use these data to learn how to improve their own approaches. For example, the participants’
acknowledgements that students need more wait time to analyze the visual texts and hard copies
to examine, mark, and keep for future reference. Some teachers may be able to relate to the issue
of forming student friendly questions that assist students in an analysis activity rather than hinder
their performance. Examining the participants’ struggles in formulating those questions may
shed light on how to improve their own questions. Teachers who are reluctant to use historical
visual texts may be encouraged by the engagement of reluctant leaners when the participants utilized the visuals, and especially when emotions and feelings were incorporated into the lessons.
The results of this study also provide some insight into the role historical thinking and visual literacy play in helping students to accurately and thoroughly engage with visual texts.
Others who could benefit from the results of this study include professional development
program developers for social studies educators. In-service teachers may find that the results of
this study can provide them with information to share with other current teachers on what to do
and what to avoid when teaching with historical visual texts. A professional development program based on these findings could help some teachers who are reluctant to change. As one of
the participants explained, teachers tend to find themselves in a rut of teaching the same way
every year. Following their experiences in this study, the participants were eager to learn more
techniques and to improve on their current levels of teaching with visual texts. A professional
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development that shares the eagerness of this study’s participants with novice teachers could create a catalyst to encourage incorporating visual texts.
In-service providers could also use this study to know what obstacles teachers face and be
ready to help teachers counter those issues. Participants complained that the lack of time to locate images is often a stumbling block. For future professional developments opportunities, the
facilitators could have visual texts ready to distribute to teachers so that they can access them
quickly thus removing the time constraint.
A third group who this study could help is textbook publishers. The participants in this
study did not use textbooks. However, textbooks as resource materials are still very much a part
of every social studies teacher’s repertoire. The publishers may find the gaps in the teachers’
historical thinking and visual literacy skills helpful when planning and developing teacher editions. Informative sections for instructors on how to best use the historical visual texts in textbooks could help teachers engage their students even more when using textbooks as classroom
tools. A new approach of analyzing visuals in textbooks could cause textbook images to no
longer be seen as simply filling blank spaces, but rather historical documents to be analyzed and
critiqued.
Teacher educators are a fourth group for whom the findings in this study could be significant. All three of the participants have advanced degrees in social studies education. Yet, none
of them recall being taught how to plan and teach with historical visual texts. The possibility
exists that they are mistaken and have forgotten about prior learning experiences. Teacher educators can use this study to understand areas in which teachers need more support and pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1986). For example, preservice teachers could study the struggles of one participant to ask the right questions by creating their own and defending their deci-
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sions. Another potential use of this study is to have preservice teachers create lessons with the
same historical visual texts as the participants and then compare their lessons with those in this
study to examine the similarities, differences, and potential outcomes.
Further Research
Prior to conducting this study, an exhaustive search of the literature failed to reveal much
research on the pedagogical practices of middle level social studies teachers utilizing historical
visual texts. I have attempted to fill that gap with this study. A review of this study by educational researchers may reveal approaches for future studies into the uses of historical visual texts
in social studies classrooms. The teachers in this study all utilized political cartoons related to
the Reconstruction Era. Another study may require participants to use a wider variety of historical visual texts. Three lessons were examined in this study. A modification for future research
could be to gather more than three lessons from teachers to examine teachers’ growth over an
extended period of time and across more than one teaching unit. A data collection method of this
study had teachers reflect on their own teaching experiences. Another possible study could have
teachers watch and reflect on videos of other teachers’ lessons utilizing historical visual texts.
Teachers could benefit from seeing that other teachers struggle with the same issues, or teachers
could gain new pedagogical strategies from watching others’ lessons. At the conclusion of this
study, the participants expressed interest in learning more about instructional methods utilizing
historical visual texts. An alternative study could provide teachers with strategies via professional development sessions followed by observations of lessons to examine teachers’ pedagogical decisions.
One possible improvement to this study would be to include a larger number of participants. An increase in teacher participants would yield a better sampling than just the three
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teachers. Furthermore, incorporating teachers from more than one grade level could lead to an
examination of the various levels of instruction based on students’ ages. Additionally, a possible
study could focus on how teachers’ with different content backgrounds and undergraduate degrees analyze historical visual texts. For example, a study could compare the prior knowledge
and pedagogical approaches of a teacher who majored in history versus a teacher who majored in
economics.
The focus of this study was on the pedagogical decisions of the teachers. Future studies
could place an emphasis on students in order to learn about their experiences and reactions to
lessons that utilize historical visual texts. Student focused studies could use research methods
such as pre-test and post-test to examine the impacts on student learning, document analyses to
explore students’ abilities at analyzing a visual text before and after a lesson, and interviews to
learn if students’ interactions with historical visual texts impact their lives outside of the social
studies classroom.
Conclusion
Over 140 years after the publication of his Worse than Slavery political cartoon, Thomas
Nast’s imagery of the harsh and racially divisive living conditions for African Americans during
the Reconstruction Era continues to evoke debates and inflame viewers. The content of historical visual texts, such as Nast’s work, calls on viewers to reconsider prior notions and to internalize emotional reactions thus making them powerful learning tools for social studies teachers to
utilize in their classrooms. The results of this study demonstrate that teaching and learning with
historical visual texts brings history lessons to life by challenging students to be more than passive consumers.
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Appendix: Fair Use of Political Cartoons
The political cartoons printed in this dissertation were originally published in the United
States in the years 1868, 1870, and 1874. Works published prior to 1923 contain no copyright
constrictions and are in the public domain due to copyright expiration.

